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ABSTRACT 

 

Purpose 

The transformational leader through contextual applications of learning influences 

student achievement. This study used the framework of transformational leadership to 

examine principal access to research-based learning supporting leadership growth.   

Methodology 

In a collective-case study, interviews with thirty public school principals revealed current 

leadership continuous learning experiences and the perceived availability of scholarly 

research.  Using grounded theory analysis, the data findings evolved through a symbolic 

interactionist orientation.   

Findings 

Four significant themes emerged: urgency, insecurity, community, and commitment.  

Principals engaged continuous learning, but demonstrated a desire for guidance toward 

identifying and accessing relevant quality research.  Contrary to the more modernist 

principal assessment model, multiple paradigms of learning and application surfaced as 

essential to current principal access. 

Implications  

Research informs practice when available in time efficient and contextually relevant 

formats. Tangible recommendations including continuous learning models and 

streamlined research dissemination offer guidance for the broader educational community 

to collaboratively support varied access formats for leadership growth.     
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The deep significance of the task of school administration  
is to be found in the pedagogical ground of its [own] vocation.  
It is the notion of education that gives the idea of leader its  
whole purpose. 

Evans, 1991, p.17 
 

In today’s accountability environment, the principal’s ability to access and to 

utilize meaningful research for school success becomes increasingly significant for its 

potential impact on student performance and the professional growth of staff and the 

leaders themselves (Elmore, 2002; Reeves, 2004). Without engagement in continuous 

learning opportunities, principals have to rely on prior individual experiences or 

potentially outdated theoretical learning frames (Wagner, et al., 2006).  Therefore, the 

availability and access of scholarly research that allows for the growth of principal 

learning parallel to the evolving role of today’s campus leader is essential. 

Enumerating an extensive list of reasons for principals to be life-long learners, 

Rick DuFour (2002), a public school superintendent and respected voice in learning 

community development, highlighted a contention that principals must continuously 

refocus and overtly respect and emulate the primary purpose of schools -- learning.  By 

both modeling the learning process and supporting validated strategies identified to 

enhance staff and student knowledge, principals engage in what DuFour deemed a 

significantly powerful leverage for advancing the school toward the attainment of its 

goals.   While his contentions point principals to a results-driven perspective, they 

underscore the broader platform espoused by others calling for professional growth 

grounded in both empirical and theoretical research (Marcoulides & Heck, 1993).  
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Many campus leaders, however, rely more confidently on random collegial 

networking or less robust, though easily accessible, strategies to guide their leadership 

efforts in hopes of finding immediate answers to educational challenges (Institute for 

Educational Leadership, 2000).  Multiple empirical studies, as well as subjective reports, 

reflect growing feelings of disconnect by working principals between the available 

research for leadership development and the perceived relevancy of its content (Marzano, 

2003).  Moreover, principals often fail to access valuable understandings emerging from 

extensive research, which are clearly relevant to their leadership growth, because those 

research reports are often considered too abstract or theoretical or only available in 

obscure journal formats (National Staff Development Council, 2000).   

A general review of the conference offerings at state and national levels that 

target practicing educational leaders reflected a common trend in sessions with limited 

focus on exploring the findings from well-designed research projects.  Instead, keynote 

sessions included motivational speakers from outside of the educational community (i.e., 

Rick Rigby, Murray Banks) followed by break-out sessions of varied topical focus.  Such 

sessions more often reflected corporate models, high stakes accountability standards, or 

trend-based readings (TASSP, 2006; TEPSA, 2006).  Presentations attempting to provide 

a quick-fix intervention or to impose popular business strategies on the social service 

structure of public education prevailed.  Though some minor shifts toward more 

grounded work in professional development trainings existed at state level workshops 

and at conferences sponsored by educational associations, the proportional representation 

of these sessions was still small (TASSP, 2006; TASCD, 2006).   
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Management organization topics or business models also dominated many 

popular written works such as Good to Great (Collins, 2001) or Leadership Secrets of 

Attila the Hun (Roberts, 1990) that are utilized by educators to shape their leadership 

approaches. A similar trend is a propensity for short-read texts geared at providing an 

easy as one, two, three approach to leadership success, as in The 10 Things Great 

Principals Do (Whitaker, 2004), The Essential 11 (Clark, 2004), and The Four 

Obsessions of an Extraordinary Executive (Lencioni, 2000).  While some of these 

readings may have informed the profession about leadership in general society or 

provided for motivational stress reduction, the potential for deep educational leadership 

growth may be lessened by limited engagement in more scholarly research not being as 

readily available and frequently accessed (Reeves, 2006).   

As Sergiovanni (1994) noted, leadership practices that engage leaders and 

followers together in common goals with a learning focus offer the greatest potential for 

success.  Such learning focus, when drawn from quality research, provides more 

sustainable leadership knowledge for principals to explore and potentially apply as 

appropriate to the unique needs of their schools and the students they serve (Elmore, 

2002).  The examination of principal access behavior and the perceived availability of 

relevant research is an important step toward the continued development of campus level 

educational leadership. 

 Theoretical Framework 

 In his 2003 presentation at the American Education Research Association 

(AERA), Leithwood laid out five claims about school leadership relevant to this study.  

Guiding these articulated conclusions for shaping school leadership was an inherent call 
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for drawing upon quality research findings that are robust across studies to enhance a 

continuous learning process.  This focus on intellectual stimulation (Burns, 1978; 

Leithwood, 2003), a component of transformational leadership behavior, emphasized a 

valued commitment to the access and application of research-based understandings to 

inform leadership practices.   

In 1994 the Texas Education Agency (TEA) distributed a publication outlining a 

vision for public schools, with enumerated proficiencies for transformational leadership 

professed to set the stage for administrators in Texas to lead with a viable potential for 

change (TEA, 1995).  All Texas principals are certified and evaluated under these 

guidelines, which emerged from articulated transformational proficiency standards.  

Recognizing these parameters for principal leadership expectations in Texas, this 

research study relied on the continuous learning characteristic of transformational 

leadership as the lens for a deeper investigation into current Texas educational leadership 

growth activity by participants in this study.   

 Statement of the Problem 

Principals serve as key factors in the health of the school and the success of its 

students (Cotton, 2003; Heck, 1992; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997).  Therefore, the research 

base guiding their leadership is of importance.  A predominant theme in educational 

literature over the past decade underscored a significant correlation between principal 

involvement in continuous research-based professional development and the success of 

the schools they lead (Elmore, 2002; Marcoulides & Heck, 1993).  Acknowledging the 

diminishing pool of educators, over 40% of whom are potentially headed toward 
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retirement within the coming decade (Finn, 2003), the scope of professional growth 

activity for new and continuing principals warranted review.     

In 1999, members of the National Partnership for Excellence and Accountability 

in Teaching (NPEAT) expressed a commitment to engage in collaborative research-based 

action, based on a belief that "the [learning] community requires recognition that 

professional development [for everyone in the school community] is a life-long process” 

(Loucks-Horsley, 1999, p.12).  The nurturance of this professional development practice 

was clearly dependent upon campus leadership that would both encourage and embrace a 

vision for research-based continuous learning, risk-taking, and interactive practice. 

Additionally, with growing concerns over the disparity in academic and social 

performance among the demographic groups within public schools (Thomson, 1992), it 

became even more important to examine what recent and relevant studies revealed and 

the degree to which principals accessed these research findings to inform their leadership 

and learning by all 

Recent professionals continue to argue that the reason for limited engagement by 

principals "is not that those in the field do not value research, but because [it] is not 

readily accessible" (Young, 2006, p. 1).  Assumptions are that principals are actively 

seeking access to relevant and valuable research findings to shape their own leadership 

within the context of the needs at their campus.  However, many contend that the 

predominant commitment of campus principals' time and leadership growth practice 

continues to reflect limited engagement in effective leadership behavior focus (Elmore, 

2000). According to reporter Bess Keller of Education Week, access to valid research is 

untenable as educators are out of touch with current research sources and find the 
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traditional coursework in post-graduate programs too removed from their current 

leadership needs.  She noted that “quietly, under cover of educational lingo and 

university requirements, reformers around the country have established beachheads of 

clinical education for principals. Their programs view schools - not university lecture 

halls - as the proper training ground for future leaders, and they put student learning as 

job one for principals" (National Staff Development Council, 2000, p. 6).   

The apparent gap between the research dissemination and access by principals is 

considered by some to be resulting in a greater reliance upon unfounded, inconsistent, 

and disconnected professional development which may or may not increase leadership 

behavior (Elmore, 2000).  An examination of the actual professional growth activity of a 

representative group of Texas principals, particularly in light of the transformational 

premise of their own licensure, provided some clarity to the potential challenges for 

leadership development today. 

Purpose of the Study 

The central purpose of this study was to determine if public school principals 

engaged in continuous leadership growth experiences toward the improvement of the 

overall learning of their campuses and if they did, to expose the content of those growth 

experiences.  Specifically, this research analyzed the learning experiences reported by a 

representative pool of 30 Texas campus administrators to see if those experiences 

included purposely chosen, validated research findings as a component of professional 

growth activities.  This study did not evaluate or quantify the research base of the 

reported professional development activities of principals, but rather documented the 

ways principals select professional development activities and apply those to the schools 
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they lead. The concept of the transformational principal’s “primary role as being about 

students, learning, and teaching [support]” (Donaldson, 2001, p. 30; Leithwood & Riehl, 

2003), guided the study and brought new considerations about the nature of professional 

development practice for current educational leaders.   

Research Questions 

The research focused on finding answers to three key questions: 

1. In what ways do principals select professional development activities to 

support their leadership growth and the success of the campuses they   lead? 

2. How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to their access of 

scholarly research? 

3. How do principals state they apply research-based study findings to their 

unique campus settings so as to create change? 

The cumulative responses to these questions created the database for the final 

analysis. The researcher analyzed the self-reported behaviors of continuous growth 

practice by current principals in Texas in relationship to these questions in order to 

examine the content and potential access trends in professional development leadership 

activities, specifically with regard to intended transformation efforts.  The question of 

research availability, as well as the character of the research embedded in the accessed 

learning activities, formed a platform for considering potential patterns in principal 

choices for professional growth.  Additionally, predominant trends in format and delivery 

access methods provided broader understanding as to influences on choices.  Conclusions 

or recommendations based on the analyses of findings adhered to a determined focus on 

the research questions. 
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Rationale for the Study 

 While the discussion of high stakes accountability and the stressed environment 

created for principals was extensive in literature, limited documentation emerged 

surrounding the specific leadership development practices of principals responsive to the 

increased mandates (Gusky, 2000; Hayes, 2005).  Further, corresponding evidence as to 

the perceived availability of research findings that may offer more varied leadership 

guidance specific to Texas educators was rare.  A focus on the degree to which campus 

leaders are prioritizing learning based on refereed research findings provided important 

clarification of the actual professional development practices of campus leaders that may 

be beneficial to the practicing educational community and the researchers examining it.  

Further, identifying any potential support structures or roadblocks to access of quality 

research was a timely development and information source for principal leadership today. 

Principals appear to be falling back to a dependence on highly visible and tangible 

results in response to the No Child Left Behind legislation which models those systems 

frameworks and quantitative approaches (Reeves, 2006).  While multiple research 

findings are emerging in the public education realm, many emphasize test-driven, 

outcome- based results with a clear focus solely on the data whose statistical reliance on 

summative state-administered assessments may be questionable (Marzano, 2003).  This 

renewed propensity for linear thinking may have limited the ability for a more 

comprehensive approach to quality professional growth among today’s principals.   

The underlying premise of this research study recognized the impact of the 

principal as a leader in the school setting (Bass, 1990b; Heck & Marcoulides, 1990; 

Kouzes & Posner, 1995).  Further, the principal’s role in accessing and applying best 
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practices gleaned from research studies highlighting leadership and learning behavior 

toward effective transformation of school environments was fundamental to the study.  

The transformational leader provides inspiration toward a collaborative energy by all to 

take the school to a higher level of performance (Bass & Avolio, 1994).  While not fully 

reflective of the theoretical model of transformational leadership described by Burns 

(1978), this study aligned with the Leithwood (1992b) adaptation of Burn's theoretical 

construct to educational leadership.  Focusing on the influence potential inherent in a 

transformative leader, Leithwood advocated for a commitment by principals to 

continuous learning and the development of people within the organization.  He noted 

that “principals exert leadership by setting examples for staff to follow” (Leithwood & 

Riehl, 2003, p. 20) and that the engagement in professional growth by campus leadership 

can “help the school to become a professional learning community to support the 

performance of all key workers, including the teachers and the students” (Leithwood & 

Riehl, 2003, p. 29). 

Transformational leadership, in Leithwood’s summation, speaks to the 

characteristics of a leader who can influence others in the school environment toward a 

shared purpose.  The improvement of leadership and teaching practices through the 

incorporation of on-going scholarly professional development allows for more flexible, 

context-driven leadership styles (Darling-Hammond, 2003).  This assumption of the 

potency of principals who actively engage in valid research and professional learning, 

especially in "more transformational forms of leadership practice" (Leithwood & Riehl, 

2003, p.11) established a conceptual framework for this study’s examination of the 

professional growth practices of principals as learning-centered leaders. 
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This conceptual framework allowed the study to embrace the research 

determinations that (1) the principal is a significant influence on the learning success 

within a school setting (Kouzes & Posner, 2003), (2) principals committed to 

understanding instructional and leadership theory impact the viability of educational 

environment success (Zmudu, Kuklis, & Kline, 2004), and (3) principals who apply the 

findings of quality research as appropriate to their unique settings through collaborative 

and learner-centered processes foster democratic learning communities with potentially 

greater depth and breadth to the sustainability of experienced success (Darling-

Hammond, 1996; DuFour, 2002).   

Just as leaders began to develop a deeper knowledge base leading, perhaps, to the 

emergence of more transformational organizational renovation, principals were thrust 

back into a short-term performance model that demanded immediacy of response and 

production (Reeves, 2006).  This compressed range of leadership focus and reliance on 

what many consider to be more objective data dismissed research addressing other 

critical aspects of the learning community.  The school leaders, and the schools under 

their stewardship, may be “replac[ing] the value of other forms of information which are 

crucial to understanding human interaction and effective learning and teaching” (English, 

2003, p. 210).  In a questionable accountability vacuum, this restricted professional 

growth approach focused on short- term outcomes could have the long-term impact of 

limiting the development of sustainable leadership by disregarding important findings 

needed for today’s principals to lead for future considerations.  

In this atmosphere, the potential for a balance of leadership focused on broader 

aspects of the learning environment is set aside as educational management continues to 
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take precedence over other aspects of the principal role (Maxcy, 1995).  Organizational 

needs for a viable learning community responsive to child development aspects not 

validated by objective test measurement may be substituted for a more immediate, though 

short-lived, results approach (Sergiovanni, 1994).  This encourages principals to draw 

upon less reliable growth guidance promising immediate and visible performance gains 

(Reeves, 2004).   

For principals to engage more transformational practices, the quality and scope of 

their professional growth experiences must be seen to influence the nature of their 

leadership.  Whatever action, even inaction, which results from this influence will 

significantly impact the educational experience of the students and staff they serve.  As 

Reeves (2006, p. 180) noted,  

Many people live their lives aspiring to make a difference  

  and to live a life that matters.  There need be no such uncertainty 

  in the life of an educator or school leader.  Every decision we 

  make (…)will influence leadership and learning.  After all [the study 

and work], it all comes down to this:  What we do matters. 

 
This research study respected the import of well-informed school leaders and sought to 

identify the reality of principal professional growth activity in the accountability era.  Its 

approach allowed for an exposure of any gap between theory and practice, an age-old 

concern.  Where this gap surfaced in the data analysis, recommendations for further study 

and action included considerations for how to bridge this gap so that quality studies could 

be made readily accessible by principals.   Reciprocally, the study explored the potential 
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for continually informing theoretical developments through the exposed practice and 

expressed challenges surrounding professional growth in the educational setting.   

By examining the characteristics of principal choice selections for their 

professional growth, as well as the expressed factors of influence behind these choices, 

both educator practice and research promotion is supported. The conclusions of the study 

provide guidance for principals and school districts in how to structure research-based 

professional growth to remove barriers or enhance supports to relevant research. This 

offers the opportunity for advancing principal leadership practices to transform the 

schools they lead and to respond to authentic accountability standards.   

Assumptions of the Study 

 Several assumptions were made in this investigation.  First, accepting that the 

principals who engaged in this study were likely to be those most willing and interested 

in support toward their successful leadership, as this was a voluntary study, assumptions 

were that the purposely selected group of participants would offer honest and informative 

responses.  The researcher also assumed that the responses, though reflective of diverse 

individual respondents, would provide for a collective reflection of the practices of 

current public school principals.  This collective response assumedly would be an 

important indication of the professional growth activity of today’s Texas public school 

leaders. 

 Finally, an assumption that the use of a qualitative investigation would provide 

for a dynamic exchange of information with more depth and a broader scope of 

information than could be obtained through purely objective or quantitative approaches 

grounded the study. 
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Delimitations of the Study 

 This study focused on current campus administrator attempts to transform the 

schools they lead and the paths they choose in selecting professional growth activities for 

themselves and their staff toward that end. While the research sought to identify the 

research-based source of reported continuous learning activities, it did not attempt to 

evaluate or prioritize the events themselves.  Further, the study kept the focus of 

professional development review within the parameters of topics focused on leadership, 

which included expressed efforts to effect change through modeled and implemented 

continuous growth applied toward the support of school success.   

The study did not attempt to draw any causal relationships between principal 

practice and the availability of research findings. Instead, the findings reported a parallel 

portrait of access behavior and available resources for further considerations. Self-

reported data is by nature subjective, but the accumulation of sufficient responses led to 

an opportunity for a rich, descriptive analysis of participant behavior (Glesne, 1999).  By 

expanding the participant base to a diverse membership from varied contextual settings 

across Texas, the preponderance of evidence and any emerging themes added 

trustworthiness to the resulting report.   

Focused efforts ensured the content was trustworthy through triangulated data 

sources.  Careful analysis of interview responses with continuous member-checking 

assisted in reducing misinterpretation of principal reports.  A more detailed analysis of 

response consistency provided for internal cross-validation through the use of multiple 

questions that addressed the content from varied perspectives (Berg, 2004).  Also, the 

researcher secured interviews with professionals with oversight of areas related to 
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principal responses as additional lines of sight.  Finally, comparing reported information 

against archival documentation regarding attendance at conferences, keynote 

presentations, readings, and workshops toward continuous professional growth yielded a 

secondary reservoir of data for consideration.  

While the research findings related most specifically to campus leadership in 

Texas, it is conceivable that the findings inform the broader work by others to relieve the 

theory-practice gap overall.  The research design of the study reflected a purposeful effort 

to provide for a clear process that enhanced the potential for replication of the study, as 

well as the analysis of the findings. 

Definition of Terms 

Collective Case Study: the extensive study of several representative cases which 

provide information toward the core of the study.  As with all case studies, "the intent is 

to gather enough information about a (…) group to permit the effective understanding of 

how the [group] operates" (Berg, 2004). 

Content analysis: the qualitative approach to exploring the meaning behind the 

words, actions, and archival data gathered through the study.  Analysis will follow the 

process of grounded theory, allowing the data to emerge through a spiraled review. 

Continuous learning: the engagement in professional growth activities in an on-

going time frame with the assumption that learning is never completed. 

Current Research: research conducted within the last 10 years in areas of public 

education leadership leading to improved school performances as defined within the 

public school setting (excluding charter, private, or parochial). 
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Data Clusters: a term used in this study to represent the initial categorical 

groupings serving as the criteria for selection in sorting the retrieved data. 

Grounded theory: a theoretical analysis approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) that 

alludes to the spiraled emergence of theory through a continuous, reflective content 

analysis. It denotes the evolving nature of findings from an initial point of origin.   

Improved school/organizational performance: reported findings from objective 

data (test results, attendance and graduation rates, demographic performance, teacher 

turnover) and subjective data (testimonials, narrative surveys, focus group analyses, 

organizational health inventories, student enrollment in expanded course selections, 

parent participation, campus initiatives, etc) used internally and externally to measure 

school success and shape educational leadership behavior. 

Interview Profiles: a term for the coding frames which organize data chunks 

derived from interview question responses and archival data review.  Profiles were 

initially developed by individual respondents, and then sorted by clustered interview 

questions responsive to each of the research questions of the study (Appendix E). 

Knowledge base: the body of accepted elements at the core of a given field which 

may be considered dependable, consistent, and enduring.  For the purposes of this paper, 

knowledge base reflects the postmodern perspective as being multi-paradigmic, 

contextual, and plural (English, 2003).  

Learner-centered: a commitment to a continuous learning priority for all, 

modeled by the administrator with a clear focus on research-based understandings.  It is 

an interpretative application of what McCombs and Whisler (1997, p. 9) defined as “the 

perspective that couples a focus on individual learners (…) with a focus on learning (the 
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best available knowledge about learning and how it occurs (…) that are most effective in 

promoting the highest levels of motivation, learning, and achievement for all learners).” 

Modernists: those who embrace a method of scientific research founded upon 

objective, predefined measures toward the development of a core set of standards which 

can be generalized to others in the field. 

Open coding: a process for sorting data through a wide inquiry which challenges 

the researcher to initially "believe everything and believe nothing" (Strauss & Corbin, 

1987, p.28). 

Performance-based principal/leadership evaluation: Standards for measuring the 

effectiveness of leadership based predominantly, if not entirely, on quantifiable data 

elements using objective methodology.  This often precludes the inclusion of potentially 

authentic measures of effectiveness found in qualitative studies reflecting elements of the 

subjective educational experience. 

Post-modernists: those who adopt a counter approach to modernism by embracing 

an acceptance that truth is plural, contextual and involves multiple perspectives and 

outcomes determined outside predetermined norms (English, 2003; Marshall & Gerstl-

Pepin, 2005). 

Principals: current campus level administrators with mid-management 

certification in the state of Texas serving in K-12 public schools, selected from a cross-

section of sizes and demographic compositions, geographical regions, and grade levels.  

Professional Development: for the purposes of this study, the term for reported 

training or leadership growth experiences accessed by working principals with the intent 
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of improving their leadership practice toward increased organizational and student 

success as defined within the public school setting. 

Research: a study conducted to examine a specifically identified problem. 

Research-based (quality, valid) professional development: professional 

development, as defined, which is founded on a process for design, analysis, and 

interpretation of data or phenomena reflective of standards of refereed research practices, 

both quantitative and qualitative, consistent with scholarly research. 

Scholarly research: a study conducted to examine a specifically identified 

problem using a process for design, analysis, and interpretation of data or phenomena 

reflective of standards of refereed research practices, both quantitative and qualitative. 

Symbolic Interactionist: an interpretive approach to content analysis that 

organizes and reduces data in "order to uncover patterns of human activity, action, and 

meaning" (Berg, 2004, p. 266).  Specifically, the researcher goes beyond the literal 

meaning of the words spoken and interprets the meaning behind the words evidenced 

through other latent data. 

Theme: a unit of information derived from both manifest and latent messages by 

the respondents resulting in a common clustering of expressed experiences or views. 

Theory: as defined by Webster (1990), a proposition that can be substantiated by 

accepted principles; i.e., an explanation for a particular set or system of occurrences. 

Organization of the Study 

 The written presentation reflecting the work of this study is divided into chapter 

discussions.  Chapter I served as an introduction to the study so as to provide 

background, intent, and the broad parameters of the research.  Chapter II examined the 
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literature surrounding the focused topic and explored other perspectives responsive to the 

key research questions.  Chapter III outlined the methodology of the study, identifying 

the tools, setting, and participants in detail.  Further, the process for analysis in a 

qualitative review was discussed.  Chapter IV disclosed the findings from the data and 

organized responses in alignment with the expressed research questions of the study.  

Chapter V, the final chapter, reviewed the intent of the study, analyzed the data, drew any 

conclusions found to be of significance, and shared recommendations for utilization by 

the public education community or institutions of higher learning in Texas.   
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

At a time of wholesale change, when the entire paradigm  
  of schooling is shifting, thoughtful, well-designed professional   
  development for leaders is essential. 

  Smith & Piele (2006, p. 103) 
 
 Significant literature has emerged over the past decade regarding the impact of 

leadership on the success of schools (Dufour, 2004; Peterson, 2002; Scheurich & Skrla, 

2003).  Most educators acknowledge that "principal leadership abilities do not attain full 

capability at the end of the preparation program.  Instead their learning curve extends 

throughout their careers" (Lashway, 2006, p. 103).  The availability of quality continuous 

growth opportunities for principals, then, is of tremendous significance. Further, the 

nature and strength of how leadership growth guidance is accessed and sustained is 

important for transformation founded on scholarly research to occur (Reeves, 2004).   

However, research expressly focused on the character of the professional 

preparation and continuous learning activities engaged by leaders seeking to transform 

the success of their campuses is limited.   This chapter provides an overview of relevant 

studies and literature surrounding principal professional growth activities that influence 

the potential for transformative leadership, as well as any studies of similar focus and 

intent regarding professional development action overall. 

Philosophical Struggles 

Extensive research surrounds organizational behavior and principal leadership 

emergence (Hale & Moorman, 2003). Responsive to the needs and pressures of the times, 

principals face the challenge of leading a staff in support of the education of students so 

as to prepare them as future workers and leaders (Dewey, 1916).  Principals themselves 
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must be in a continual state of learning and strengthening of their own knowledge base in 

order to be responsive, accountable, and successful (Reeves, 2006).  Additionally, today's 

high stakes performance environment further accelerates the need for  leadership focus. 

Contributing to the dilemma for exploring the development opportunities for 

today's principals toward learner-centered schools that may transform the educational 

experience is the revolution in which educational leadership is currently embroiled.  

When George Kaplan bemoaned that the "Great Education Debate [was in essence] a 

thousand points of noise" (Schmoker & Wilson, 1993, p. xiii), he was not necessarily 

denouncing the value of the discourse.  His expressed concern spoke more to the 

potential for distraction from the very intent of the debate, that of promoting successful 

educational experiences.  However, without an open dialogue it seems unlikely that 

purposeful growth in educational leadership practices can occur.  As Schmoker noted, 

even as an advocate of the more institutionalized scientific management processes 

espoused in his Total Quality Education (1993), what "public education need[s] most [is] 

a compelling but flexible plan on which to base action, action that will result in a new 

optimism; for that more than anything else is central to improvement and to the will to 

improve" (Schmoker & Wilson, 1993, p.xiii).   

 At the heart of this study is the examination of principal access to quality 

professional development.  The exploration of  the varied perspectives regarding what 

constitutes quality, or research-based professional development, as well as the 

perspectives of those influencing and defining research in the area of educational 

leadership is important.  In particular, the specific struggle, or debate, between the 
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modernist and post-modernist views is valuable.  Those perspectives present the most 

global, yet potentially relevant, approaches to leadership theory and growth opportunity.  

Modernism  

 The core assumptions which help to define modernism are not unique to, nor a 

derivative of, education.  In fact, the guiding precepts of modernism are based in the field 

of science and manifested in most industry structures (English, 2003).  Modernism 

essentially refers to an approach regarding discovery and understanding that results in a 

single theoretical perspective.  This perspective, arrived at through a replicable scientific 

process, provides the filter through which all other concepts may be examined (Hawking, 

1988). 

 Historically centered, the modernist approach evolved from early reasoning 

predominant in religious and university hierarchies where the search for one truth was 

foundational (English, 2003). From this confidence in the objectivity of science where a 

reality could be exposed, independent of external influences, an emerging truth could be 

discovered.  This objective, neutral stance of the modernist assumptions developed into 

the fundamental approach for measuring quality research and valid findings.  

Empirically-tested research findings through theory are determined to be definitive 

guides for future actions by others (Haller & Strike, 1986).  

 Underscored in the modernist approach are efforts to normalize the body of 

knowledge forming its foundation.  All findings must reflect defensible patterns of 

universality and of primary import in validating any research is the ability to transfer, 

generalize, and predict outcomes (English, 2003).  The clinical, even prescriptive nature 
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of such a controlled knowledge base is considered to afford potency to the field as it is 

supported by the findings. 

 In the educational environment, modernist research adopted the use of this 

scientific approach where one right, or best, answer emerged to guide leadership, 

organization, and instructional practices in the school setting.  It is the belief in the 

potential for predictability and dependability that, perhaps, reinforced a confidence in the 

process.  The modernist envisions the potential for arriving at a set of standards for 

behavior that may be transferred across settings with replicable results (Hoy & Miskel, 

1982).  These standards, based upon empirical research processes, can then form the 

modernist definition of quality research appropriate to guide practice. 

 Much of the activity prevalent in principal development and evaluation models 

today are predicated on a belief in the value of an external set of standards for leadership 

(Murphy & Shipman, 1999).  Both national and state licensure determinations look to 

create a measure of effectiveness that will transcend cultural or contextual challenges 

within the school, even though schools are specifically accountable for those factors.  

Specific behaviors correlated to effective leadership serve to outline the expected 

behaviors and corollary effectiveness of principals.  Given this, the implications for 

professional development from the modernist perspective are significant, if potentially, 

prescriptive. 

Postmodernism  

 Postmodernism rejects the concept of one right or a single truth, the support 

structure for the modernist tent. As the term connotes, postmodernism is a conceptual 

approach to theoretical understanding which emerged after the institutionalization of 
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modernism.  In reality, postmodernism exists alongside a continuing adherence by most 

to modernist assumptions, more as an antecedent than as a post, or next, approach 

(Loving, 1997).  As English (2003) underscored, it is this very oppositional stance of the 

post-modernist to the precepts of modernism or "the fact that postmodernism doesn't fit 

into the tent [that] the post in postmodernism is all about" (p. 10).  This reference to a tent 

refers to Donmoyer's (1999) characterization of educational administration as an all 

inclusive field.  Fenwick English (2003) expanded upon the reasoning behind this 

perspective and other oppositions to modernism through a series of offsetting truth vs. 

myth examinations.  These are further expounded throughout his text, with a summative 

charting of clear differences in the presuppositions.  Central to all the differences is the 

singularity of truth in modernism decried by the postmodernist insistence on multiplicity 

of truths and decentralization in research and theoretical development.  

 Some have attempted to articulate the core difference in the postmodern 

perspective (Loving, 1997) and the modernist perspective by expanding on fundamental 

divergences such as perspectives on the influence of context and culture in the scientific 

process.  The most compelling of the differences, with respect to this research project, are 

the opposing perspectives regarding knowledge base, preparation practices, and 

understandings of leadership.  Each of these has a fundamental implication for how 

quality professional development is approached, and on the definitive value attributed to 

professional development activities by principals today. For the postmodernist, it is the 

plurality of perspectives that is crucial.  Rather than accept the notion of a single 

standard, postmodernism proposes the existence of multiple theories, multiple knowledge 

bases, and multiple truths or realities.  In contrast, the modernist supports mandated 
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standards based on a best practice approach proven to deliver predictable outcomes 

(Feyerabend, 1993). 

 Underscoring the inability to approach any phenomena from a fully neutral 

stance, postmodern perspectives insist on recognizing the influence of context, culture, 

language, and prior experiences (English, 2003).  In particular, they note the inherent bias 

of educational leadership expressions today drawn from a limited perspective of a 

homogeneous powerbase which may, even unintentionally, have marginalized varied 

populations (Marshall & Gerstl-Pepin, 2005).  As such, the postmodernist will insist on 

multiple theoretical bases which may be simultaneously true.   The modernist, in contrast 

will prefer objective findings, reliable and generalizable, that validate one truth rather 

than many truths. 

 This does not imply that the postmodernist sets aside a scholarly process for 

conceptual research.  Rather, postmodernism advocates for the boundaries to be 

broadened and the strictly enforced methods of science to be opened to competing 

viewpoints.  In his rebuttal to modernism, English (2003) pointedly noted that the 

seemingly linear flow of theory in education runs counter to a productive outcome that is 

likely to impact leadership practice.  Instead, he adopted the suggestion of Lakatos (1999) 

toward a multi-paradigmic approach, one which would allow for the development of 

more varied and meaningful research content.   

 Lakatos proposed that multiple perspectives, intertwined or offsetting would be 

the best hope for optimistically addressing the theory-practice gap undermining 

purposeful progress in education.  It would be, he implied, this high level of synergistic, 

collaborative, and even competing research approaches which could lead to findings of 
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effective leadership.  The implications for defining quality professional development 

from varied perspectives, even methodologies, are considerable.  

Implications for Professional Development in Educational Leadership 

 For the predominantly modernist influenced professional development practices, 

the consistent adherence to definitive measures offers significant potential for revealing 

effective practices.  However, some fear the limitations of the singularity of approach and 

application standards may stifle additional, much needed exploration through more 

expansive postmodern research approaches (Loving, 1997).  Certainly the absence of 

context and multiple perspectives restrict more expansive reviews of identified effective 

practices. Rather than propelling the field of education forward in its search for 

purposeful solutions and leadership development, the limited interpretation of scientific 

or research-based methodology from the modernist view may actually have widened the 

dissonance between theory and the application to practice for those in school leadership 

(Feyerabend, 1993).   

Additionally, a more diverse consideration of leadership theories that "questions 

assumptions concerning what educational problems are and how to fix them" (Marshall 

& Gerstl-Pepin, 2005, p. 70), could significantly inform practice and policy.  In this 

regard, the postmodern theoretical shift allows for the reframing of notions about 

leadership power, relationships, and understandings.  In particular, the opportunity to 

consider the same problem from multiple theoretical and cultural perspectives allows for 

often marginalized groups to be included in the repertoire of leadership priorities and 

thinking (Marshall & Gerstl-Pepin, 2005).  In this way, professional development would 

be multi-dimensional, reflective of research supportive of the theoretical underpinnings 
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of the unique dynamics of varied educational perspectives. For example, a relatively 

recent development within the field of educational leadership is that the reliance upon 

quantitative research has gradually evolved to respect the validity and value of qualitative 

research (Berg, 2004).   

Respected researchers now recognize that whether the findings explored in a 

given professional development are based on quantitative or qualitative research is not 

significant.  Each approach garners a diverse set of information, usable in varied ways.  

The area of importance in determining the value of the findings of a professional growth 

activity is that a clear research process is evident (Patten, 2002). 

 Clearly, purposeful research and research-based professional development, then, 

requires the careful balance between acknowledging quality research findings as defined 

by the accepted modernist scientific process, while also considering additional research 

findings offered from vastly differing, though contextually sound, postmodern 

investigations.  This includes the embracing of both quantitative and varied qualitative 

approaches.  The willingness to adopt this position will be largely reflected by the 

theoretical underpinnings of the educational leadership style of the principal participants. 

Theories of Educational Leadership 

 Just as the struggles in philosophical perspectives have impacted the approaches 

to educational leadership research, the evolution of the role of principals has resulted in 

varied theoretical orientations to leadership (Smith & Piele, 2006).  With each evolution 

arose some correlating professional development implications.  To adequately explore the 

import of professional development in leadership practice today, the history of the 

theoretical models of educational leadership styles warranted review. 
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Early leadership theory and implications for professional development  

 Multiple theories have defined the nature of educational leadership and, thereby, 

the processes guiding which professional development approaches gained favor. Initial 

concepts of public education in America reflected foundations on moral imperatives 

charged with the ethical and functional training of youth as determined by the 

predominantly white, protestant male social power (Dewey, 1916).  The eventual 

emergence of leadership in education as a profession accepted the transcendental 

precepts, that there was one truth to pursue and from which to lead.  The development of 

educational leaders, therefore, followed the rational determination that educational 

leadership was a matter of appointment, established as a legitimate power position 

complete with rights, responsibilities, and authority (English, 2003).  As such, leadership 

development was a function of moral character development alongside an expectation for 

authoritative guidance in basic skills. 

Early in the twentieth century, school leadership began to reflect the industrial 

imperatives included in the scientific management concepts prevalent in the general 

workforce that focused upon efficiency and production (Taylor, 1911).  The principal 

became the manager of a school essentially serving as a factory with a specific product, 

i.e. student skill set, to be developed.  In this classic organization theoretical approach, 

leadership development adhered to industrial management processes of role definition, 

hierarchies, and outcome standards.  The need for the principal, or manager, to 

proactively access leadership research dwindled as a focus on work models emerged 

which some pragmatists considered to be a sterile approach limiting the quality of life in 

the school setting (Dewey, 1939).  
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 In tangent with this classic organizational management theory were predominant 

views which held that leadership encompassed a specific set of characteristics - or traits - 

evidenced by an individual (Beck & Murphy, 1993).  Lists of traits served as a shopping 

list of sorts when seeking prospective leaders.  Any effort to focus on developing 

leadership that could impact school success would by definition be contingent upon the 

strength of personal traits of the individual.  Leaders often surfaced from the ranks of 

those already demonstrating the desired traits in informal leadership roles or those 

indicating promise of development in these areas (Taylor, 1994). 

Many of the characteristics cited in trait theory seemed to foreshadow future 

aspects of transformational leadership theory, such as the ability to build coherence 

around a given vision, the commitment to intellectual capacity and credibility of 

knowledge, and the presence of moral integrity and charismatic persona which evoke 

trust from others.  Those traits most desired, such as charisma and the ability to inspire 

others (Beck & Murphy, 1993) were the focus of both the recruitment and development 

of prospective educational leaders. 

 Over time, much research found contradictory findings in examinations of the 

impact of certain traits across differing studies (Stodgill, 1974).  Alongside the fading 

appeal of the scientific management approach, the reports from varied studies influenced 

a shift in organizational approach to an emphasis on human relations and collaborative 

leadership theory.  The Hawthorne studies, in particular, presented findings emphasizing 

the significant influence of social dynamics in the work place with regard to production 

(Taylor, 1994).  Educational systems adopted this premise, shifting recommendations for 

leadership development into areas of human relations. Professional development began to 
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focus on collaboration, group dynamics, motivation, and interpersonal relationships.  This 

spoke to leadership attending to both the formal and informal organizational dynamics.  

Leaders trained in more structured management styles struggled to embrace a leadership 

model that placed significant emphasis on the needs of the workers. 

The search for understanding and guidance in developing educational leadership 

continued through what Kuhn (1962) identified as paradigm shifts.  This perceived 

sequential movement from one theoretical perspective, or organizational approach, to the 

next resulted in a historical migration of different frameworks for defining leadership.  

However, while the focus of the leadership role shifted in theory, the actual power 

position and linear commitment to leadership development following one path remained 

fairly constant in its modernist approach (English, 2003).  

Subsequent leadership theory and implications for professional development  

  The inconsistency of human relations theory and trait theory approaches in 

offering any predictive power for effective leadership styles gradually gave way to 

behaviorist theories in the 1950s, alongside continuing industrial models in the public 

work settings. Behaviorist theory essentially blended prior theories emphasizing 

management of the organization, as well as the people within the organization (Gilbert, 

1981). Characteristic of such behaviorist leadership style was a primary focus on cause 

and effect.  This modernist approach sought to align predictable leadership behaviors to 

specific results.  With a continued emphasis on production, reflective of the earlier 

scientific management style, educational leaders focused mainly on work behaviors 

which resulted in the greatest output.  In fact, the emphasis on strategic planning which 

emerged as a leadership orientation was a reworked version of scientific management 
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strategies (English, 2003).  Managerial responsibilities of fiscal acuity and personnel 

management dominated, focusing all professional development of leaders on business 

models with measurable outcomes (Goodlad, 1978).   

 Gradually, the acknowledgement of behavioral leadership being contingent upon 

the dynamics of the setting led to a support for an expanded leadership construct, 

situational leadership (Hersey & Blanchard, 1996). As a theoretical evolvement, this shift 

in focus to the unique needs of a school encouraged leadership defined by “highly 

effective heads [who] know many forms of decision-making (…) and are ‘situationally 

sensitive’ in their selection of a particular approach to decision making” (Leithwood & 

McLean, 1987, p. 35).   This resulted in a more contextually responsive leadership style 

which called for leadership to drive achievement of shared goals within the unique 

interrelationships of their school (Hoy & Miskel, 1982).  

 Significant professional development efforts encouraged team approaches for 

goal-setting and collaborative decision-making, a leadership expectation deeply 

entrenched in most educational leadership models today (Lezotte & McKee, 2002).  

While this shift in professional development content broadened the engagement of 

continuous learning across the school and adopted some contextual perspective, the focus 

was on a replicable linear process reflective of the modernist approach.  However, the 

degree to which principals successfully accessed and implemented training varied.  

Literature indicating the success of these efforts, especially when sporadically provided 

as an overlay to an institutional management approach, was limited. 
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Recent leadership theory and implications for professional development  

 In the last two decades, an understanding of the culture of the organization has 

surfaced as an important consideration for campus leadership.  In essence, it is an 

understanding of the accepted assumptions or norms within the organization which 

impact all subsequent action (Deal & Peterson, 1998).  This socio-cultural theoretical 

approach explored the potential for leadership development through ethics, values, and 

democratic processes in the school environment (Maxcy, 1995).  While limited in scope, 

the developing awareness of principals regarding the broader needs of the school and the 

ultimate impact on academic performance resulted in some focus on the culture of the 

school in professional development designed for principals and teachers (Schrenko, 1994; 

Darling-Hammond, 1996). As the focus on the unique needs of the school setting 

emerged, more attention illuminated the impact of school leaders on instruction and 

learning.  Goodlad (1978) saw this shift as a critical move forward for leadership theory 

by returning to the guiding principles of educational leadership, that of ensuring sound 

instructional delivery for students.  Over the next decade, multiple studies highlighted the 

imperative of instructional leadership, noting that among the factors most significantly 

reflective of effective schools was the active participation of the principal in the 

classroom instructional programs (Smith & Piele, 2006).   

Within the context of instructional leadership as an emerging leadership model, 

the knowledge base of the principal and the ability to actively observe, engage, and 

reflect on quality instruction loomed large.  Leadership professional growth activities 

developed which engaged the principal in understanding principles of learning, 

instructional delivery methodology, and child development.  Additionally, 
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understandings regarding assessment models, instructional tools, and the use of 

technology became expectations.  In short, the principal was to be a master teacher model 

with instructional leadership parallel in import to management and organization 

(Lashway, 2003). 

At the heart of most current recommendations from all perspectives was that 

effective campus leadership must involve a commitment to continuous learning.  In fact, 

it is imperative, some noted, that the district culture recognizes that learning and 

leadership are virtually synonymous (Elmore, 2000).  Multiple efforts have surfaced 

which posture the standards of behaviors for effective principals and propose the needed 

learning strands of professional development to support their success (NAESP, 2001; 

Murphy, 1999).  Most focus on performance-based leadership tied to student assessment, 

but gradually some are recognizing a broader scope for defining successful leadership 

(Smith & Piele, 2006).   

Leadership theory – a synthesis toward transformational leadership 

 Though linear in progression, there appeared over time to be “a synthesis in 

research” (Taylor, 1994, p. 3) in leadership theory, where one theory emerged from 

observed deficits or inconsistencies in another.  Even as the focus on the strength of the 

character of the leader (trait theory) shifted to focus on the actions of the leader 

(behavioral), the ability to motivate continued to be a desired attribute in leadership. 

Also, the focus on leader action merged with the leader’s ability to impact school success 

specific to the situation. The emergence of cultural sensitivity in an individual school 

carried forward earlier theoretical assumptions of management oversight and worker 

needs, alongside a deepened awareness of contextual need.  Finally, the multi-
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dimensional portrait of the principal advocated in instructional leadership theory reflected 

some overlap of trait theory, human relations, and socio-cultural perspectives (Taylor, 

1994).   The implication for the emerging principal was a need for a more divergent 

professional development reflective of the needs of changing leadership approaches.   

The role of the principal, though evolving, remained entrenched in the positional 

power relationship evident in earlier leadership theories.  The principal, either through 

personality traits, actions expressing rules, or instructional guidance determinations most 

typically manifested leadership through top-down management practices.  These 

leadership styles worked through either incentives for positive adherence and success or 

through consequences for non-compliance or lack of success. This power relationship, 

that which Burns (1978) referenced as transactional in nature, essentially created an 

exchange between leader and workers, or staff, rather than form a coalition of educators.    

 The transactional approaches created roadblocks to collaborative problem-solving 

considered essential to change that could effectively impact instructional success (Bass, 

1990a).  Leadership, drawing from a blend of the human relations theory dynamics and 

more recent socio-cultural leadership, began to engage in shared power positions, where 

the concept and role of the leader transformed to meet the needs of the staff and students 

within the school.  This shift which allowed for “leaders and followers [to] raise one 

another to higher levels of motivation and morality [where] their purposes (which may 

have started out as separate) become fused” (Burns, 1978, p. 20) set the stage for the 

potential integration of numerous leadership theories into one mega theory—

transformational leadership.    
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Transformational Leadership 

  When James Burns (1978) proposed the power of what he termed 

transformational leadership, he spoke to the potential for change as leaders create a deep, 

shared commitment by all within the organization.  Specifically, Burns (1978) referenced 

the four ‘I’s of transformational leadership which included: 1) idealized influence where 

the leader served as a role model for others to imitate; 2) inspirational motivation where 

the leader evoked enthusiasm and a team spirit of shared purpose; 3) intellectual 

stimulation which challenged all to explore options and innovative approaches; and, 4) 

individualized consideration which lent value to all individuals within the organization.  

In essence, the transformational leader engaged all in a common vision of the possibilities 

for success through shared efforts.  Within education, Leithwood (1992b) explored the 

potential for transformational leadership specific to the school setting.  This integrated 

approach to leadership implied a fusion of scholarly and charismatic leadership, with a 

clear awareness of the unique dynamics of the school and keenly focused on 

collaborative work toward instructional success. The transformational leader reflected an 

ability to move the organization forward through inspiration and shared initiative beyond 

the challenges and obstacles posed (Bass & Avolio, 1994).  Setting aside prior 

transactional processes, the transformational leader partnered with the school community 

members in a shared leadership and learner model.  

 Some of the clearest distinctions of transformational leadership from earlier 

theories of leadership were critical departures from a top-down management approach, 

including deeper targets for more sustainable change and a shift from managerial or 

transactional relationships with the staff (Hallinger, 2003).  Referencing earlier leadership 
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theory, Leithwood noted that even instructional leadership required attention to "first 

order" (p.1992a, p. 2) change which engaged leaders in immediate organizational needs.  

He underscored the necessity for transformational leadership’s deeper targets, or "second 

order behaviors” (1992a, p. 2) which facilitated a full vision, expanded knowledge bases 

through commitments to continued learning, and distributed power through collaborative 

processes. This determination to empower and to expand the intellectual capacity of the 

school separated the transformational leadership model from earlier leadership theory.  In 

fact, these second order effects were considered to be distributive and cumulative 

(Hallinger, 2003), creating comprehensive and sustainable change. 

  In his interpretation of transformational leadership, Leithwood outlined the 

characteristics reflective of leadership that effectively garnered comprehensive change. 

One specific component of his claims regarding transformational educational leadership 

focused on the commitment of the leader to learning by all within the school, staff and 

students alike.  Leithwood considered the ability to successfully accomplish any 

sustainable change to be supported through core leadership behaviors, which included a 

focus on continuous learning by campus leaders that may be applied to the unique needs 

of their school,  As Wilmore and Thomas (2001, p. 121) summarized: 

All members of the learning community should employ professional 

development plans which (…) keep up with relevant research and  

literature. Transformational leaders seek to go outside the walls of 

the school to learn.  Above all [they] are committed to personal and  

professional growth for everyone involved with the school,  including  

themselves. 
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Through modeling of the very behaviors advocated for all, the leader creates a 

collaborative energy that lifts the whole organization as well as the individuals within.  

The clear implication is that the transformational leader must access and apply valid, 

continuous learning to meet his own unique growth needs, as well as needs of the school 

he serves. (Elmore, 2002; Leithwood & Riehl, 2003).   

Transformational Leadership - Limitations 

  Some have questioned the sustainability of transformative leadership (Smith & 

Piele, 2006), though ironically as an outcome of successfully attained goals.  Lashway 

(2001) offered a safeguard in his summary of research on leadership accountability by 

noting that “deep change requires knowing what is happening” (p. 8).  This situational 

awareness, he implied, must partner with a solid knowledge base by the leader to both 

recognize threats to success and acquisition of goals requiring continuous review based 

on research that could offer redirection.   In this way, the transformational leader must be 

continually engaged with the needs of the school through interactive communication to 

champion the needs and new vision.  

 Others query if once goals are achieved by the learning community members, the 

staff will reach a “plateau where they need to slow down and assimilate the changes” 

(Lashway, 2006, p. 93).   Acknowledging he holds no answers to these questions, 

Lashway underscored six leadership actions of exemplary transformational leaders 

toward continued synergy.  Among these was the continued “provision of role models 

[and] intellectual stimulation” (p. 94).   While others indicated the potential for 

transformational leadership to reach inertia, he contended that the capacity of the 
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organization expands and can be reflective and appropriately responsive through 

continuous learning. 

 Additionally, transformational leadership's propensity for empowering shared 

leadership in others poses concerns for some.  The potential for "leadership [to] become 

more diffused" (Hallinger, 2003, p. 340) as a result of more inclusive perspectives can 

lead to some levels of uncertainty.  Here the transformational leader must accept and 

prepare others for tolerance of some ambiguity as they open up to new understandings.  

Some find this element of managing uncertainty to be, potentially, the largest challenge 

for transformational leadership (Hallinger, 2003).  Definite implications for leadership 

training are implied in order to foster a continued equilibrium in the school climate. 

However, through the development of collaborative communities of learning, the 

transformational principal can address concerns in a shared learning environment.  

Transformation through Leadership Learning Communities 

 One of the primary characteristics of transformational leadership theory is a focus 

on intellectual stimulation by all, as modeled by the educational leaders themselves 

(Leithwood, 1992b).  Such leadership both guides and is guided by a framework of 

learning-centered schools.  In these schools, leaders must design environments that allow 

people to learn what they need to learn in order to address the critical challenges they 

encounter in daily practice (Friedman, 2004).  Referencing the admonitions of Senge 

(1990), Friedman used this approach of the learning-centered leader in her own work in 

urban high schools to implement transformational leadership in support of a learning 

community.  Here the responsibility for learning was a shared effort by all, alongside the 

continued learning of the principal.  This effort placed the educational leadership role in 
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the middle of the collaborative efforts to transform a school from mediocrity to a learner-

centered environment.   In this initiative, it was imperative that the learning accessed was 

valid and appropriate to the needs of her school. Hence, the content and trustworthiness 

of the learning engaged by the principal was of great significance. 

 While the whole framework of transformational leadership is not applied to its 

fullest in this study, the component of the principal as a continuous learner is a key 

characteristic of effective leadership drawn from the theoretical base of transformational 

leadership. The conceptual framework of the learner-centered, transformation leader is 

primarily reflective of a shift in focus from discrete measure outcomes to a prioritization 

of the learning process for all within the school (Shrenko, 1994). In fact, a key element 

within a learner-centered school is an empowerment of all staff to embrace on-going 

research within and without the school (Schrenko, 1994).  In short, the principal 

encourages a school where "everyone is a learner, including adults.  It is a culture of 

inquiry" (Senge, 1990, p. 22).   

The underlying structure of the learner-centered approach is founded on an 

inherent belief that leadership must engage current research.  Further, this learning must 

be applied with a clear focus on the unique learner culture of the school (Reeves, 2006).  

Findings of several studies point to a significant correlation of the principal serving as a 

key determiner in the success of the school and learning by others, particularly when 

engaged in balanced, learner-centered leadership practices (Waters, et al., 2005).    As 

such, the access and application decisions of the campus principal with regard to 

professional development founded on valid research are significant factors for review.  
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 Barbara McCombs advocated that the learner-centered framework recognized the 

danger of total emphasis on “knowledge and skills” (McCombs, 2001, p. 1) rather than a 

balanced approach that would embrace the human systems inherent in educational 

environments.  Most specifically, the need for continuous experiential learning by all, 

including the principal as leader, is essential for sustainable transformation.  This 

required a deeper reliance on scholarly research addressing a broader range of leadership 

behaviors.   Further, the emphasis on continued growth encouraged today’s leaders to 

engage powerful research findings aligned to more expansive aspects of the leadership 

role, including areas of ethics, morals, intuitive decision-making, and yet undiscovered 

theory-practice links (Smith & Piele, 2006). 

The learner-centered, transformational leadership framework focused on input 

rather than output.  As such, it promoted context specific application of research-based 

learning from which educational leaders can address the full spectrum of needs of the 

schools they serve (Maxcy, 1995).  This aspect of transformational leadership, supported 

through multi-paradigmic perspectives of scholarly research advocated by some (English, 

2003), shaped the questions inherent in this research project.  Further, the circular nature 

of campus leadership reliant upon quality research and theoretical constructs, which 

subsequently inform research, could lead to a narrowed theory-practice gap through the 

learning centered practices of the transformational principal (Berg, 2004).   

The Principal Factor 

The importance of the principal as a factor of significant influence on school 

success has emerged consistently over time (Miller, 2004). The principal as a learning 

leader, specifically, can impact multiple areas of the school setting (Elmore, 2000).  
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Campus leaders engaged in on-going learning have an opportunity to draw upon the most 

current research findings toward addressing the needs unique to their campus.  In this 

way, principals offer a model of applied learning that both encourages the whole learning 

community toward continuous growth and accesses meaningful knowledge to meet the 

school’s goals (Dufour, 2002). 

In addition to their own professional growth, principals offer leadership models 

through their continuous learning commitment. Students attending schools with 

leadership limited in scope, focused entirely on an industrial framework for 

performance/product, will likely add little to the organizational leadership in their future 

society (Maxcy, 1995). If, however, students have attended a school with leadership that 

has continued to learn about ways to enhance organizational strength and to obtain 

quality performances on both objective and subjective aspects of the educational 

community, these students may bring a whole new perspective to future leadership in the 

broader community (Sergiovanni, 1992).  By modeling transformative leadership 

committed to leaders as learners, principals can provide a different presentation of 

leadership - one inclusive of internal accountability through continuous learning 

expectations of all (Elmore, 2002).  

We know that the degree to which principals are engaged in deep, continuous 

professional development bolsters their level of impact on the schools and students they 

serve (Elmore, 2002; Marcoulides & Heck, 1993).  In March, 2001, the Southern 

Regional Education Board/SREB hosted topical papers underscoring research indicating 

principals are the key to successful schools, second only to the teacher within the 

classroom.  Within this review, an expansive body of literature elaborated on the 
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principal role and cited this as critical reasoning for an imperative for campus 

administrators to access and apply viable research (Hoachlander, Alt & Beltranena, 

2001).  While universities and alternative certification programs provided pre-service 

engagement in research-rich exploration aimed at initially preparing principals to enter 

the work force, the SREB reports indicated limited information was available to identify 

the degree to which principals continued to strengthen their own preparation needs 

through relevant leadership and learning studies after assuming campus leader roles.   

Reflecting on perceived practice, Douglas Reeves, CEO and founder of the Center 

for Performance Assessment, cited his disdain for the prevalence of popular reading texts 

and leadership recommendations which “were unburdened by research or relevance, 

common sense, or conscience” (Reeves, 2006, p. x.) as the impetus for his research 

design in his text, The Learning Leader.  His assumption of limited access by principals 

to valid research findings was clear as he moved forward to outline leadership maps that 

he believed could assist in merging research, theory, and practice.  However, as 

extensively as he worked to bridge scholarly learning with practical access, he did not 

speak specifically to his own research validating his contention that principals are 

disproportionately drawing upon sources outside of scholarly research.  In fact, studies of 

the actual access behaviors of campus leaders remain limited (Gusky, 2000; Hayes, 

2005). 

National Research - Principal Professional Development 

 In 1997, Gusky forecasted the potential of quality research, stating "as 

understanding grows, researchers will be better able to offer clear direction to 

practitioners on how to enhance the effectiveness of professional development to improve 
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student learning” (p. 2). This was an acknowledgement that though little evidence existed 

to indicate research was informing practice, the opportunity for bridging any current gaps 

was within reach. Gusky outlined multiple efforts over several years, by varied authors 

and researchers, to examine the impact and distribution of professional development.  

Even when some of the reviewed sources reflected valuable guidance offered through 

quality studies, they failed to indicate how research was most effectively being 

disseminated to the educational setting.  In his conclusions, Gusky advocated for 

additional research into the processes and practices of professional development access 

and application to inform “the professional development knowledge bases (….) that 

create highly productive learning environments” (p. 7). 

 In a call for a national plan for improving professional development, Sparks 

(1995) outlined a response to what he considered zealous, yet ineffective reform efforts in 

the educational community.  At its core was a focus on teacher development, but with a 

clear message that effective professional development must begin with the campus 

leadership.  The ensuing report cited extensive studies correlating quality, research-based 

continuous learning programs with student success.   

 Both the Gusky and Sparks reviews reflected vast numbers of admonitions from 

researchers, educators, and policy makers that continuous professional growth by 

educational leaders founded on valid research is essential to the learning community.  

However, less prevalent have been any studies indicating whether these admonitions are 

driving practice. For years, multiple studies have resulted in an advocacy for changing 

professional development content to more significantly impact the role and influence of 

campus principals (Duke, 1992).  Many echoed a loud call for change in professional 
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development with recommendations for varying philosophical orientations (NCEEA, 

1987). Others clearly advocated for “the knowledge that school leaders need to make the 

most of educational research [which can support] the importance of understanding and 

modeling appropriate value systems, ethics, and moral leadership” (Hoyle, English & 

Steffey, 1998, p.137).  However, even these convictions focused primarily on pre-service 

training rather than on continuous learning behavior once the aspiring principals obtained 

an administrative position.  Few examined the question of access to research or patterns 

of principal selection of readings and professional growth activity. 

Principal professional development trends, such as the 1992 standards published by the 

Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) have attempted to 

institutionalize expectations for practicing campus administrator growth through 

requirements for sustained licensure (Anderson, et al., 2002).  The widespread adoption 

of the ISLLC standards by the majority of states and supportive commentary by some 

educators (Murphy & Shipman, 1999) might imply that the authors of the standards have 

provided for high expectations for continuous professional development of principals.  

While the standards do attempt to outline a case for continuous learning, many 

educational experts find it a model lacking in its own empirical foundation.  They 

contend that it discounts a need for the local autonomy of the learning community and its 

leadership to access and apply diverse research-based approaches (Anderson, et al., 2002) 

by endorsing a singularity of theory approach. The broad mandates, they fear, distance 

the individualized professional growth needs of each campus administrator from the 

unique needs of his campus.  This, essentially, limits the scope of access behavior to 

standardized practices that may or may not be appropriate to their need. By so doing, the 
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specific findings of other valid research could be lost in the lack of purposeful, contextual 

review and appropriate local application.  

Some studies specifically examined the perspective of the principal regarding 

professional development experiences.  Limoges (2004) focused her research on the 

experiences of principals within the framework of the ISLLC Standards.  In her literature 

review, she found studies reflecting both the valid need for purposeful continuous 

learning and the absence of such learning access.  She felt most research indicated a need 

for less formulaic structures of professional growth as currently encouraged by policy.  A 

summary of her readings spoke to a need for greater focus on "a continuum of 

experiences developing from novice to experienced" (Limoges, 2004, p. 27) more clearly 

aligned to the needs of the principal-learner and the unique leadership context.   

In her summation, Limoges (2004, p.116-122) made 26 recommendations for 

varied levels of educational leadership with the potential for influencing professional 

development practice for principals which inform this study.  Among these were: 

1) A longitudinal review of actual (rather than perceived) impact of professional   

    development on practice; 

2) An exploration of alternative options to support continuous learning such as   

     monthly forums, think tanks, on-site and hands-on learning experiences; and 

3) A method to provide research data on effective leadership.  

Her recommendations to principals underscored the added challenge for veteran 

principals who gained their training in an era of leadership reliant upon management and 

discipline as prioritized leadership qualities.  She emphasized the expressed need for 

trainings that provided for relevance and immediate application to the school setting.  
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Finally, Limoges (2004,) posed eight additional research questions guided by her 

literature review and summary findings which she felt warranted future study, four of 

which are correspondent to the purpose of this study.  These recommendations for 

continued research arose out of a detailed analysis of each response to a consistent set of 

semi-structured interview questions, aligned to the ISLLC standards. The questions (p. 

121-122) served to support the need for continued research in the area of the availability 

and access opportunity of scholarly professional development for principals.  The 

pertinent queries included: 

• Does the professional development of principals concentrate on the important 

skill sets dealing with leadership for student learning? 

• Is the principal's professional development closely linked to the actual work of the 

school? 

• How can higher education institutions be jolted out of the inertia that has resulted 

in the mediocre preparation and low entry standards of so many training programs 

for principals?   

• What role should principal associations and other educational organizations play 

in convening and equipping principals to confront the problems faced by the 

profession?  

Several additional studies using qualitative and/or mixed methodology approaches 

examined principal self-reported or case-study professional growth behavior focused on 

professional development as an important impact on leadership behavior (Garcia, 2003; 

Molina, 1995; Pankonien, 2005; Yin, 1989).  Though they provided background 
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understanding supporting the need for professional growth, they did not include the 

actual practices of principals in the field toward access of professional development.   

In a dissertation involving acting Wisconsin school administrators, Halbleib 

(2005) focused on the “need for review of current professional development practices and 

the importance of professional development reform that will better meet the needs of 

school administrators” (p. 6).  The research primarily examined the conference offerings 

with little examination of the pattern of access.  However, the study did make 

recommendations for a research base to support professional development content for 

campus leaders that would impact student success.   Similarly, in an article reflecting on 

the expressed needs by school leaders, recommendations for impacting practicing 

principals as change agents in their schools outlined leadership skills aimed at 

strengthening theory and practice connections (Smith, 1999).  While these studies offered 

continued support for the value of principal professional development, little information 

documented the patterns of principal access attempts.  

National research -Transformational and Learner Centered Professional Development 

 As the historical and recent literature reviews indicated, multiple studies exist that 

focused on the broad challenge of the role of principals, primarily in finding their place as 

instructional leaders for the campuses they serve. Often times the focus of the problem 

was on the multi-dimensional tasks within administration – and the traditional shift to 

managerial duties over learning leadership (Fink & Resnick, 1999).  Emerging in the 

literature reviewed was a recurring theme, or frame of reference, regarding the potential 

for principal leadership in a learner-centered environment (Shrenko, 1994).  In addition to 

the nationwide adoption of the ISLLC standards, a parallel, even complimentary, 
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framework for leadership encouraged campus leadership committed to continuous 

learning by all, for all (McCombs, 2001; Dufour, 2002; Leithwood, 2003).  Pervasive 

efforts to allow for both accountability and balanced leadership through leadership 

development and a focus on student learning surfaced (Kearney, 2005).  

In his working theory of internal accountability alignment, Richard Elmore 

(Abelmann, et al., 1999) posed questions and considerations reflective of learner-centered 

approaches when discussing the balance needed in schools to accept responsibility for 

what occurs within the school setting.  His review of multiple schools found repeated 

examples of schools focused primarily on limited test performance, without regard for the 

growth of the organization as a whole. At the center of his findings was the conviction 

that external accountability, such as high stakes testing, would succeed only within the 

context of internal accountability where “a belief in the capacity and efficacy of teachers 

and principals to influence learning, coupled with the knowledge and skill necessary to 

act on those beliefs are prior conditions” (Abelmann, et al., 1999, p. 43).  In this sense, 

the learner-centered, as well as the learning-centered principal posed the most well 

documented potential for success.  Implied is the contention that the scope of the 

principal’s learning must be guided by more than short-term results.  

National Research - Emerging Trends  

These efforts lend support to transformational leadership development focused on 

learner-centered initiatives evident in recent work from the HOPE foundation.  This 

shared initiative’s primary goal focused on managing the disconnect between research 

and practice (Hope Foundation, 2006).  Collaborative work between Darling-Hammond, 

Peter Senge, and, ironically, the works of Edward Deming has resulted in a packaged 
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access product for professional growth toward the development of professional learning 

communities. 

In a July, 2005 speech to the National Staff Development Council (NSDC), an 

expansive on-line survey regarding professional development practices in response to the 

NCLB legislation (Mizell, 2005) resulted in much quantitative data drawn from the 2,123 

responses to the solicited 22 questions.   The findings reported varying levels of potential 

in the quality and usability of current professional development. They also indicated that 

much of the focus in professional development activity is on meeting the adequate yearly 

progress (AYP) requirements derived from high-stakes testing scores.  Little evidence 

existed of changed practice to more continuous learning models of study groups or 

analysis and context application guided by sound research findings.   

 While the survey offered some positive and hopeful responses which could 

illuminate models for schools and school districts, the primary result was a call to arms 

toward improved professional development practice, with specific references to more 

substantive content.  Implied in the report was the recognition that transformational 

leadership intending to effect real change required principals to fully engage in research-

based professional growth activities that can be applied to the unique needs of their 

school 

 An ambitious professional growth initiative, The College Board Leadership 

Institute for Principals (CBLIP), launched in November, 2006, (College Board, 2006).  

This continuous learning approach initially piloted a cohort of 60 experienced principals 

engaging in varied learning experiences over a nine-month period.  The program targeted 

six key leadership areas, including:  change, communication, conscious leadership (with 
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an emphasis on cognitive mapping), [school] culture, data-driven decision making 

(encouraging a "synthesis of multiple forms of data (…) to serve the best interest of 

students and the school communities" (College Board, 2006, p. 1), and organizational 

development.   Using a mixed access format, leaders attend residential sessions, engage 

in self-study and review current research.  Additionally, each principal conducted 

fieldwork on his own campus, applying strategies appropriate to the unique school 

setting.  Each principal was to maintain a reflective journal so as to provide detailed case 

study reports. This model, along with other emerging continuous learning approaches, 

reflected some new access opportunities for principals.   

Many researchers have advocated for the integration of professional growth and 

work place experiences (Sparks, 1995).  Similarly, some higher education sources, such 

as Ron Williamson, an assistant professor at the University of North Carolina at 

Greensboro, advocated that the best preparation for principal leadership was participation 

in programs focused around the real work of principals (National Staff Development 

Council, 2000). Others contended that continuous learning models must link current 

actual experiences with current research (Reeves, 2006).   

In her dissertation study, Limoges (2004) found repeated responses from 

principals desiring professional development that could be easily accessed and modified, 

as appropriate, to the unique needs of their schools.  She saw evidence of a desire to be 

learners, not just doers (Lashway, 2002), a reference to an understanding that action 

should be driven by informed leadership behavior. Limoges underscored this desire as 

imperative and possible, through professional development that is "manageable, practical, 

current [and] applicable" (Limoges, 2004, p.109). 
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A broader undertaking in the area of connecting principal professional 

development to research-based study might emerge through the work of the Institute of 

Education Sciences (IES).  The IES, formed in 2002 in response to a concern over 

federally funded educational studies, espoused a primary mission to "foster 'scientifically 

based' research that might offer definitive insights into how to improve schooling" 

(Viadero, 2006, p. 1).  The concept of quality reviews of research findings being 

evaluated and reported in a concise Consumer Report format for educators that could 

serve as a valuable source of access behavior offers some potential links for theory and 

practice. 

The What Works Clearinghouse, so termed by the IES, is intended to be the "main 

vehicle for making research more useful and user-friendly" (Viadero, 2006, p. 9) through 

an electronic analysis and synopsis report.  To date, however, there were no studies 

indicating the degree to which principals accessed and applied the findings of the IES.  In 

fact, the work of the IES has received mixed reviews, some frustrated by what may be 

excessively rigorous standards given the limited number of research studies receiving 

"positive" ratings.  As of September 2006, after four years - only eight of all programs 

reviewed had received favorable support.  Proponents of the IES see the benefit of 

validated research and support the maintenance of high standards of review.  However, 

they also reiterate the urgency for compressed timeliness noting, "it's more important than 

ever to get practitioners the information they need" (Viadero, 2006, p.8). 

 Through the review of an expansive array of national literature, research, and 

current practices pertinent to the professional growth, one particular work emerged of 

potential relevance to the questions under review in this study.  This research examined 
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the professional growth access behavior by public school principals. Influenced by the 

2003 investigation of 23 principals which “explored the manner in which veteran school 

principals become aware of (…) new perspectives and practices” (McGough, 2003, p. 

449), this study was of interest as it used adult learning theory to explore the 

transformation of principal perspectives in their leadership approaches. This study was 

also one of the few found by the researcher which examined principal access behavior.  

 In his own literature review, McGough highlighted key influencing factors on 

leaders as learners, identified as attributive (personality-driven), representative (meaning-

making), or situational (context guided).  While the emphasis in McGough’s review was 

on the paths taken by public school principals to arrive at their current leadership 

manifestation, it opened the door to continuous research regarding the influencing factors 

in principal continued growth.  Much attention in the study focused on early influences, 

roles, personality, support, and motivational factors. Through the use of life storylines, 

McGough extracted route maps charting the progressive movement of principal leaders 

throughout their careers.  He further examined the influences on the current practice of 

principals through the use of descriptors reflected in five points of praxis: conviction, 

attention, style, nurturance, and enrichment.  From this, he drew conclusions regarding 

how factors such as personality and context shaped the development of school leaders 

with recommendations for how this knowledge could inform future practice and research. 

One area of focus in McGough’s work encouraged further examination through 

the use of the principals’ stories to understand the factors influencing continued 

leadership practice efforts.  The study noted that the findings with regard to current 

professional development practice revealed “few participants mentioned theorists (…).  
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Indeed, the indication from this realm is that the typical educational researcher, scholar, 

or staff developer rarely serves as a direct source of influence for these principals” 

(McGough, 2003, p. 463).  Though this was a small portion of the study, the implications 

for continued study as to why principals are not connected to or influenced by scholarly 

research was important. 

One State's Perspective - Research in Principal Professional Development in Texas 

 Several examples of professional development offerings and opportunities within 

Texas demonstrate the efforts to provide research findings to principals. In November, 

2006, the Texas Elementary Principals and School Administrators (TEPSA) hosted a Fall 

Summit for educational leaders in Texas.  The keynote speakers, primary topics, and 

spotlighted seminars purposely focused on current research and its relationship to 

"enhanced educational outcomes for all students" (TEPSA, 2006, p.12).  Presenters 

included university professors presenting research findings surrounding the response to 

intervention (RTI) models under examination by educators, as well as practical leadership 

options. 

 The culmination of the two-day summit highlighted seminars by Dr. Alan Coulter 

who examined "roles that principals [should] adopt to support RTI approaches, as well as 

leadership opportunities inherent in the process” (TEPSA, 2006, p.13).  The session 

included examples of integrity measures for principals to use in monitoring various 

intervention approaches at the campus level.  Salome Thomas El, author of I Choose to 

Stay, served as keynote speaker and addressed real-life leadership success through non-

traditional strategies.  His students at a high minority and poverty riddled Vaux Middle 

School are eight-time National Chess Champions who now represent hundreds of 
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students who have gone on to college and university study.  As a current principal in a 

high risk school in urban Philadelphia, he presented a carefully documented, though 

ethically grounded, approach to leadership in a learner-centered environment garnering 

visible results. 

 In a missed opportunity, the 24th Annual Administrative Leadership Institute, 

sponsored by the Texas A & M University in partnership with TASA and Dell 

Computers, targeted principal audiences.  In this two-day professional growth experience 

encouragingly entitled The Best of Texas: Exciting Practices in Closing the Achievement 

Gap in Secondary Schools (Texas Association of School Administrators, 2006), the 

possibilities offered promise.  However, the first full day included a half-day of golf, 

lunch, and a Dell sponsored reception.  A total of two hours included the topic of 

leadership, offered only through a panel discussion of three school district reports of their 

practices followed by a one-hour presentation of program recommendations from an 

educational service center.  This one-hour presentation did present research-based 

findings pertinent to leadership opportunities for current principals of struggling 

campuses.  The lack of more expansive research for greater collaborative examination 

shadowed the event, but this slight evidence of access to a robust study was substantive. 

 Even though the College of Education of Texas A & M hosted and co-sponsored 

the event, there was no evidence of an attempt to share current research from the 

university.  The evening's keynote speaker was the head football coach, Dennis 

Francione, bringing "greetings and his observations on closing the achievement gap" 

(TASA, 2006, p.1).  The second day of the leadership institute included a product 

demonstration by Dell Computers, followed by a one-hour session on Closing the 
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Achievement Gap through TAKS Attack Initiatives.  In fact, all three sessions used the 

Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) state assessment performance as the 

primary basis of credibility and incentive for work shared.   

In Texas, mid-management certification now carries a five-year renewal 

requirement with an assessment component as a counter balance to prior ‘life certificates’ 

which held no performance accountability.  The renewal mandates principals to engage in 

a specific number of leadership learning activities for certificate renewal.  However, this 

renewal does not overtly encourage nor recognize evidence of principals demonstrating 

engagement in continuous new understandings for educational leadership grounded in 

validated research.  Rather the licensure construct created lock-step models of principal 

management of data, relying largely on systems models and reinforcement of current 

practice (State Board for Educator Certification, 2006).  

Identifying effective practices with demonstrated success on student skill 

assessment as measured by objective tests is admittedly a powerful and important aspect 

of principal growth.  While TEA indicated it drew upon a framework grounded in 

transformational leadership (Wilmore & Thomas, 2001) to guide the principal 

proficiency model, the principal certificate renewal components' dependency on ISLLC 

standards may be more reflective of earlier effective correlates behaviors (Lezotte, 1997; 

Taylor & Angelle, 2000) and support modernist single standard, non-contextual 

leadership approaches (English, 2003). According to the Texas State Board of Educator 

Certification (SBEC), principal standards (SBEC, 2006), the components of the principal 

assessment experience include seven learner-centered components, each aimed at varying 

aspects of leadership development.  Among the leadership development areas are 
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transformational concepts focused on values and ethics, campus culture, human resources 

management, communications and community relations, organizational leadership, 

curriculum planning and development, and instructional leadership.  Each of the learner-

centered principal standards (SBEC, 2007) is addressed through self-assessment, 

reflection on current practice, and goal-setting.  The degree of guidance toward quality 

research access was not included as a focus.  Some fear the Texas Education Agency 

(TEA) reliance on the ISLLC constructivist model targets a limited perspective and 

impinges the imperative that principals lead beyond state testing outcomes and embrace 

an open examination of "educational leadership motivated by a vision of (…) democratic 

community, dismissive of conventional management theory" (Hess, 2003, p. 13).   

In a primarily quantitative study using Pearson product-model correlations, 

dissertation data collected over three years identified young administrators’ beliefs in 

their own practice compared to observations of their actual behavior (Armstrong, 2005).  

The findings reflected limited evidence of effective practice and recommended further 

study that “assesses (…) if participants are using School Administrator Self Assessment 

(SASA) feedback, as required, to inform professional growth” (Armstrong, 2005, p. 133) 

in a way that was purposeful to their needs and experience.  Similarly, a 1997 dissertation 

study of elementary principals (Tracy, 1997) attempted a qualitative correlation between 

practice and perception.  While both focused on the application of learning by principals, 

neither addressed selection motivation, access, or professional development content.   

 Currently, the Texas Education Agency is responding to provisions in Rider 43(f) 

of the General Appropriates Act (79th Legislature, 2005) by conducting a survey of all 

school districts to evaluate educator professional development programs.  This 
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evaluation, contracted through the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory 

(SEDL) could culminate in some relevant data with regard to influences in professional 

development accessed by principals to effect change on their campuses.  Determinations 

of campus change, alongside feedback on specific instructional trainings are to be 

analyzed through local administrator perceptions of the value of locally provided 

trainings.  Questions specific to leadership choices, delivery formats, and engagement in 

continuous learning could offer insight into principal practice. 

 Most recently, House Bill One (HB 1) of the 79th  legislation made two clear 

determinations that could influence access to quality research by public school 

administrators, and herald a new awareness at the state level regarding the importance of 

leveraging such research findings not limited to state assessment data.  One measure 

called for the establishment of education research centers in Texas colleges and 

universities.  The Request for Proposals (RFP) allowed for colleges and universities to 

submit plans for establishing centers which “shall conduct research for the benefit of 

education in Texas” (Texas Education Agency, HB 1, 2006).  Additionally, the bill called 

for a “Best Practice Clearinghouse” that would serve as “an online resource with 

accessible information describing the best practices of high-performing (…) campuses 

and school districts” (Texas Education Agency, HB 1, 2006).   

The second HB 1 measure was the establishment of a Principal Leadership 

Program “designed to instruct principals in improvement of leadership skills” (TEA, HB 

1, 2006) and other areas pertinent to school success.  While this program would be 

mandatory for principals of academically unacceptable campuses (as determined by the 

Texas Academic Excellence Indicator System/AEIS), it would also serve as a source of 
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professional growth for any interested principals.  There was no indication as to the 

degree to which the strategies would be reflective of multi-paradigm perspectives of 

quality research-based findings. 

This TEA initiative continues to be supported most recently in the legislative 

positional papers issued by principal organizations in Texas. One of their key strategies 

for viable school success advocated for “the funding of [principal] staff development 

programs [as] educators must model lifelong learning through participation in 

professional development activities. TEC 11.251-254, 21.451-21.511” (TEPSA, 2007, p. 

17).  The more expansive call for the recognition of the critical role of the principal, 

partnered with the growing concern regarding the small pool of qualified leaders, 

underscored the positional stance on the importance of viable research-based principal 

development opportunities. 

Summary 

 Chapter II focused on a review of literature relevant to the research study.  

Various examined leadership theories provided a focus on the learning-centered 

characteristics of transformational leadership.  The conceptual framework and its 

implications for the learning by all in the school indicated a value in further examining 

the actual professional growth activity surrounding current school leaders.  Additionally, 

the literature reviews highlighted the importance of leadership growth that is responsive 

to multiple paradigms of learning using both qualitative and quantitative approaches. 

Literature supporting the influence of the principal on the school’s success, as 

well as its correlation with the principal’s engagement in professional growth prompted 

an examination into national and state principal professional development research. The 
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review demonstrated considerable advocacy for principal leadership that accesses quality 

research-based professional development.  There also appeared to be inconsistent levels 

of effort to provide professional growth and leadership guidance in varied access formats.  

Limited studies explored the levels at which principals accessed research-based growth 

opportunities or the factors influencing their access decisions. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

      Qualitative researchers are interpreters who draw on their own 
       experiences, knowledge, theoretical dispositions, and collected 
                          data to present their understanding of the other’s world. 
          Glesne (1999, p. 157) 
 
 This study used a qualitative research approach to gain in-depth understandings of 

current principal behavior through self-reported actions by purposefully selected 

participants.   The use of a qualitative, semi-standardized interview format allowed for 

the broader exploration of the phenomena of principal practice with regard to access and 

choice in leadership growth activity.   

Qualitative strategies allow for subjective, yet informed, interpretations of more 

dynamic investigations respecting the varied perspectives of the participants engaged 

(Glesne, 1999, p.5). The use of interactive qualitative methods provided for less restricted 

exchanges more conducive to this study where the less visible motivations behind 

principal behavior were as significant as the behaviors themselves. As Berg (2004) 

suggested, the more richly detailed review of participant responses available in a 

qualitative study environment uncovered greater depth and clarity regarding these factors, 

alongside potential conclusions and recommendations for future actions. 

   Because this study focused on the selection behavior of 30 public school 

principals, as well as their self-reflections of that behavior, a case study approach was an 

appropriate method for obtaining a more holistic understanding of the current practices.  

The researcher used a collective case study, an approach which seeks to understand a 

particular phenomena experienced by multiple individuals (Berg, 2004).  This allowed 
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for the examination of principal access to quality professional growth opportunities from 

multiple perspectives toward a collective portrayal of current principal practice. 

 This study was not intended to evaluate or quantify the research base of the 

reported professional development activities of principals, but rather to document  the 

ways principals select professional development activities and apply those to the schools 

they lead.  Because questions were open-ended, with no pre-determined expectation for 

results, the study was free of bias by the examiner and allowed for a focus on the purpose 

of the study rather than attempts to prove a prediction (Patten, 2002).  The qualitative 

approach through a collective case study served to propel this investigation to deeper 

exposure.  The hope was to gain an understanding of the phenomena of the professional 

growth activity that influenced the potential development of transformational leadership 

behaviors for learning-centered principals, a strategy advocated by the standards for 

principals in Texas. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Case Studies  

 The case study approach is a powerful method for obtaining information 

regarding the motivations, stressors, tendencies, and habits of individuals in the 

workplace (Berg, 2004). A collective case study allowed for the opportunity to obtain 

direct, varied perspectives of individuals most deeply engaged in the experiences under 

examination.  By expanding the case study to include multiple principals from varied 

experiences, the scope of the information was richer and created opportunities to identify 

patterns of similarity in principal choices, motivations, deterrents, and supports.  While 

each individual had his own story, the use of multiple participants engaged in the same 

interview schematic created a data pool of information where the combined reports of the 
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many rose above the anomalies of the individual.  The use of a collective case study 

approach from multiple participants, therefore, allowed the researcher to develop a fuller 

and potentially more generalized picture of the access behavior of principals more 

appropriate to the intent of this research.   

 As in any case study, it was important to ensure that the gathering of the 

information was not too subjective to offer genuinely objective interpretation in the 

results.  By using a semi-standardized interview approach in gathering similar 

information from multiple principals, a more dependable portrayal of the dynamics of 

principal behavior emerged (Berg, 2004).  In this way, the subjective nature of the 

individual responses, as well as the interactions with the researcher, developed into a 

broadened consensus of data.  This assisted in moving the study from a subjective 

portrayal of one individual’s actions to a richer investigation into the overall activities of 

a solid sampling of principals.   

While quantitative investigations of multiple case studies garner objective listings 

of principal access behavior, it was through the dynamics of the qualitative interview of 

multiple respondents that the underlying collective experiences, motivations, and 

leadership behaviors emerged (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The results of an interpretative 

analysis of the information could broaden the understanding of principal practice for the 

general populace of principals and those seeking to support the professional growth of 

educational leaders.  

Research Questions 

This collective case study sought to answer three key questions aimed at 

determining evidence of the respondents’ access to scholarly research, and their 
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application of that research to their own professional development and that of their school 

staff.  These questions included:  

1. In what ways do principals select professional development activities to 

support their leadership growth and the success of the campuses they   lead? 

2. How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to their access of 

scholarly research? 

3. How do principals state they apply research-based study findings to their 

unique campus settings so as to create change?   

In addition to these questions, the researcher used probative questions, as needed, to 

uncover subordinate variables (Appendix A). 

Context of the Study 

The study design engaged public school principals (K-12) in direct interviews. 

Principals from within Texas formed the participant pool since the proximity for 

inclusion by the researcher was a practical access option.  However, schools from this 

large and geographically varied state also afforded the opportunity for extensive diversity 

in demographic profiles.  Selection of the ten district locations of the principals reflected 

careful attention to variety in size, ethnicity, affluence, and location.   

 Since the richness of the data gathered depended upon an open exchange between 

the researcher and the participant, the context of the study impacted the overall rapport 

and flow of information.  It was important, then, to ensure that the interview provided for 

flexibility, comfort, and reflection on the part of the respondent if the content was to go 

beyond basic quantitative data responses (Berg, 2004).  Therefore, both the interview 

design and the setting served to prompt openness and deep reflection.    
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The interviews occurred on each principal’s home campus at a time and location 

of his or her determination.  By traveling to the participant’s work site, the researcher 

increased the convenience for the respondent.  This was intentional so as to enhance both 

the willingness to participate in the study and the potential for comfort and rapport in the 

interview process essential to obtaining maximum disclosure (Berg, 2004).    Since the 

interviews took place in the school settings of the principals, the settings varied and 

offered both challenge and opportunity for the researcher.  

The exact dynamics of the interview locale were not in the control of the 

researcher, but the nature of the setting provided yet another layer of information 

regarding the leadership style of the participant.  Using the principal domain allowed for 

both the comfort zone of the principal and the potential for distraction.  The researcher 

had to remain sensitive to this, particularly with respect to any unforeseen interruptions.  

The potential for gaining peripheral information about the practices of the principal by 

observing the displays and reading materials in the office, the interactions with others, 

and the organization of the workspace added to the context of the study (Yin, 1989). 

Berg (2004) suggested three primary interview approaches: standardized, semi-

standardized, and unstandardized.  Each refer to the degree to which the interview 

questions are uniform across all participants.  The standardized interview adheres strictly 

to pre-planned questions for consistency across all respondents, where the unstandardized 

interview is free from structured questions so as to rely upon spontaneous responses and 

data emergence.  For the purposes of this study, the researcher used standardized 

questions with a semi-standardized interview format.  This refers to the planned set of 

questions consistently applied, with some variance in order and levels of probative 
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supplementary questions dependent upon the flow of the discourse.  This allowed the 

researcher to focus on a common body of information responsive to the research 

questions, while taking advantage of active listening responsiveness to the participant and 

the dynamics of the interview. 

 The quality of the interview data rested upon the researcher's structuring and 

engaging of the interview process (Patten, 2002).  Therefore, the design of the interview 

questions was to encourage a disclosure and discussion through questions relevant to the 

challenges of the principal participants themselves.  In so doing, a setting of collaboration 

and purposeful reflection created a setting conducive to open engagement by the principal 

respondents.  As Denzin (1970, p. 129) proposes, questions: 

  Should motivate [the respondent] to become involved and to 

  communicate clearly his attitudes and opinions; they should  

  be clear enough so that the interviewer can easily convey  

  meaning to the respondent; they should be precise enough to  

  exactly convey what is expected of the respondent; any specific 

  question should have as a goal the discerning of a response  

  pattern that clearly fits the broad contents of the investigation. 

Interview questions approached in the semi-standardized format allowed for clarity in the 

discussion and kept the interview focused on the research study questions.  Multiple 

interview questions targeted information responsive to the same research question.  In 

this way, an internal check could be made for consistency in responses.  Additionally, the 

multiple questions allowed for solicitation of deeper responses.  During analysis, these 

questions could be clustered for review.   
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Sensitivity to the time demands and distracting responsibilities influenced the 

conversational style of the interview and the pacing of the questions.  The researcher 

made all deference to the respondents’ situational needs while keeping a focus on the 

time, pace, and the intent of the research questions.  

Participants 

The principal selection pool represented Texas public school leadership for 

districts ranging in size from 1A to 5A, with some participants being over 500 miles apart 

from other respondents.  Some districts were within a half hour of major university 

access, while others had remote access only.  Because the study sought broad information 

as to the actual practices of public school principals and their perspectives regarding 

professional growth, the diversity of the purposely selected participants enhanced the 

scope and enhanced level of responses (Patten, 2002).  Therefore, the participant 

selection was not one entirely of convenience due simply to research access, but rather a 

conscious decision to leverage “maximum variation [so as to identify] common patterns 

across greater variation” (Glesne, 1999, p. 29) of schools within a broad geographical 

area. 

 Seventy-five campus administrators from ten school districts of varying sizes and 

demographic profiles received invitations to participate in personal interviews.  This pool 

represented current K-12 principal membership within the ten school districts selected for 

this study.  Since the selection of these ten school districts ensured that multiple 

geographic regions and demographic profiles formed the source of the responsive data, 

the dependability of the findings increased. As Glesne (1999) stated, in order to achieve 

greater breadth in the multi-case study research process, the researcher should “carry out 
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one-time interviews with more people (…) in more situations” (p. 30). An overall profile 

established a participant membership inclusive of leaders from schools reflecting urban, 

suburban, rural, 1A to 5A size categories, ethnically diverse and ethnically homogeneous 

groupings, as well as economically disadvantaged and affluent communities.  Proximity 

to post-graduate study opportunity was also a consideration.  This span further supported 

a trust through sufficiency by ensuring a “range of participants and sites that [made] up 

the population so others outside the sample might have a chance to connect to the 

experiences of those in it” (Seidman, 1998, p. 47-48). 

 Prior to beginning the solicitation of participants, the superintendent or principal 

supervisor of each district provided approval for the study.  Each agreed to a confidential 

study where the principal responses would not be made public to anyone, including the 

supervisor.  This assurance was important to ensure principals would be comfortable in 

agreeing to participate in the study openly.  Written invitations resulted in a cross-section 

of over 50 interview participants agreeing to interviews.  After the receipt of consent 

releases, groupings by grade level to ensure representation across the K-12 experiences, 

as well as a balanced representation from varied geographical regions produced a viable 

pool of participants.  Principals whose schedules limited adherence to timeframes within 

the parameters of the study received notes of appreciation for their willingness to 

contribute with an offer to forward the final study. In the final determination, the refined 

participant pool of 30 principals reflected an average of three participants from each 

district, with some larger districts having four and others having less.  This allowed for a 

broader geographical range and a more ethnically and economically diverse 

representation from across the state.  Since principals were not fully known to the 
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researcher, selection did not consider a knowledge of current leadership styles reflective 

of transformational leadership.  Rather, this information emerged as a component of the 

interview itself, and a factor of review in the final analysis.   

While quantitative data regarding gender, years of service, and level of education 

potentially exerted some influence on the responses, this study focused on the subjective 

responses without deference to quantifiable demographic data.  The demographic 

information of the individual principals may serve future studies seeking predictive 

databases where more specific attempts to generalize findings with regard to such 

categorical data inform the analysis (Glesne, 1999).  It was the emerging voice of the 

final collective group of 30 principals across Texas, the trends in their leadership growth 

choices, and the evidence of focus on research-based knowledge and application that 

formed the core of the data collection activity. 

Human Subjects Release 

 A formal request made to Texas Tech University through Dr. JoAnn Franklin 

Klinker, dissertation chairperson, sought permission to conduct a human subject research 

study.  The proposal provided detail as to the rationale for the study, the anticipated 

participants, and the procedures to be used.  The proposal indicated there were no 

anticipated risks that would result for the participants as a result of this study. 

Samples of the letters to be forwarded to potential participants, as well as the consent 

form that would be requested of each respondent prior to the study were submitted.  

Approval for the research was received by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) in 

February of 2007 prior to the initiation of the study. 
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Data Collection Methods 

 The collective case qualitative study method involved in a three-phased process.  

Following the e-mail approval by superintendents or principal supervisors, a letter 

(Appendix B) forwarded to 75 selected participants by the researcher outlined the study, 

emphasizing confidentiality and anonymity, and underscoring the value of candid 

responses to the greater purpose of principal leadership practices.  The letter, crafted by 

the researcher using examples from other approved studies, responded to the 

requirements of the IRB review process.  The researcher engaged seven principals who 

would not be a part of the actual study with a request for feedback as to the clarity of 

explanation in the letter.  All principals indicated through written or oral discussion that 

they understood the purpose of the study, their role, and the safeguards and rights 

afforded them in the process.  Finally, the letter went to the dissertation committee for 

consideration of the validity of the declarations in the letter.  Using obtained feedback, 

the researcher made minor revisions prior to forwarding the final letter (Appendix B) to 

potential respondents.  

The letter provided each participant a clear explanation as to the scope and intent 

of the study. Further, each participant received an offer to review the analysis of the 

responses and the findings prior to publication.  This member-check allowed for an initial 

higher level of trust in the responses, as well as some later internal triangulation of data 

(Glesne, 1999). 

Phase I – Direct Interviews 

The researcher scheduled interviews over a five-week period in the spring 

semester with a consensus for a minimum of two hours to accommodate the busy 
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schedules of principals.  The original letter to the participants asked for a time of 

convenience within a given two-week window.  This provided for management of the 

process, while also maintaining some integrity against any outside influences greater time 

variance may have imparted. 

 While a single interview may not yield the depth of results provided through other 

qualitative case study approaches such as expansive participant observation or multiple 

interviews conducted over extended periods of time (Patten 2002), carefully crafted open-

ended questions allowed for principals to fully share their individual perspectives, freely 

and reflectively.  This use of a collegial, non-threatening interview format provided for 

opportunities to “go beyond the mere or bare reporting of an act (thin description), [and, 

rather] describe and probe the intentions, motives, meanings, contexts, situations, and 

circumstances of action” (Denzin, 1988, p. 39).  In this way, the single interview captured 

the story of each of the respondents adequate to the needs of the study.  The researcher 

consciously reflected perceptions back to the respondent for clarification and early 

member-checking of the data collection. 

 The researcher scheduled all direct interviews at the time and location designated 

as the participant’s preference.  Since this courtesy limited the researcher's control of the 

setting, the researcher adapted the interview dynamics to the varied situations so as to 

create the most open and comfortable dialogue dynamic.  Respecting the impact of body 

language, physical proximity, and visual distracters, the researcher amiably attempted to 

offset any challenges by openly asking permission to adjust seating, sound, or location if 

indicated.  The researcher balanced the needs of the participant and an adherence to the 

promised time schedule (Berg, p. 2004), without compromising the scope of the study. 
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Through the use of direct interviews, all participants responded to semi-

standardized questions (Appendix C) designed to encourage narrative responses focused 

on the research questions of the study.  The guiding questions of the semi-standardized 

interview served to prompt participant responses.  Each question purposely aligned to the 

intent of the research study questions.  All questions reflected a neutral stance from the 

researcher to avoid any potential for influencing the responses.  Finally, all questions 

were open-ended and afforded the needed flexibility to respond to the unique principal 

and the context of his or her school.   The same seven principals from outside the study 

who reviewed the original invitation letter to participants evaluated the interview 

questions, although through written form.  As a result of their feedback, adjustments 

made to the questions ensured clarity and managed potential response time.  Additional 

probative questions formed a supplementary resource should further clarity be needed 

during actual interviews.  They allowed for the interview to travel to deeper, thicker 

descriptions that unveiled unanticipated motivations, challenges, and habits of behavior 

(Glesne, 1999; McCracken, 1988).   

Using an interview protocol (Appendix D) based on the Four Methods of Inquiry 

guidelines (McCracken, 1988) as the template; the researcher guided the interview 

through open-ended, yet focused, dialogue targeting the research questions of the study. 

As Glesne (1999) noted, the use of an interview log, such as this interview protocol, 

allowed for close adherence to the questions and efficient note-taking without distracting 

from the interview.  Questions designed to explore the professional growth behaviors 

reflective of the unique school settings or the philosophical approach of the individual 

principal moved the interviews through a common path of investigation.  Each case, or 
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principal, offered an additional layer to the data, resulting in a rich tapestry from which to 

analyze evidence of opportunities for transformational leadership behaviors. 

  The researcher drew upon several strategies for successful direct interviews based 

upon the “ten commandments of interviewing” outlined by Berg (2004, p. 100-111).  

Biographical stories set the tone for disclosure and facilitated a focus on the significance 

of the individual principal.  Reflective questions conducive to short answer and narrative 

responses built the foundation for freely expressed principal participation.  The rewording 

of the content of these questions from different orientations allowed for validation of 

responses and additional detail.  This enhanced the potential for richer descriptions of the 

forces impacting transformational leadership efforts guided by research-based findings, 

while also adding to the later triangulation of the data (Glesne, 1999). 

 Responses recorded in shortened notation, using the template of the protocol as 

the guide allowed key data to be recorded with the least intrusion into the interview 

(McCracken, 1988).  Field notes documented data outside direct responses, such as vocal 

tone or body language. Additionally, tape recordings of the interviews afforded 

opportunities for future review. 

 The researcher sought to encourage full disclosure through questions relevant to 

the daily challenges of the principal participants specific to their interests and attempts to 

access professional growth.  Both the questioning session and the observations promoted 

the “dramaturgical” (Berg, 2004, p. 76), or interactive and responsive nature of the 

interview, which encouraged thicker descriptions of principal practice to emerge.  

Essential questions drew the responses to the core of the study (Berg, 2004).  Active 

listening by the researcher resulted in deeper follow-up probing designed to capture a 
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moment, shared insight, or candid commentary.  This supported a more dimensional 

portrayal of the current experiences of Texas principals with representations that would 

provide for more symbolic interpretation during analysis. 

This potential for additional case study content increased with the interview 

setting being located at the home campus of each principal where the comfort level might 

create more natural disclosures.  Here, the principal had informal cues and reminders of 

their daily experiences to prompt unsolicited content.  Informal observations in the 

principal’s office during the interview reflected current readings, recognitions, evidence 

of priorities, and informal interactions with staff which added to the richness of the data.   

 With prior permission, the researcher tape-recorded all direct interviews, except 

for four principals who indicated a preference to not be recorded.  For those not taped, the 

researcher was careful to take more complete and detailed notes which she expanded 

immediately after the interview.   The taping of the remaining participants allowed the 

full attention of the researcher to be devoted to active listening and reflective probing 

during the interview.  Adherence to the importance of monitoring a comfortable and open 

dialogue by limiting notations to key words, unique phraseology, or physical and social 

cues such as facial behaviors that would not have been captured by recordings enhanced 

the data collection (Berg, 2004).  The protocol instrument served as a valuable tool for 

recording these notations, alongside the already coded responses to questions.   

 As a result of a preponderance of responses surrounding the content of two of the 

interview questions, the researcher pursued external interviews with representatives who 

could serve to triangulate the responses by either verifying or countering responses.  Both 

interviewees agreed to meet for at least one hour, and suggested the time and preferred 
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location in their own offices.  At the request of the interviewees, the researcher did not 

tape the sessions.  However, both respondents waived confidentiality and agreed to 

review the final report to ensure the researcher accurately captured the responses which 

was completed through e-mail communications. 

As a component of interview question 13, principals reflected on the professional 

growth component of the State required principal assessment program.  The provisions of 

the State certification program in Texas require a cycle of recertification which seemed to 

ignite significant emotion in the interviewees. To balance the trustworthiness of the 

presented perception of this program, the researcher secured an interview with regional 

facilitators of the State Board of Education (SBEC) mandated principal assessment 

program.  The responding facilitator knew that the intent of the interview was to gain an 

understanding of the process and intent of the principal assessment program.  Further, she 

understood that principal responses reflected data leading the researcher to seek a better 

understanding of the process as it represented a significant aspect of principal 

professional development access in Texas.  The facilitator agreed to the interviews and 

waived confidentiality.  Additionally, the facilitator read and reviewed the notes and final 

analysis of the interview prior to inclusion in this report as indicated in dated e-mail 

communications. 

 A second external interview focused on the initial appearance of high interest in 

the new HB1 initiative for a Texas best practice clearinghouse which emerged during the 

interview discussions surrounding potential support areas for leadership in a time of 

accountability.  The current director of the clearinghouse development agreed to meet, 

also waiving confidentiality, to share the status of the initiative development, the 
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anticipated content and access options, and the underlying intent toward the support of 

educational success in Texas.  Here, too, the director read the final notes and analysis of 

the interview prior to inclusion in this report and gave full approval of its validity through 

oral and e-mail communication.  This allowed for member-checking to support the 

trustworthiness of the data. 

Phase II – Telephone Interviews 

 At the close of each interview, participants provided consent for a follow-up 

telephone conference, if needed.  This follow-up allowed the researcher to review the 

interview data and determine if there were gaps in the information or if subsequent 

interviews promoted data that warranted further investigation from earlier interviews.  

After the initial review of the direct interviews, the researcher conducted semi-structured 

phone conferences with seven of the consenting participants. Selection of the participants 

was a function of consent, followed by additional information needs identified after a 

review of the data.  These needs included clarification of the titles of some of the 

referenced trainings, as well as an interest in deeper exploration of a given response.  

Additionally, the telephone interviews included those four respondents not tape-recorded 

so as to add depth and clarity to the recorded notes. 

 The use of follow-up telephone interviews with seven of the participants lacked 

the advantage of direct interviews due to the absence of social and physical cues that 

shape the probing of questions.  However, careful use of active listening (Berg, 2004) 

allowed the verbal dynamic of the discussions to serve as a continuation of the pre-

established conversational relationship.   The distance in proximity, supported by a prior 

trust, seemed to actually invite more candid reflections of a sensitive nature for some. 
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The researcher carefully documented all responses from the seven phone 

conversations using the same interview protocol guide (Appendix D) utilized in the direct 

interviews to capture both manifest comments and latent data such as vocal fluctuations 

or pauses in responses.  While the phone conversations could have been tape recorded, 

the researcher found that the focus of the calls was clear and easily captured in detailed 

field notes.  The data from the telephone interview served to further support triangulation 

of individual participant reports, as well as provide deeper descriptions of the overall 

responses to questions. 

Phase III – Reported Professional Growth Actions 

 Each participant identified any recent professional growth accessed, the source for 

these activities, and the factors influencing the determination to participate.  Overt 

questions sought the research base of the activity, as well as the principal's interpretation 

as to the value of both the activity and the research supporting it.  The researcher listed all 

reported experiences such as current readings, copies of application efforts reflected in 

campus agendas or campus improvement plans, or copies of handouts from attended 

professional growth activities.  All physical documentation formed an additional layer of 

data filed according to each respondent and included it with the files for both Phase I and 

Phase II interviews. A listing of the prioritized authors and professional growth resources 

expressed by the principals resulted in a collective database for review (Appendix F).  

The researcher compared these resources to statements regarding professional growth in 

response to other questions, as well as to visual evidence such as books on shelves, 

agendas of campus dissemination, and workshop materials.   
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Data Analysis 

In a discussion of qualitative analysis, Miles and Huberman (1994) provided 

detailed guidance for objectively reviewing the subjective data inherent in qualitative 

research that ensures the content analysis of the data can stand up to scrutiny. Through 

the careful application of specific tactics for drawing meaning from data, they outlined 

thirteen structured qualitative mechanisms that can assist in trustworthy analysis resulting 

in defensible findings.  Among these mechanisms were: 

1. Seeing what goes together through noting patterns or themes, seeing plausibility, 

and/or clustering; 

2. Seeing what is evident in the data through making metaphors, making 

contrasts/comparisons, and/or partitioning variables; 

3. Seeing relationships more abstractly through subsuming particulars into the 

general, factoring, and/or noting relations between variables; and, 

4. Seeing chains of evidence and/or making conceptual/theoretical coherence out of 

the data. 

Since qualitative analysis requires the organizing of the data in a way that allows for 

making sense of the parts in relation to the whole (Glesne, 1999), the data analysis 

approach in this research study utilized these mechanisms as informational guides in the 

initial sorting and coding of the interview data, as well as the subsequent analysis.  As is 

appropriate to qualitative analysis the researcher let the emerging detail from the 

responses shape the content of the applied mechanisms (Berg, 2004),.   

Through data reduction of the field notes and careful analysis of the taped 

discourse, the researcher began to organize the vast amount of information compiled 
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through the interviews into units of key words, phrases and sentences by each respondent.  

The criterion for the selection (Berg, 2004) and isolation of specific units of the data 

focused on common characteristics of content, tone, and relevance. These units formed 

“single pieces of information that stand by themselves” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 203) 

as a part of an inductive analysis process.  

A beginning point in the analysis was to sort these units or single pieces of 

information into broad categories by emerging characteristic traits into data clusters.  The 

open coding (Strauss, 1998) of the original data allowed for the initial establishment of 

large chunks of clustered data toward organizing the research information.  These clusters 

spiraled around the intent of the research questions, ultimately emerging as praxis points 

for the final analysis of findings. 

This study continued to systematically apply content analysis through a general 

symbolic interpretive approach. Utilizing suggested mechanisms for analysis (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994), the researcher initially analyzed the open coded categories by 

individual respondent responses to each question, and then across the group by each 

question.  The clustered data could then be examined for meanings behind actions, 

influencing factors, and evidence of coherency by individual and group reports.   

Sorted data clusters revealed varied patterns and relationships which resulted in 

more discrete organization of the clusters of data.  These initial data clusters, or axial 

codes (Berg, 2004), began to focus the data toward an interconnected body of 

information which spiraled from the larger groupings, or chunks, back into smaller sub-

particles for analysis. These smaller particles of the data clusters of the individual 

respondents stood alongside the analyzed group responses by question to allow for the 
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emergence of a "chain of evidence [or] coherence of the data" (Miles & Huberman, 1994, 

p. 245).  Once all data clusters formed, the researcher again reviewed all field notes and 

tapes toward satiation of the content. The full process required a continuous loop of 

sorting, organizing, grouping, data review, refined sorting, organizing, and grouping.  

The data analysis process included all data from the direct interviews, the 

telephone interviews, and the separate database of professional development activities 

and the two additional external interview sources.  In summary, the data analysis 

reflected: 

1. Initial grouping and open coding of key words, phrases, or inferences by each 

respondent across emerging broad categories. 

2. Sorting of the broad categories by each respondent into developing data clusters 

and relationship patterns. 

3. Continued review and analysis of data clusters by each respondent to identify 

patterns, themes, integration of data, comparisons and contrasts, relationships, and 

chains of evidence in behavior or coherence of practice within the units of 

analysis. 

4. Initial grouping and open coding of key words, phrases, or inferences from each 

question across all respondents into broad categories. 

5. Sorting of broad categories by question across all respondents into developing 

clusters and relationship patterns. 

6. Continued review and analysis of data clusters across all respondents to identify 

patterns, themes, integration of data, comparisons and contrasts, relationships, and 
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chains of evidence in behavior or coherence of practice within the units of 

analysis. 

7. Continued review and analysis of data clusters across all respondents to identify 

patterns, themes, integration of data, comparisons and contrasts, relationships, and 

chains of evidence in behavior or coherence of practice within the units of 

analysis. 

8. In-depth analysis of the resulting data clusters in relation to the research 

questions, by individual respondent, allowing for the emergence of themes, 

patterns, and expanded groupings. 

9. In-depth analysis of the resulting data clusters in relation to the research 

questions, across group respondents, allowing for the emergence of themes, 

patterns, and expanded groupings. 

10. Review of the reported professional development accessed to identify source and 

perceived evidence of scholarly foundation in context to the individual respondent 

and across the respondents. 

11. Consideration of the external interview responses for verification or conflicting 

information relative to participant responses. 

12. Analysis of the resulting sub-particles reflected through emerging themes, 

patterns, and expanded groupings among the individual responses and collective 

responses to consider anomalies or outlier response data. 

13. Cross-coding of reported professional development by individual respondent and 

group responses to identify patterns in addition to collective listing. 
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From the resulting content analysis, the researcher drew conclusions relative to the 

research questions under investigation. The final conclusions and recommendations 

reflected back to the original problem of the study, the question of access and application 

of professional development supportive of those aspects of transformational leadership 

theory emphasizing a learner-centered approach.    

Data Management 

Qualitative studies utilizing interviews are subject to the idiosyncrasies of human 

behavior (Berg, 2004)).  This study consciously respected the needs of the participants 

and made adjustments with regard to time, personal challenges, and levels of comfort in 

disclosure.  Accommodations simultaneously reflected a respect for the participants as 

well as the parameters of the study and the management of the data. 

Principals agreed to interviews in March and early April when external 

assessment distracters were at a minimum in the public school setting.  However, the 

interview schedule to be implemented over the course of two weeks required variance 

due to unforeseen challenges.  The factors of spring break, holidays, and principal 

schedules required the study to expand to five weeks.   

The researcher documented any external factors that might have influenced the 

responses of the participants and the resulting data. For example, the delay in schedule 

moved some interviews closer to the stressful state assessment window where the 

pressures of time and distraction might be evidenced in the principal’s level of internal 

pressure.  In such instances, the researcher overtly acknowledged this to the participant 

and made efforts to diffuse the outside influences, noting any factors of impact in the data 

specific to the individual respondent.  
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The researcher immediately reviewed the field notes following each interview to 

add to the clarity of the commentary while fresh in the mind of the researcher.  The typed 

notes, copied twice to provide for a dual data set of individual participant responses, 

provided for interviews to be sorted in multiple combinations.  The individual tapes of 

each interview reviewed alongside the protocol verified and elaborated on the short 

notation coded responses from the protocols.  Specific dialogue exchanges, key quotes, or 

unique uses of language offered additional depth to the data. 

The researcher listened to each tape at least twice alongside a review of the data 

corresponding to each respondent.  When two of the tapes exhibited marred sound, the 

interview notes provided for immediate re-examination of detail.  Where needed, these 

participants participated in follow-up telephone interviews for clarification. The 

comprehensive scope of the notes, enhanced through the listening of the recordings and 

follow-up telephone interviews replaced the need for specific transcription of each 

participant’s tape.  While a symbolic interaction orientation benefits from full direct 

transcription in the analysis of discourse, careful capturing of direct quotes and 

significant dialogue exchanges allowed for a satiation of data collection for the purposes 

of this study.  Future use of the data may benefit from fuller transcription.  

 Once the researcher electronically stored the original protocol notes within a 

designated individual participant file once all coding of the direct interviews subsided.  

The second set of notes filed with a database of overall responses sorted by individual 

questions offered backup security. The seven follow-up telephone interviews shared the 

same electronic storage process as the direct interview.  Since there were incomplete sets 

of telephone interviews, as not every participant engaged in the phone conferences, the 
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second set of the telephone interviews partnered with the database of the individual 

respondent.  All tape recordings, securely stored in a locked file, reflect numerical codes,.  

 The data management process secured all organizational information regarding 

communication of the study, responses by solicited participants, or coordination of 

calendars through a numerical coding system to include a researcher assigned variation 

on the district and campus state-assigned numbers and a unique two-digit suffix assigned 

to each participant.  For example, the file for one principal could be 220913-001(37).  

This allowed for consistent organization of all information while creating a level of 

confidentiality and anonymity from the onset.  The researcher used this careful filing 

system through a computerized database for all data from field notes and tape recordings. 

Trustworthiness  

This study utilized varied strategies to assist in ensuring valid trust in both the 

data and the analysis of findings.  These included: 

1. Consistent set of standardized questions used in all interviews. 

2. Tape-recorded interviews carefully reviewed throughout the analysis. 

3. Field notes taken during and immediately after each interview to capture the 

depth of latent data, including vocal intonations, gesturing, and non-visual 

impressions. 

4. Member-checking during the interview process by asking for clarification of 

perceptions from the respondent to ensure the researcher accurately captured 

the intended meanings of the statements and actions. 
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5. On-site review of archival data including specific copies of books, application 

activities such as agendas or campus improvement plans, campus displays, or 

handouts from attended professional development activities. 

6. Phased data development, including the initial interviews, follow-up telephone 

interviews for clarification, and observance of the correlating archival 

documentation of professional growth. 

7. Open member-checking throughout the process, including access by 

respondents to final data analysis and findings prior to publication. 

8. External interviews with program directors responsive to interview questions 

reflecting significant interest by respondents.  Each program director received 

copies of the final data summaries and responded with agreement that the 

analysis accurately captured the interview data content. 

At the onset, the assurance of confidentiality with the participants established an 

environment of open discourse.  The researcher continuously created comfort and trust in 

the confidentiality of the interviews to facilitate candid, open responses to maximize the 

quality of the findings. At the same time, the researcher monitored her own emotions to 

avoid injecting bias or influence (Glesne, 1999).  The use of a separate reflective journal, 

or personal notes, as well as careful immediate review of the taped interviews allowed the 

researcher to continually evaluate and minimize the level of personal intrusion in the 

interview process.  This supported the credibility of the research design and ensuing 

findings.  

The topic of professional growth access focused on aspects of practice such that 

the participants identified with the need and purpose of the study. The fact that the intent 
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of the study was to explore an area of interest and benefit to the participants themselves 

increased the likelihood that the responses would be credible.  Similar to aspects of action 

research, this case study approach intended to uncover information that was directly 

useful to the study participants and to “motivate[e] each one to take up and use the 

information gathered in the research” (Berg, 2004, p. 197).  The study stopped short of 

engaging principals in a call to action, but principals reflected a full engagement in the 

topic focused on support of deeper findings that could inform their own practice.   

Additional overt efforts to triangulate the process and the data included careful 

design of the interview questions.  Multiple open-ended questions solicited the same 

information from an individual participant from varied perspectives during the interview. 

Recognizing the limitations of a single method study, the use of this “within-method 

triangulation” (Berg, 2004, p. 6 citing Denzin, 1978, p. 295) of tiered questions provided 

for some triangulation through varied lines of sight. This further allowed for internal 

validation of the consistency and interpretations of the participant practice. The use of 

direct interviews, followed by more in-depth telephone interviews as needed, provided 

for some secondary response review.  Clarifications of statements, as well as cross-

member comparative questions added depth and corroboration of the reported practices.  

The opportunity for the respondents to review and provide feedback on the data and 

analysis offered further validity through use of a member-check approach (Patten, 2002).   

Additionally, principals’ perceptions about their own growth as it related to the 

state assessment requirements prompted the researcher to seek additional perspectives 

regarding the process and intent of the principal recertification in Texas.  External 

discussions held with facilitators of the state principal assessment centers to obtain 
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objective review of the process and experiences in cross-check of the reported 

experiences by principals offset the principal responses. Given that the foundation of the 

principal certification standards in Texas are purportedly founded on transformational 

leadership (SBEC, 2006), this parallel review served as an additional line of sight for 

analyzing principal growth access options by the respondents 

Finally, principals shared archival data documenting current professional growth 

activities at the request of the researcher.  The researcher observed copies of specific 

readings, workshop handouts, and campus application through visuals and noted these as 

a part of the interview process.  These physical counterparts to the descriptions of the 

principals created another opportunity to triangulate the data. 

Transferability 

The use of a continuous reflection of findings against new data provided for a 

deeper analysis forming thicker and more robust categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  

Adhering to the structure of an interactive sequence of review of the data from each 

source grounded the overall findings.  The resulting analysis allowed for more specific, 

trustworthy, and usable findings which hold up to potential transference to other studies 

(Berg, 2004; Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  

The process for collecting the data, the instrumentation used to record the data, 

and documentation of the coding strategies used in the analysis have all been carefully 

outlined to allow for application of the study in other settings with maximum potential for 

repeated process and product.  The conclusions and recommendations for future study 

take special care to cite the potential for transference and application of the findings for 

the greater benefit of the educational leadership, as possible.   
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 The use of a qualitative approach in both the instrumentation and the analysis 

provided some roadblocks to the ability to generalize the findings from the data to the 

other principals.  However, specific attention to the trustworthiness of the process and 

product ensured the usability of the findings.  For example, narrowing the participants to 

a pool of purposely-selected participants limited the random nature of the findings, 

restricting generalization to other educational leadership environments.  Certainly since 

all participants worked within the public school setting, unique to the Texas standards of 

performance, the contextual nature of the responses carry more transferability to 

educational leaders within similar settings.  Still, the broader concepts of educational 

leadership challenges for the transformational leader gaining access to research-based 

learning could be considered since the design and analysis provided for adequate data 

integrity (Berg, 2004).  The efforts to maintain integrity in these areas allowed a 

foundation for considerations outside the scope of this study and foster future studies. 

This was a subsidiary intent in the study.  As Glesne (1999) noted,  

In short, researchers conduct qualitative studies not merely for their  

own sake, but rather in the reasonable hope of bringing something  

grander than the case to the attention of others.  Researchers hope for  

a description and analysis of its complexity that identify concepts not  

previously seen or fully appreciated. 

The researcher recognized paid careful attention to the collection process and the 

consistency in the data analysis. This enhanced the potential for others to consider the 

relevance of the findings to other campus leaders of public schools within Texas, as well 

as to the research community within higher education institutions.  The resulting findings 
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also provided a backdrop for future comparative studies with other states, private school 

leadership, or possibly later longitudinal studies of public school leaders to analyze any 

change over time.   

Summary 

This chapter explained the qualitative methodology used to explore the three 

identified research questions.  The narrative outlined the selection process for 

determining and soliciting participants for the study, the formation of interview 

questions, and the approach to conducting the on-site interviews with the principal 

respondents. The methods for documenting the responses of the participants and the 

management of the data provided a map of the procedures.  Saturation of the data resulted 

from extensive literature study, triangulated data collection and review, and extensive 

analysis.  Additionally, this section described the structure of the spiraled data analysis 

process used and the safeguards employed to ensure trustworthiness and potential 

transferability of the findings.  Finally, the overview underscored a commitment to 

ethical research standards by a research approach founded upon literature reviews of prior 

research and theoretical guidance, as well as an understanding of the responsibility to 

provide for the potential for continued study.   
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CHAPTER IV 
 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

…it is a time when you think with your data, 
                                     reflecting upon what you have learned, making 
                                     new connections and gaining new insights. 

                                                           Glesne, 1999 
 

 The underlying theoretical framework of this study supports the concept that 

principals engaged in continuous learning represent the best model for successful school 

leadership, reflective of learner-centered, transformational leadership (Leithwood, 2003).  

Shared experiences and perspectives from practicing school leaders in Texas reflected 

current  professional growth behaviors.  The direct interviews provided primary resource 

data focused on three guiding research questions.  Archival data accessed through 

principal-provided documentation of readings, training attendance, and application 

activities evidenced on their campus provided visual responsiveness to the research 

questions.  Interviews held with facilitators of two correlating programs focused on 

professional growth of principals, the Principal Assessment Program (SBEC) and the 

developing Texas Best Practices Clearinghouse authorized in HB 1, 2005 (TEA, 2006) 

offered external perspectives of the programs additional to the participants' comments. 

Research Questions 

The three key questions of the study included:  

1. In what ways do principals select professional development activities to  

    support their leadership growth and the success of the campuses they   lead? 

2. How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to their access of   

   scholarly research? 
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3. How do principals state they apply research-based study findings to their  

    unique campus settings so as to create change? 

Data Collection 

 The intent of this study focused on the access behavior of public school principals 

with regard to professional development supported by quality research.  To narrow the 

study for more in-depth examination, the study attended to the composite of principals' 

perceptions of motivations, supports, roadblocks, and opportunities for application.  This 

provided the opportunity to study the broader scope of principal behavior, identifying 

trends by positional leadership rather than specific demographics of the individual 

principal or grade level trends.  In this way, the implications of the external factors 

influencing access and application for the broader community of principal leadership, 

alongside the internal accountability of principals, could be explored.  

 Using a broad geographical range, 30 schools of varying size and grade level 

formed the study. The final pool of 30 respondents contained principals of schools 

ranging in size from 200 to over 2,500 students.  The schools represented all grade levels 

(17 elementary schools, four middle schools, seven high schools, and  two alternative 

education settings), with varied levels of ethnic, socio-economic, and rural to urban 

demographics .  The school locations spanned across eight of the 20 educational service 

centers regions. This provided for a base of participants representative of the cross-

section of the state population and geographic layout. 

 The researcher interviewed each principal at the home campus using a set of 

semi-standard questions (Appendix C).  The interviews held in the principal's office, 

allowed for both the comfort of the principal and the opportunity for the researcher to 
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interact with the principal in a setting reflective of the individual leadership style.  

Factors such as organization of the office, displays of professional accomplishments or 

personal memorabilia, and visible reference materials and texts all lent added definition 

to the priorities of the campus leader.  The researcher also observed informal interaction 

with staff and students due to the high profile location and access parameters of the 

office. 

The interviews purposely adopted a conversational tone to elicit more disclosure, 

while adhering to the same set of questions so as to ensure consistency in data (Berg, 

2004). The average interview lasted one hour and fifteen minutes, with additional time 

spent walking the campus, observing the principals’ interactions, or informally viewing 

the principals’ perceptions of applied learning. Three of the 30 interviews lasted less than 

one hour and may have reflected the principal’s openness that little effort had been 

devoted to professional growth activity.  Four interviews out of the 30 lasted just beyond 

the two hours, resulting from desire by the principals to show the researcher students 

within the building engaged in varying activities. 

Due to school holidays and testing schedules in the spring, the interview schedule 

extended over a period of five weeks. The researcher managed the interview schedules so 

that no interviews occurred within three weeks of the state assessment, openly 

acknowledging the potential impact on the emotions of the interview.  Principals 

expressed comfort within and collaborative attitudes toward the interviews.  For three 

principals, the schedule posed stress due to reasons such as changing campuses, school 

board agendas, or construction onsets.  These principals exited the study and other 

participants from the original pool assumed their place.  
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Decoding through continuous capturing of impressions in field notes alongside 

member-checking for clarity of perceptions occurred during the interview process, as 

well as more formally after the completion of all interviews.  As Glesne notes, "data 

analysis done simultaneously with data collection enables [one] to focus and shape the 

study as it proceeds" (1999, p. 130).   Active listening allowed the researcher to reflect on 

responses immediately, to consider correlations to research questions, and to encourage 

more disclosure using the secondary questions (Appendix A) as probative extensions to 

the semi-structured interviews.  Using the interview protocol as a guide (Appendix D), 

the researcher noted any initial reactions to comments and non-verbal cues using an 

abbreviated notation system to capture principal initiatives, indications of transformative 

leadership, perceived support structures, professional development activities, motivation 

factors, research considerations, and application efforts.  The researcher reviewed these 

formative and tentative analytical chunks immediately after the interviews and again 

against the taped conversations in context with the entire interview in the more formal 

decoding processes. 

The content of the interview questions solicited responses aimed at the three 

primary research queries.  In this way, the researcher elicited ever-deepening responses to 

the same topic while also informally gathering a measure of internal consistency in the 

subject’s responses (Glesne, 1999).  This served to assist in richer analysis opportunities 

in identifying the unspoken priorities of the principals by garnering repetitive reflections. 

 In addition to the verbal responses, the researcher gained corroborating data 

through observations and active listening.  Throughout the interviews, the researcher 

noted body language, voice tone, and expressions reflecting varying degrees of 
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frustration, excitement, or dismay.  Documentation of the latent data alongside the notes 

on the protocol paired with a key phrase specific to one of the interview questions.  The 

researcher made notations of such non-verbal communication as head-shaking, voice 

intensity, excitement or pleasure in facial gestures, grimaces, face-rubbing, and eye-

rolling. This latent data assisted in the later analysis and clarification of principal 

perceptions and motivations for practice. 

 Archival data examined during the course of the interview added to the depth of 

the study.  Principals pulled texts currently being read, showed examples of recent 

workshop materials, or demonstrated evidence of application of growth activities through 

staff agendas, vision statements, or material acquisition.  The researcher observed 

prioritized resources and approaches in campus displays, office materials, or website 

presence.  Confirmation of the interview responses through shared documentation and 

independent observation provided for triangulation of the data reliability. 

Analysis of Data 

 The researcher reviewed the taped interviews and correlating researcher notes in 

detail and summarized them in typed journals sorted by case number.  In lieu of verbatim 

transcriptions, the researcher reviewed each interview tape immediately following the 

interview alongside the notes from the protocol, or interview log, while the conversations 

were clear in the mind and experience of the researcher. The protocol guide provided a 

valid alternative to transcriptions as the researcher used verbatim phrases or sentences 

and analytical comments about the script "coded along with other data" (Glesne, p. 79) to 

capture the full scope of the interview.  As an auditory learner, the researcher preferred to 

work through the vocal presentations and interview protocol format, rather than by 
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transcripts which are separate from the tone and pace of the interview interactions. 

Recognizing the importance accurate transcription plays in symbolic interactionist 

orientations, the researcher committed to continuous review of the tapes and significant 

transcriptions of identified key conversation exchanges. 

 Follow-up telephone conversations of seven participants clarified some of the 

responses.  In each case, the intent was to ensure accuracy, as well as to obtain responses 

to questions missed during the initial interview.  The resulting combination of data from 

the direct interviews and subsequent telephone calls allowed the researcher to fully 

address the underlying queries in the study, those of prevalent choice, access, and 

application for today's public school principal.   

 The researcher listened to each interview tape twice using the interview questions 

and interview protocol to capture responses, record key terms or cited works, and attend 

to vocalizations that might reflect ideas or attitudes such as passion, frustration, or 

cynicism.  Then she reviewed the interview notes against the scripting taken during the 

interview to identify additional personal physical data such as body posturing, office 

dynamics, or any interactions with staff or students.  These resulting data partnered with 

the specific manifest statements made by the principals or report summaries as noted on 

the protocols and voiced in the recordings.  Using open coding, all data reduced to 

bulleted response notations in a rough draft interview profile of each respondent.  A third 

review of the tapes ensured the complete capturing of all pertinent data within the 

interview profiles.  Further refinement continued through a grounded theory 

methodology, allowing the findings to emerge in a spiraled review.   
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Typed summaries of the interviews, notations of vocalizations from the direct and 

telephone interviews, statements to reflect body language associated with responses, and 

documentation as presented by the archival resources.  The strands of data, sorted by 

question, by respondent formed a rich database.  The responses from the interview 

profiles of each respondent resulted in an organized and distilled sorting according to a 

clustering of interview question responses into data clusters to form interview charts 

(Appendix E) aligned to the three research questions.  Evidence of purposely accessed 

professional development, motivations for access, perceived support or roadblocks to 

access, and leadership initiatives or application of learning provided prioritized chunks of 

information.  However, data review free from prejudice allowed for unanticipated 

clusters to surface, providing for the assignment of broad codes to emerging categories. 

The typed data summaries, cut into strips and arranged in initial groupings according to 

the clustered questions, resulted in individual units of data chunks.  This allowed for 

commonalities, patterns, and evidence of consistency to emerge.  The researcher arranged 

the tentative data chunks, and then continuously rearranged the groupings to see if the 

order of the responses, the corresponding latent data, or external data indicated 

contradiction or outlying information. 

This sorting process using strips from the second copy of interview data similarly 

guided the approach for examining each question across respondents.  In other words, the 

responses to the interview questions correlating to research question #1 from all 

responses formed a collective data set.  Here, too, tentative data chunks aligned and 

realigned to consider collectively emerging perspectives. This allowed the data to be 

reviewed for both individual respondent patterns and common trends across principals. 
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From these initial data chunks, smaller relationships organized into sub-particles 

reflecting varied emerging themes from the collective interviews responsive to the 

research questions. 

Research Question # 1 

  In what ways do principals select professional development activities to support 

their own leadership growth and the success of the campuses they lead?  Interview 

questions 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, and 15 gathered information specific to principal choices, 

preferences, and recommendations for professional growth activities.  Principals provided 

specific format choices recently accessed, titles of books, current trainings, and 

recommendations for the best approach to professional development for principals.   The 

researcher explored the individual principal responses toward preferences, followed by a 

cumulative review according the broader research study questions. In this way, the 

collective interview responses aligned to the targeted research emphasis as reflected in 

Appendix E, with excerpts specific to this research question captured in Table 1.  

Selected excerpts include cited examples, as well as samples of the variety in responses. 

 Interview question number 3 specifically sought information regarding preferred 

methods or formats for accessing information.   Twenty-one of the respondents (70%) 

indicated the most prominent source of leadership development was through some form 

of networking with other principals.   Over half of these noted the increased value of this 

networking when provided through a structured academy or formal principal gatherings, 

and indicated a high interest in networking  held continuously throughout the year for 

open or topic specific discussions.  Three principals specifically cited the Lamar 

University Principal Academy as an extraordinary experience that guided them to read, 
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discuss, and share challenges and successes in campus leadership.  Others suggested that 

networking partnered with site visits to successful campuses with similar demographics 

was the greatest resource, though the focus was less on leadership and more on 

instructional or programmatic practices.  In all instances, principals considered 

networking to be most powerful when engaged as a part of an on-going learning approach 

rather than single episode workshop events. 

 Other formats of preference, to lesser degrees, included professional organizations 

such as the Texas Association of Secondary School Principals (TASSP), the Texas 

Elementary Principals and School Administrators (TEPSA), and the Association for 

Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD).  Over fifty-percent of the 

respondents maintained they accessed leadership guidance by reading the publications 

and journals of these organizations, attending conferences hosted by the organizations, or 

being actively involved in the membership activities. Many indicated they used these 

resources due to a lack of an awareness of other options and because the readings “were 

essentially good, short summaries" (P1).  Some admitted the conferences primary draw 

was the opportunity to network informally with peers on a broader scale.  At least four 

principals, however, found the professional organizations to be redundant, out of touch, 

or "stale" (P12) in content. 

 The second most preferred venue for deepening their leadership knowledge was 

through a workshop format, ideally, an interactive workshop with other principals.  Sixty 

percent explained that they accessed these workshops through independent conferences, 

as an offering by their education service center (ESC), or through district central office 

personnel organization.  In fact, over 30% indicated the central office hosting or 
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recommendation of workshops was the primary source of topics, second only to the 

networking suggestions obtained from peers. 

In Texas, the 20 regional educational service centers serve as sources for principal 

information acquisition, if not actual leadership development.  Eight respondents noted 

regular attendance and participation in ESC offerings, citing the principal networking as 

the primary impetus other than content-based trainings. These who participated regularly 

indicated the presenters consistently underscored the research behind the training 

foundations. The level of enthusiasm for the ESC varied widely across the state, with a 

clear pattern of which ESCs garnered more respect in the quality of their service.  Region 

XIII, in particular, yielded energetic support from principals within its region as well as 

from others outside the region who had attended trainings with Region XIII staff. 

 Only five respondents indicated reading offered a valuable source of leadership 

guidance, even though 25 of the 30 respondents (80%) cited works they had read that had 

informed their practice (Appendix F).  Most had engaged the readings as a part of a 

district initiative, workshop, or at the recommendation of a colleague.  Nearly 50% 

indicated that time served as a factor in their determinations regarding reading, with most 

noting they took advantage of professional journal summaries or books on tapes.  Three 

of the participants indicated a preference for reading material drawn from outside the 

education industry, selecting from business, psychology, or religious publications. 

 Colleges and universities did not serve as a source of professional growth except 

for those who intended to pursue formal doctoral study.  Even here the motivations and 

expectations derived less from the opportunity to increase leadership skills and more 

from acquiring the necessary documentation to earn the advanced degree, which they 
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planned to use for professional advancement.  Five respondents cited some specific 

expressions of valuable interfaces with the university such as in supporting principal 

cohorts (Texas Christian University), in providing formal leadership training (Lamar 

University), or in partnering for district-wide initiatives (Tarleton State University).   

Interview questions 4, 5, and 10 all sought information as to what influenced 

principal access decisions.  The queries explored whether there were specific topics, 

researchers, authors, or source factors that encouraged a principal’s selection for 

leadership growth.  Peer recommendation served as the overall primary source of 

validation, whether it was for a reading, workshops, a consultant, or a leadership activity.  

However, other determining factors included topics with regard to either content or areas 

of impact on state assessment results.  Most found this limited their ability to access 

broader professional development, but some indicated the accountability standards had a 

positive impact.  One principal found that the external pressure created a "call to arms" 

(P29), forcing him to move from a predominantly managerial approach to a more 

engaged learning leader.  Similarly, another principal indicated that the "inequitable 

fishbowl" (P24) of the state assessment forced a more focused look at the performance of 

unique populations within the school. 

Topics related to content or instructional strategies seemed fairly consistent across 

campuses.  Many participants cited similar readings or a reliance on similar authors or 

consultants, regardless of their region, school size, or experience.  The primary themes 

tended to surround working with students of unique needs, assessment and monitoring, 

literacy, and some organizational leadership focus (Appendix F).  Others indicated 

content specific trainings addressing math, learner behavior, or instructional techniques 
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were of highest priority in their choices.  In these instances, their preference resulted from 

a leadership decision to engage teacher leaders in a trainer of trainer models, trainings 

which they as principals might also attend for support. 

According to over 50% of the respondents, an underlying influential factor 

impacting decisions to access specific learning appeared to be driven by state mandates 

for accountability.  In some cases, campus based improvement needs guided choices.  

Still, the primary influence for over 70% appeared to be recommendations from 

successful schools considered to be of similar demographics, regardless of whether the 

participant had a relationship with the principal source.  In these instances, principals 

preferred to make site visits as a component of considering the recommended learning. 

Interview question 12 asked principals to identify what they considered to be the 

most significant research of relevance today.  Less than 15% felt comfortable identifying 

any work of specific grounded research, but most reflected back on previously identified 

readings or workshop attendance.  One participant did speak overtly about the value of 

William Daggett’s 21st Century Schools report, as well as Theodore Sizer’s Coalition of 

Essential Schools work.  At least two others underscored the value of  small learning 

communities and the models of the University Lab Schools, while four participants felt 

Robert Marzano offered the strongest foundation for change in overall school 

development.  Three specifically referenced Rick Dufour's Adlai Stevenson High School 

data as research they have explored and considered valuable. 

Interview question 15 summarized the access and availability focus of research 

question #1 by offering principals the opportunity to shape principal professional 

development for the coming year.  In language, facial and vocal intonation principals 
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consistently changed demeanor from any prior angst or disenchantment to attitudes of 

possibility in their responses.  Almost all relaxed in body posture and facial expression, 

with an increased energy in their voice and interview engagement.  While the approaches 

to ideal professional growth formats varied in content and format, each principal reflected 

a strong desire for the opportunity to slow down and engage learning more deeply and 

purposely.  As one principal (P17) of an urban school middle school summarized, "if 

only [I had more time]". 

Of the 30 respondents, 100% expressed the primary recommendation would 

center on principal interactive networking.  Over 50% indicated the need for the 

networking to be structured and continuous, either focused on pre-selected topics or with 

principals prompted to share success reports followed by opportunities for questions, 

comparisons, and collaborative discussion.  Some spoke to the models accessed through 

Lamar University with reading assignments and higher level discussions.  Others 

preferred a district-led principal academy addressing varied leadership expectations in 

open forums more pertinent to the district climate and needs.  Three respondents 

specifically voiced a perception that it would be of value to have a source for accessing 

shared best practices as some indication of "what works" (P19, P23). 

Other potential principal leadership development models included mentorships – 

especially for novice principals, life coaching initiatives, or campus-based priorities 

surrounding the leadership needs of the campus.  Finally, the opportunity for site visits 

with structured follow-up time to reflect and consider the findings specific to their 

campus was an ideal growth process to some. 
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Throughout the interviews, principals couched their leadership experience in 

terms of the daily time demands, external pressures of assessment, and constant elements 

of change.  Each implied that these factors restricted choices in selecting leadership 

development opportunities.  This common frustration opened the door for meaningful 

discussions regarding the broader questions of support and barriers to quality growth 

opportunities explored in research question #2. 

Research Question #1 Summary  

 The professional growth access data collected around research question #1 

resulted in selective codes forming four loosely connected themes - urgency, insecurity, 

community, and commitment.  These themes thread through the interviews of every 

principal to varying degrees.   

Urgency. Principals spoke to the pressure of time and external moderation driving 

decisions, despite an internal sense that immediacy took precedence over process.  Each 

respondent admitted limited focus on any purposeful leadership development guided by 

research, reflecting discomfort during this part of the interview.  Almost all spoke to the 

impact of the state assessment requiring the full absorption of their time and leadership.   

One high school principal indicated that he felt “stifled [by the] district mandated 

trainings focused on TAKS" (P12), absorbing any available time that might be used to 

increase principal selected leadership growth.  Similarly, an elementary principal found 

that “TAKS demands guide [time and training focus] and interfere with any other 

initiatives” (P15).   One principal noted his campus leadership “evaluation was based 

entirely on the outcome of his school’s TAKS performance” (P5).  This, he felt, sent a 

clear message of the district’s priorities.  Similarly, another principal indicated that the 
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“time demands and heavy focus on data [from TAKS tests}” (P6) left little room for any 

focus on leadership development. Still another principal found that the superintendent 

purposely set up a competitive environment that “set a tone of one upmanship” (P24) and 

discouraged open sharing of successful practices.  The tension in the physical demeanor 

and facial expressions of these principals provided a visible reflection of the verbalized 

urgency of performance against time. 

Insecurity. Random disclosures of some readings or activities seemed hesitant and 

lacked any confidence as to the research base guiding these works. Insecurity manifested 

itself as principals shared their current practices, categorizing them as scattered, 

disconnected outreaches.  One principal (P5) said she “read some though felt time 

restraint”, found “some useful updates” from the ESC, saw colleagues in formal study 

and thought this “might expand her knowledge base.”  At least two principals indicated 

their total lack of preparation for their leadership role, largely based on being placed in 

settings outside prior experiences.  One indicated she had served “a rough year” (P26) as 

an assistant principal with a principal who had "retired on the job" and turned the 

leadership over to her.  Assuming the principal role the following year had the benefit of 

having established positive connections with the staff, but challenged her to find her 

leadership perspective.  She drew largely on “common sense” and the guidance of peers 

from her college cohort.  Even still she found herself “floundering” and earnestly wishing 

for some understanding of what is truly effective practice appropriate to her school. One 

principal (P5) said he began "blindly" and still "[was] feeling [his] way around". 

Community.  The most overt theme, perhaps an outgrowth of the urgency and 

insecurity, surfaced in a reliance on community.  Principals overwhelmingly drew upon 
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what appeared to be a fraternal brotherhood of peers for references and practice.  

Reflecting varying levels of communal trust, principals spoke to accessing professional 

growth from other principals, the district team, professional organizations or service 

centers.  Community recommendation predominantly instigated research readings, 

shifting the trust from the research grounding to the peer recommendation source.    

Principals used networking to describe both formal and informal interactions with 

principal peers to support their own growth.  Over 80% specifically indicated this served 

as their primary preference.  Even when attending formal workshops or conferences, they 

found the greatest value in the sessions with practicing principals or through the informal 

discussions they encountered surrounding the workshop event.  One principal said he 

found conferences had grown “stale” (P12), but provided a venue for engaging in 

“continuous and varied networking” that he found purposeful. 

While most relied upon known principals for leadership direction, many 

expressed a confidence in shared practice through site visits, recommended readings from 

principal presentations, or broad cohort group discussions. A few mentioned that they 

hoped that the formal presentations at the ESC principal networks could be reorganized 

to provide for informal discussion time where principals could truly “network for more 

dynamic interactions” (P27). 

The sense of community also surfaced in the frequency of which principals 

referenced the shared learning experiences within their campus.  Many sent teams for 

training and established an internal communication system that allowed for shared 

learning.  Others initiated studies on their campus around both instructional and 

organizational understandings.  An array of references to teacher leadership, teaming, 
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campus needs as a driving force, and a process for feedback communication all spoke to a 

high focus on the community of learners within the school and a shared purpose. 

Commitment. However, underneath the instability in themes of urgency, 

insecurity, and closed community was a strong sense of commitment.  With rare 

exception, all principals persevered in continually seeking out best practices, guidance, 

recommendation, and successful initiatives.  The variety of the activities and the degree 

of engagement were extensive, showcasing principals focused on taking their schools to 

the next level of educational success.  Even as principals visibly expressed anxiety, 

frustration, or disappointment in the challenges they faced, there were continual shifts in 

the language and strength of presence when they spoke of actual learning engagement 

with the potential for exposing successful practices. 

Principals cited readings and presenters (Appendix F) accessed largely as a result 

of peer recommendation.  Many shared how they used the learning to shape their 

leadership actions and inform the practice of their school.  While few could actually 

indicate a lasting impact from their readings, and selections appeared scattered rather 

than as a part of a particular choice plan, each principal indicated a commitment to the 

search through any format readily available.  They valued any district led initiatives that 

went beyond the TAKS assessment, particularly in those areas that allowed for them to 

deepen their understanding of their unique campus needs.  Even the most reticent 

principals, some of whom mentioned leaving the profession in the near future, offered 

recommendations reflective of a commitment to leadership development.  Access 

opportunities such as focus group follow-ups to workshops or academy experiences led 

by experienced facilitators interpreting research prevailed in recommendations by veteran 
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principals who admitted they may be their own worst barrier to growth. Overall, a clear 

commitment to seeking understandings that would enhance their leadership effectiveness 

prevailed. 

Commitment emerged most clearly when principals responded to the opportunity 

to imagine an ideal professional development model (interview question 15).  The entire 

demeanor of principals shifted to hopeful countenances and more erect posturing.  The 

pervasive recommendations for continuous learning underscored a desire for a real 

commitment to growth that was meaningful.  Some indicated the trainings would be best 

served through district initiatives, university post-graduation cohorts, or formal 

academies.  But common to almost all recommendations was the concept of learning over 

time with an opportunity to develop an understanding of the research behind the learning 

and ways to apply the knowledge to the diverse contexts of their schools. 

Ironically, the stressors of time and external moderation did not enter into the mix 

of priorities for ideal professional growth opportunities.  Principals shaped learning that 

actually required time, implying they recognized the value of focused access to deepened 

learning.  The topics of the recommended focus varied widely and while they 

encompassed performance of students, staff, and the organization; they seemed more 

intent on other measures of effectiveness that would be more substantive and of long-

term impact.  

Additionally, principals spoke to the importance of shared practice for the whole 

education community.  Their commitment to increased growth access extended beyond 

their own learning as they whole-heartedly embraced the idea of clearinghouses, 
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reciprocal networks and site visits, shared leadership within their school, and a 

willingness to engage structured learning with others in purposeful, practical formats. 

Table 1.  Excerpt from Interview Data Chart (Appendix E, Research Question # 1) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Principal 

 
Research Question # 1: In what ways do principals select professional development 
activities to support their leadership growth and the success of the campuses they 
lead? 
              
Correlating Interview Questions (clustered and summarized): 

3. Methods/formats most preferred for access 
4. Factors influencing choice to engage learning 
5. Specific sources or individuals influencing leadership practice 
10. Influential factors in responding to a referred strategy or source 
12.   Consideration of most significant research of relevance today 
15.  Recommendations for principal professional development 
 

 
 
1 
 
 

 
- Prof. Organizations/networking/ respond to colleague recommendations 
- State mandates drive need (Inclusion Works workshop most recent)  
- Has responded to recommendations for reading:  English/Downey; Margaret Kilgo 
- Commitment to TEPSA; networking with ESC (best practices shared) 
- Distance learning, reading, or formal study not preferred; networking priority 

 
 
2 
 
 

 
- Formal study/Current doctoral study providing research on leadership and learning 
- Interested in readings by Marzano (School Leadership that Works); DuFour  
- Principal network at ESC provides updates (not real leadership development) 
- Recommend continuous participation in structured learning (preferably district 
  design w/networking of other districts with similar populations) 

  (responses from participants 3 -11 in Appendix E) 
 
 
12 
 

 
- Voracious reader (one book per week) from all areas of life; Apollo 13, Re-Imagine 
- District led trainings are solid and based on best practice (for teachers, some for 
   principals, though trend based) 
- Prof organizations are ‘stale’, but provide networking – some keynote speaker value 
- Recommends a process for sharing ‘what works’ (like this dissertation); not familiar 
   with the Clearinghouse initiative at state level, but likes the idea 

 (responses from participants 13 -16 in Appendix E) 
 
 
17 
 

 
- Has engaged no professional growth other than required by district; "if only" had 
  time, would engage research 
- Recommendations for prof. growth focus on campus based decisions; not mandated 
- Does not participate in ESC, prof org., or state conferences; does not read 
- Draws some upon networking, but mostly responds to parents/community 

 (responses from participants 19 - 30 in Appendix E) 
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Research Question # 2 

 How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to their access of 

continuous learning based on scholarly research?  Interview questions 1, 2, 8, 9, 13, and 

14 specifically addressed the concept of support for principal professional growth.  

Campus leaders shared in word and through expression those elements of their 

experience that provided support, guidance, and encouragement for leadership growth, as 

well as those actions that hindered, disappointed or even discouraged their efforts toward 

continuous learning behavior.  These responses are reflected in Appendix E and in 

excerpts as shown in Table 2.   

 Interview questions 1 and 8 referenced the influence of colleges and universities 

on both pre-service principal training and continuous growth for current principals, 

respectively.  No principals identified their principal preparation program as having been 

a strong source of practical guidance or in developing an understanding of how to 

connect research to practice.  Most principals found the study offered only traditional 

coursework approached as a requirement to be completed where they "knocked out the 

coursework" (P12) with little connection to their functional leadership needs.  A few 

indicated there was some benefit from management focus areas such as budget and legal 

frameworks, but none that informed their confidence as leaders.  Some indicated the 

studies were too theoretical, never drawing the connections to leadership behavior 

largely, they believed, as a result of the instructors having no public school leadership 

experience to reference.  However, at least five principals indicated the cohort process in 

their graduate programs provided significant support throughout their study, opportunities 
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for informal discussions of readings and research during carpooling or study groups, and 

a continuous network of professional colleagues with whom they continue to interact. 

 The experiences with college or university support in current principal roles 

similarly revealed limited engagement.  Three principals cited current partnerships with a 

university to provide intensive training in literacy development across their campuses as a 

part of a district-wide initiative.  One principal felt her university's monthly post-

graduation cohort meetings continued to keep principals engaged in higher level 

discussions, with an increased opportunity for accessing shared best practices.  In reality, 

the principal noted, the meetings often devolved to complaint sessions since the 

university had ceased to provide short topic presentations with research studies that could 

be followed by healthy discussions among the principals.  Still, the networking value kept 

this principal in attendance.  Another principal noted a frustration that even research 

conducted on his campus, a popular source for the local university graduate students, 

failed to have the findings returned to his campus in a way that was purposeful or offered 

leadership or campus growth opportunity. 

 The four principals currently enrolled or anticipating participation in continued 

study through the doctoral programs reflected the highest belief that the colleges could 

influence their leadership through challenge and rigorous examination of current 

principal roles.  One principal who is enrolled in doctoral study found that even though 

the coursework was traditional in format, it provided for a deeper review of research 

surrounding leadership than he would ever access independently. 

 Interview questions 9 and 14 both addressed the potential supports and barriers to 

principals accessing and using quality research in their practice.  Over 90% of the 
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respondents noted in some manner the challenges of state mandated testing, time 

demands, and central office management as primary barriers to their leadership growth.  

Principals indicated that any opportunity to access trainings, networking, or discussion of 

best practices ended up reduced to looking for ways to improve test scores as a result of 

excessive external pressure.  This, they indicated, did not lend itself to more continuous 

learning models or systemic growth over time as the pressure accelerated for immediate 

implementation and results within the year.  One principal, however, commented that the 

external state assessment becomes an extreme pressure only when the principal allows it 

to "become the end all of all that you do" (P28). 

 The continuous change in leadership at central office, or as one principal 

expressed it - "the changing of the hood ornaments" (P4), coupled with a propensity to 

latch onto whatever new trend was in vogue, formed a continuous source of time demand 

and disruption in any meaningful growth according to at least four principals.  

Conversely, eight principals specifically cited the proactive approach to district led 

professional development as a highly supportive element in their leadership.  This 

correlated more clearly with larger school districts where it might be expected that a full 

staff development department assumed responsibility for content training.  All of these 

principals indicated that any successful access and use of research based knowledge 

would positively impact their leadership only if there they found support for time 

commitment to deep implementation and follow through before moving on to a different 

trend.  Additionally, central office support of visioning and risk taking behavior by 

principals, a continuous loop of feedback, and research offered in usable formats 

presented as desirable in developing principal leadership. 
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 Other support structures leading toward increased leadership development 

included continuous focus work provided through the ESCs, colleagues sharing their 

successes with corresponding data and invitations to visit, and the opportunity to engage 

in on-going academy study.  Over 70% indicated a primary support would be access to a 

more comprehensive sharing of best practices validated by research and performance. 

 As a follow-up to the majority of principals expressing an interest in shared 

success, the researcher pursued further information on the recent requirement for the state 

to develop a “best practices clearinghouse” (HB 1, 2005) in areas of instruction, public 

school finance, resource allocation, and business practices.  While the focus of the 

mandate did not center on leadership dynamics specifically, the broad categories of 

instruction and resource allocation offered the potential to address principal professional 

growth in areas supportive of overall school leadership. 

 The resulting interview with the current Director of the Best Practices 

Clearinghouse/Special Projects who has oversight of the project proceeded in an 

intentionally open-ended dialogue.  The discussion garnered an understanding of the 

scope and status of the clearinghouse development.  The Director demonstrated a keen 

interest in ensuring this project responded to the needs of campus leaders and staff with a 

goal of providing purposeful research in support of student success. 

 The Director provided an oral and written overview of the HB1 initiative. The 

project, authorized under HB1, began by articulating the definitions for “best practice” 

and “research” so as to establish a standard upon which to build.  Best practices, in this 

context, referred to “a technique, methodology, program, or other intervention that 

through research or other evidence has proven to lead to a positive result” (TEA, May 
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2007).   The practices must have been in place for 1-3 years (emerging) or 3-5 years 

(established) to be considered for review. Both quantitative and qualitative data, whether 

through a formal study or documented practice, are considered to be of value in 

substantiating the best practices.  The Texas Education Agency used these parameters in 

soliciting submissions from all currently recognized or exemplary public school or 

charter campuses in Texas. 

 The Director further shared the development process which included a beginning 

phase of gathering input from stakeholders representing varied perspectives including 

school district superintendents, assistant superintendents, partners from the education 

service centers, and community business and finance managers.  Preliminary criteria 

outlined appropriate submissions to the Texas Best Practice Clearinghouse.  A request for 

proposal (RFP) resulted in the selection of Resources for Learning, LLC to develop a 

quality rubric to be used in evaluating submissions for research validity and correlation to 

the goals of the program.   

 As pilot submissions are received and evaluated, the Texas Best Practices 

Clearinghouse will begin to develop a web presence by September, 2007, along with 

communication efforts to ensure awareness of the forthcoming access for educators.  The 

timeline calls for the first set of approved submissions to be posted for access in January 

2008.    In the interview, the Director expressed an earnest desire for the site to be 

responsive to the needs of principals and teachers.  Her open dialogue and candor 

expressed a high interest in getting quality submissions which could be made readily 

available to educators.  This echoed the Texas State Education Agency published hope 

that all “will participate by sharing successful practices and accessing the Clearinghouse 
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to learn from [their] colleagues” (Jackson, 2007).  The interview into this emerging 

resource paralleled in time with the principal interviews indicating a strong desire for 

access to validated research-based practices to support their leadership efforts through an 

efficient and reliable format. 

Interview question 13 similarly identified potential supports or roadblocks to 

principal professional growth by focusing on the required principal assessment process 

for all Texas principals in the state.  Given the potential for this experience to impact 

leadership growth and access to supportive research as the single common leadership 

review requirement for all principals in the state, this question was more specific than 

most of the open-ended queries in the interview process.  It overtly asked: 

Have you participated in the formal principal assessment process (ex: SASA) 

required by the State Board of Educator Certification (SBEC) and the associated 

professional development expectations of principals?  How has it: 

a. Provided you with research and tools that are relevant to your work? 

b. Assisted you in connecting with other educators to explore leadership 

and campus success opportunities? 

c. Guided you toward additional professional growth considerations? 

Of the 30 interviews outlined in this study, 98% of the 23 respondents who had 

participated in the principal assessment process found little or no positive experience 

correlation with the principal assessment process and their own professional growth.  The 

interviewer obtained strong, emotional responses reflected through the language, tenor of 

voice, and body language of the interviewees.  This question received more time devotion 
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for all principals since it held a commonality of requirement and opportunity in the area 

of leadership development. 

 While many noted the experience was “out of touch with reality” (P2) or “just a 

hurdle or hoop that must be completed” (P3), or even “a day away from important work 

which resulted in nothing of import for leadership” (P14), one respondent (P4) stated 

more adamantly that: 

 [The principal assessment] experience was a total waste of time.  The end results 

 did not impact or change anything [in my leadership approach].  I just returned to 

 work and continued the same ole’, same ole’ because I did not gain anything 

 from this experience that could offer me reason or hope for adjustment in how to  

 approach my campus needs.   

 
Still others had vague memories of the experience, finding it more of a test than a 

meaningful growth opportunity.  Some considered it to be “a game [that] veteran 

principals know how to play.  The feedback evaluator is usually less experienced and 

simply [reaffirms]” (P9).   Some said you “just do it” (P12), found it to be “of no value 

unless the in-box activity might offer a young assistant principal a sample of multi-

tasking under pressure, though not realistic” (P27), or thought it “amusing as [the] 

evaluator was actually puzzled by [the participant’s] expertise level and had nothing to 

offer in response” (P29).  

For some principals, usually those in the inexperienced group, the experience felt 

extremely negative.  While one respondent indicated it was “not at all purposeful; it 

provided no encouragement or guidance in search of new ideas” (P20), another said it 

was actually “stressful, intimidating, and discouraging.  The environment was 
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competitive and there was no follow up or meaningful plan for growth. [She] felt 

devalued” (P10).  Others concurred with the more extreme perspectives of the 

experience, indicating “it was horrible, to be honest.  It just encouraged the use of buzz 

words and right answers.  You learn quickly to not respond honestly, but rather just in a 

predictable, idealized fashion to just get it over with.  There is no sense that anything 

meaningful will come from the experience” (P11).  One respondent noted the assessment 

experience “was awful”, stating she “was actually counseled to consider another 

profession based on responses to inbox activities” (P19).  There was no indication that 

such observed lacking qualities resulted in guidance by the principal assessors toward 

research, readings, or collaborative partnerships for growth. 

 Some of the principals interviewed were themselves assessors in the principal 

assessment program, having completed the required training through the ESC.  Many 

stated honestly they had done this at the request of their school district because the cost of 

the required assessment for other principals could then be reduced by half for every 

principal who also served as an evaluator.  At a fee assignment of $1,100 per principal 

per assessment, this cost saving approach offered a fiscally sound response to an 

unfunded state mandate by some.   

Those principals trained as principal assessors did tend to have less critical 

reviews of the process as a whole.  Two of the respondents (P25 and P21, respectively) 

felt the experience value “depends on the principals’ willingness to learn and their 

attitude or motivation when they arrive” or “it is whatever each person makes of it; most 

don’t come with any expectation for growth”.  One respondent indicated she is an 

assessor who is “currently piloting a revised version for her region which [she] feels will 
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be a great improvement.  Where the previous model was rote and unresponsive, this 

model offers an opportunity for learning throughout the assessment process” (P28). 

Since the principal assessment process outlined by the State Board of Educator 

Certification (SBEC) offered a real potential for guiding campus leaders toward research-

based learning and professional growth, the responses by principals prompted the 

researcher to further examine the expectations and the intent of the program.  Information 

gathered from the TEC 21.054 reflected specifically designed requirements to “move 

dedicated professional leaders toward the kind of professional growth opportunities 

which can support leadership” (Region XIII, 2007). 

A scheduled interview with a regional facilitator provided the overall scope of the 

program, as well as the specific details of the regional response to the mandates.  As 

such, the expanded research provided an opportunity to examine another perspective of 

principal access to available research-based professional growth pertinent to research 

question #2. The facilitator revealed that in practice, each of the 20 regional Educational 

Service Centers (ESC) is given the autonomy to determine how they provide for the 

SBEC principal assessment requirement to school districts in the region.  Some ESCs use 

a single instrument, such as the Tarleton State University model, for all principals using 

their service.  Other ESCs offer tiered assessment programs more appropriate to the 

experience and skill set of the principal.  In ESC XIII, for example, the facilitator shared 

that principals engage in the assessment at a self-selected level, such as the School 

Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA) program targeting beginning principals or 

assistant principals.  More experienced principals are guided toward the Developmental 
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Assessment Center (DAC), while veteran campus leaders are encouraged to engage the 

Principal Individual Assessment (PIA), a more individualized and reflective process. 

The interview with the facilitator, who is also one of the lead assessors, revealed a 

promising practice initiative in the development of a new, updated version of the 

assessment program, the Principal Assessment of Leadership Skills (PALS).   This 

format, developed by the assessors themselves, reflects a refined approach based upon 

interactions with hundreds of principals and correlating feedback.   Including components 

for principals to respond to critical incidents, summative conferencing, and campus plan 

development, the process uses a self-analysis inventory where principals have the 

opportunity to identify those areas they feel are strongest (with notations of evidence) and 

which areas pose the most challenge in their leadership development efforts.  The 

evaluator/assessors have the opportunity to hold individual feedback conferences to 

consider professional growth options.  According to the interviewee, the principals may 

be afforded some guidance toward effective research, best practice readings or activities, 

and assistance in the development of a professional growth plan of action.   

In the interview with the assessor, it was clear through overt statements and 

repeated reference that she considered one factor influencing the impact of professional 

growth through the principal assessment program to be the attitude and commitment of 

the principal toward continuous learning.  She specifically noted that all principals attend 

the training by mandate, “but their approach to the day and a half of interactive and 

reflective focus on their professional development is self determined”.  The degree to 

which each principal engages the activities, opens up to the learning potential, or seeks 
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growth guidance will vary significantly, she felt, based upon their own interest and belief 

in continuous learning. 

According to the facilitator and the corroborating literature provided by TEA, 

each principal leaves the assessment program with a plan of action, regardless of which 

ESC is accessed.  Whether the principals take this plan and follow through by seeking 

support or accessing research-based resources toward their growth is self-determined.   

No mandate is in place expecting the local school district to include either the results of 

the principal assessment program or the developed plan of action in the annual 

performance evaluation of principals. The assessor underscored that principals are asked 

about their goals set in their initial principal assessment when they return five years later 

for the next level of assessment.  In this research, it appeared that few principals had 

followed up on the goals if, in fact, they even recalled them.  

The final interview question addressed the primary underlying assumption of the 

study and the focus of Research Question #2, the principal's internal awareness of 

purposely selected research-based learning. The second interview question asked 

principals to identify their own perception as to how research had influenced their 

leadership approach.  None pointed to a specific theoretical understanding that guided 

their work.  Three of the principals indicated a philosophical framework from which they 

led, religious or ethically motivated, but noted it resulted from a cumulative life approach 

rather than a developed understanding of leadership.  Their readings and professional 

growth activities reflected a continued commitment to deepening their understandings in 

support of this framework.  One principal (P7) referenced her leadership as a “calling”, 
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drawing upon recent readings from Bishop Jakes and other texts surrounding “God’s 

plan” for her service. 

Eighty percent of the respondents spoke of a leadership style focused on 

instructional support of teachers and students, driven by both external mandates and an 

internal sense that this was their primary role.  They indicated they sought out 

professional growth in areas demonstrating success in academic performance which, they 

assumed, reflected well-founded research.  They admitted they rarely pursued 

documentation of research, but rather acted on a trust in the presenters, authors, or 

demonstrations of effective school performance data.   

Research Question #2 Summary 

The consistent expression of all principals in this study was the exhaustion felt in 

what they perceived as a continuous trial and error in seeking valid learning that they 

could apply to the needs of their schools in an ever-changing system of accountability. 

This stood alongside a powerful sense of shared purpose and continuous commitment to 

the pursuit despite the obstacles encountered.  Emerging from this expression was the 

repeated influence of four themes: urgency, insecurity, community, and commitment. 

Urgency. The candid openness of the principals' disclosures revealed an urgency 

to expand their knowledge with practices that would transform their schools.  Several 

principals admitted this was partially due to the fact that their job performance hinged 

primarily upon test scores and accountability ratings.  Additionally, interpreting the 

school performance to their community, even when demonstrating realistic increases, 

offered a “continuous challenge” (P22) and stress factor.  This was especially true for 

schools facing “inequitable evaluations (…) with sub-populations and additional 
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mandates for full inclusion of special need students” (P19).  The responses underscored 

the imperative to increase student performance in what the participants felt were 

unrealistic and developmentally unsound timeframes mandated by the state and based 

upon questionable state assessments. As a result, principals found themselves "chasing a 

moving target"(P24) in an effort to develop leadership approaches to the accountability 

standards. 

 Insecurity.  Principals spoke openly about their urgency to access leadership 

approaches, but admitted their lack of confidence in the research base of some of the 

recommendations.   They were particularly uncertain how to determine if the 

recommendations were appropriate for settings similar to the schools they served.  They 

advanced the value of networking to see what worked at one campus, but recognized that 

the success may or may not have been a factor of the cited actions.  Over 70% of the 

principals indicated a need for a reliable source of reviewed practices from which they 

could draw.  As one principal underscored, access to research to inform her leadership of 

an at-risk campus would be “powerful”, but she finds such research difficult to access 

due to "laborious methods" (P24) of delivery.   

Access to research-based practice guidance seemed elusive to most of the 

respondents. While several spoke to readings they attempted, most indicated the time 

factor was prohibitive.  Others felt “overwhelmed by the deluge of new trend reads” (P8), 

uncertain which would warrant their devotion of limited time.  Some indicated an 

appreciation for the synopses of readings and research available through the professional 

organization readings, such as Education Leadership.  This, they felt, gave them a time-
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efficient access to “what’s working” (P9), providing them some basis for selecting 

readings for deeper study.   

The majority of principals expressed disappointment in the principal assessment 

program (PA), the most visibly shared experience by all the respondents that had the 

opportunity to provide guidance toward research access.  The respondents felt the process 

failed to provide support to their leadership development, particularly in the area of 

pointing them to research-based practice or “guidance [toward access] of new ideas” 

(P20).  This experience seemed to amplify the principals’ lack of confidence in the 

research base of their own actions.  On top of this insecurity, their sense of urgency to 

access leadership guidance they could trust to impact school test score performance lent 

an uncertainty and randomness to the leadership behaviors they adopted. 

Community. The vast majority of principals repeatedly noted the significance of 

"networking" with peers and educational colleagues as their primary lifeline to leadership 

exploration.  The principals made multiple references to the value of sharing practices 

that could be adapted to the unique needs of schools.  This engagement in collegial 

dialogue extended to formal and informal communities within the school, and - to lesser 

degrees - to external support structures such as the ESCs, educational organizations, or 

university education programs. Most considered the research behind the leadership 

guidance to be inherent, depicting a trust in the community of educators as a primary 

source of informed practice. 

Commitment. Principals clearly noted the roadblocks to their leadership 

development. For most, the challenges of time, ever-changing external pressure, and non-

supportive practices detracted from their pursuits.  Some minimized the challenges of 
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external mandates and focused instead on internal goals, processes, and proactive access 

efforts.  The support of learning-centered transformational approaches such as 

collaborative learning and shared leadership assisted some in rising above the obstacles 

they encountered.  However, most prevalent in the principal statements was the consistent 

willingness to steadfastly pursue effective leadership practice.  Despite the obstacles and 

the near frantic nature of need, principals spoke of continuous efforts to access 

understandings and a strong desire for research-based learning that could deepen their 

leadership knowledge.  In fact, they emphasized their commitment to growth, wishing 

only that it could be accessed with efficiency and confidence of validity. They did not 

reflect a defeatist attitude; rather their weariness would diminish as they shifted to the 

dialogue toward the potential for accessing more effective professional growth learning 

and the possibilities for application toward transforming their schools. 

Table 2.  Excerpt from Interview Data Chart (Appendix E, Research Question # 2) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Principal 

 
Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? 
 
Correlating Interview Questions (clustered and summarized): 
 

1. Pre-service principal preparation impact on leadership  
2. Research/professional growth access influence on leadership approach 
8. Support through colleges/universities since becoming principal 
9. Challenges that could be supported through relevant research 
13. SAMA (State principal assessment) influence on leadership 
14. Perceived viable support/barrier to continuous learning for leadership 
 

 (responses from participants 1- 6 in Appendix E) 
 
 
7 
 
 

 
- Principal Prep Cohort was solid support; still connected; internship allowed for   
  opportunity to connect learning to life while still in study 
- Supported by central office efforts to develop district approach (leadership) 
- TAKS less of an issue (homogeneous population), but still drives decisions 
- SASA “not valuable at all; the in-basket could have provided some opportunity for  
  self-growth, if personally determined, but wasn’t really reflective of principal 
  approach to problem-solving. Follow-up discussions were shallow” 
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Table 2.  Continued 

 
Principal 

(P) 

 
Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? (continued) 
 

 (responses from participants 11 – 18 in Appendix E) 
 
 

19 
 

 

 
- Partnerships with universities (such as Lamar’s Principal Academy) to blend reality 
  and theory with networking principals 
- Some source of ‘what’s working’ would be so valuable 
- TAKS guides all, but is particularly a barrier in its inequitable evaluation of schools 
  with sub-populations AND side mandates for full inclusion 
- SASA “was awful”; “was actually counseled to consider another profession based 
  on my response to inbox activities”; DAC was a bit better, more collaborative (but 
  likely due to (her) own principal maturing AND willingness to play the game right 
 

 (responses from participants 20 – 27 in Appendix E) 
 
 

28 
 

 
- New principal academy was valuable upon entering principalship 
- District initiatives with research based book studies or workshops are supportive of 
  continuous learning 
- Life Coaching is of tremendous value, particularly for veteran principals 
- TAKS is only an obstacle if allowed to become the ‘end all of what you do’ 
- Is a SASA evaluator; is piloting a revised version which she feels will be a great 
  improvement; felt prior process was “rote and unresponsive” 

 
 

29 
 

 
- External challenges for veteran principal was essential; forced him to move from  
  manager to instructional leader (though still limited) 
- University study did not offer a good connect between theory and practice; still  
   hasn’t seen this, except in initiatives based on research where the research is  
   accepted and focus is on the process 
- Innovative Superintendent breaths life and vision into small district 
- TAKS can become overwhelming if allowed; controllable 
- SASA “amusing; evaluator was a 5 yr veteran who didn’t know what to do w/ him” 
- No source of information in the vast amount of ‘research based’ programs that cross 
  his desk each day; would welcome clear recommendations from dependable source 

 
 

30 
 

 
- Master’s program continued alumni meetings (monthly); offer on-going discussion 
  opportunities that can point her to further growth (readings, trainings) 
- Relationship with Central Office that is collegial and supportive, helpful;  
   hears horror stories from colleagues of other districts who feel pressure and  
   mandates rather than collaborative efforts 
- Would welcome summer growth opportunity other than TEPSA 
- SASA “was stressful; making the video of myself was not useful – rather it was 
   Canned”; the 2nd time (DAC?) was a little better in using data and shaping goals  
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Research Question # 3 

How do principals state they apply research-based study findings to their unique 

campus settings so as to create change?  Interview questions 6, 7, and 11 solicited 

information from principals demonstrating how they applied learning from continuous 

growth activities.  Principals provided information as to their overall approach to utilizing 

engaged learning.  Some noted specific actions taken at the campus reflective of recent 

learning. Several further cited their own perception of the impact of those actions on their  

leadership and the corresponding instructional performance of the staff and/or students 

(Table 3). 

Interview question 6 expanded on the earlier discussions with principals from 

interview question 2 seeking principals' own perceptions of the impact of research on 

their leadership.  In this question, however, the intent was to query principals as to 

application by asking them to outline actions they had personally taken as a result of 

research-based learning in the past two years.  Despite the earlier assertions by most 

principals that they did not operate with clear awareness of the research underlying works 

reviewed, most principals articulated some instances of changed leadership behavior 

resulting from professional growth interactions. 

Over 70% spoke of data-driven decision making as a key component of their 

leadership approach.  While most acknowledged their own student performance data 

typically drove their determinations to seek further knowledge, several indicated the 

recent urgency in examining data closely had caused them to consider broader research 

findings overall.  Several indicated they had begun to seek validation of peer espoused 

performances and recommended practices prior to considering them for their own 
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implementation or adoption.  In this way, they felt, they had become more cognizant of 

looking for the research supporting claims of educational value. 

In this same vein, many principals related efforts to identify research-based 

content knowledge regarding how students learn specific subjects, the unique learning 

needs of students such as children of poverty or English language learners (ELL), or the 

varied learning styles of students based on brain research.  For example, one respondent 

(P10) conducted a literature search specific to early exit perspectives for ELL students in 

an effort to support her stance which was in opposition to the district practice.  Her goal, 

she indicated, was to assume an instructional leadership role that set forth an approach to 

service and support for the population she served based on valid research. 

Other principals referenced broader leadership development in areas of 

organizational dynamics and communication.  One elementary principal (P2) shared how 

he responded to readings on informal communication networks in the school environment 

by setting a personal goal to expand his own knowledge in the area and assess the 

structure of the communications on his campus.  Another principal spoke of seeking 

additional training after reading works on “servant leadership and cognitive coaching” 

(P22).  In particular, he shared an example of how he had altered his approach to 

summative conferencing to be less autocratic and more collaborative in shaping the 

continued growth needs of the staff.  At least two other principals similarly pursued 

additional trainings through workshops or consultants after a presentation of research 

demonstrating the power of leadership in shaping the school’s success. 

Interview question 7 elaborated on the impact of research on leadership by asking 

principals to identify the impact of specific actions taken on their campus to apply the 
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learning they had acquired.  In addition to the continued research noted above, principals 

spoke to an expanded culture of learning through book studies, video vignettes reflecting 

researched programs, and focused planning for teacher training based on validated 

performances.  Four turned to consultants more versed in the research to work with their 

campus in a continuous learning format, one in partnership with an area university. 

One principal (P21) took the research guidance from one of Robert Marzano's 

texts, Classroom Instruction that Works: Research-based Strategies for Every Teacher, 

and developed a workbook in the form of a reader's guide with correlating activities.  She 

used the text as a book study, followed by team meetings to examine the school 

challenges.  She encouraged the teachers to use the workbook as both a tool for 

monitoring progress of students and as a journal to reflect on their own growth. Some 

principals assumed more visible instructional leadership roles.  Two took teams of 

teachers to national math conferences offered through the Association for Supervision 

and Curriculum Development (ASCD) for a shared learning focus, identified teacher 

leaders trained to train others on campus, or established on-going presentations from 

book studies or site visit findings.  Another planned to take a team to an upcoming 

conference through TEPSA focused on the “response to intervention initiatives” in order 

to develop a collaborative "action plan for school improvement based upon [their] shared 

learning" (P11). Others, such as the principal analyzing the communication network on 

his campus, conducted surveys based on the research readings to determine the status of 

the school’s collaborative approach.  They then analyzed the survey results, discussed 

their findings, and used the conclusions to develop an action plan for successful 

communication and involvement among all stakeholders. 
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Five principals outlined their approach to leadership as continuing to reflect 

managerial responsibilities, opting to develop teacher leaders to guide the instructional 

needs of the campus.  The principals relied on teachers’ accessing research-based content 

knowledge and instructional strategies proven to impact student achievement.   

Research Question #3 Summary 

 The findings from responses to interview questions correlating to the third 

research question reveal a wide range of application behaviors by the campus leaders.  

No new themes emerged, but much of the response data reinforced earlier commonalities 

of community value and commitment to leadership growth.   Despite prior expressions of 

insecurity, instances of immediate actions surfaced, such as reviews of communication 

patterns, shared leadership development, and altered organizational patterns.    

 Principals in this study demonstrated a commitment to intellectual stimulation as 

they engaged in multiple access activities and encouraged the shared access of others in 

their organization.  The learning from these workshops, readings, discussions, site visits, 

and formal study developed into initiatives at their schools.  The organization of research 

teams and book studies, the development of processes for shared leadership of new 

initiatives, and collaborative efforts with external education organizations all reflected a 

visible standard of expectation and overt action by the campus principal.    

More visible actions such as structured, on-going training and distributed 

leadership surfaced.  Even these principal actions, however, predominantly tied to the 

voiced urgency toward external assessment. A few principals reflected some application 

of learning.  But most expressed limited purposeful learning engagement and efforts 

toward application of leadership approaches appropriate to their school settings.  
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Table 3.  Excerpt from Interview Data Chart (Appendix E, Research Question # 3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Principal 

 
Research Question # 3: How do principals state they apply research-based study 
findings to their unique campus settings so as to create change? 
 
Correlating Interview Questions (clustered and summarized): 
 

6. Impact of research and/or growth activities on principal leadership 
7. Actions taken to apply newly acquired learning on campus 
11. Recently implemented actions found to be successful on campus 
 

 
1 
 

 
- Inclusion Works reading and conference attendance (February 2007) 
   resulted in principal led campus training, book study guidance, 
   and exploration of research surrounding student success in schools 
   identified in text; ESC to provide deeper training in 4 sessions a year 
- 3 Minute Walk-Through (English) was initially used consistently by 
   entire administrative team for first year after reading and training, but 
  has faded with time; still guides principal practice sporadically – mostly 
  with new or ‘challenged’ principals in district; a ‘rekindling’ among  
  principals might spark this again … or if a campus need is identified 
 

 
2 
 

 
- Doctoral study of organizational strength and informal communication  
   processes resulted in examination of communication through survey,  
  analysis of quality responses to principal communication, and in overt 
  discussions in team meetings; Findings pointed to a need to  open  
   communication – thus became a    campus goal; 
- Campus Educational Improvement Team (CEIC) charged with several 
   recommended articles and a series of reflective questions aimed at  
   identifying formal and informal communication channels most suited to 
   students, staff, parents, and community to engage all in ownership 
 

 (responses from participants 3-20 in Appendix E) 
 

21 
 

 
- Took Marzano reading and turned into a workbook for teachers to 
   engage in weekly meetings (with assignments, journaling, etc) 
- Selects research-based reading on topic of campus identified need; has 
   teachers present one chapter (or section) at faculty meeting (briefly-  
- Expects implementation/attempts of the works in the classes 
- Transferred research on Peer Mediation for students to staff to resolve 
  reactions to ‘blended staff’ from closing of another school 
 

 (responses from participants 22-30 in Appendix E) 
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 Summary 

          The data provide broad insights responsive to the research questions of this study.  

The use of direct interviews, paired with archival document review, allowed for 

principals to share their actual leadership growth behavior along with their perceptions 

regarding the quality and availability of that access.  Additionally, principals spoke to 

how they applied the varied learning contents to their school settings.  The multi-

dimensional needs of their leadership roles surfaced through the diversity of their 

approaches to applying leadership learning. 

          Emerging from the data were four primary themes: urgency, insecurity, 

community, and commitment.  A high level of anxiety surrounding the need for 

immediate performance results was evident, contributing to an underlying insecurity in 

the research validation of the leadership practices being engaged.  However, also 

emergent was a strong sense of community and open sharing of leadership strategies and 

authority.  Principals clearly found an anchor for survival in relying on each other, their 

school community, and - to some degree - the educational community within the 

universities, professional education organizations, and state and regional education 

support centers.  This community sharing manifested itself in a pervasive commitment to 

continuous learning as evidences by the diverse growth activities accessed by the 

respondents.  Despite several noted obstacles, the principals did not express hopelessness.  

Even as they expressed tension or uncertainty, they continued to exert examples of a 

committed pursuit of learning and to applying the learning they had accessed.     
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CHAPTER V 

 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

   [Content Analysis] is a passport to listening 
    to the words of the text and understanding better 
                                     the perspective of the producer/s of these words. 
                                         Berg, 2004, p. 269 

 
The impact of principals on the success of a school’s learning environment is well 

documented (Lashway, 2003).  Studies demonstrate that principals who are engaged in 

purposeful, research-based, continuous learning provide for more immediate and 

sustainable leadership (Darling-Hammond, 2003).  As the search for the viability of 

successful access options toward professional development for principals accelerates, 

functional reviews of research availability and correlating principal engagement practice 

is important (Reeves, 2006). 

 Using a collective case study of 30 principals through direct interviews and 

document review, this research examined current campus leadership practice regarding 

access and application of professional growth grounded in research-based learning.  The 

respondents' disclosures reflected patterns of preferred access, perceived supportive and 

restrictive influences on access, and commonalities of application practice among 

principals.   

Summary of Problem, Methodology, and Findings 

 The study explored the potential for transformational leadership to successfully 

serve as a theoretical framework for public school leadership by examining principal 

access and application activity toward leadership growth.  Specifically, the research 

explored one characteristic of transformational leadership deemed significant to its 
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overall effectiveness, that of a commitment to continuous learning by the leader to 

support transformational change in the school.  The researcher studied the actual 

practices and perceptions of professional development among 30 current Texas principals 

to determine if the professional development content purposely accessed by principals 

included grounded research that reflected accepted methodological standards, either 

empirical or theoretical.  . 

 As much literature suggests, the degree to which principals access valid research 

to inform their practice impacts the depth of their leadership and the success of the school 

and the students they serve (Elmore, 2002). The impact of a transformational leader is felt 

on the school and the learners within the school only as the accessed learning is applied 

within the setting (Dufour, 2002).  An additional focus of the study centered on whether 

principals applied research-based professional growth activities to transform the schools 

they led. Inherent in the study was the consideration of any factors serving to support or 

inhibit the access to professional growth and the principals' ability to successfully apply 

the learning.   

The research study, therefore, addressed the following questions: 

1.  In what ways do principals select professional development activities to 

     support their leadership growth and the success of the campuses they lead? 

2.  How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to their access of  

     scholarly research? 

3.  How do principals state they apply research-based study findings to their  

     unique campus settings so as to create change? 
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Methodology 

Using a collective case study approach, 30 purposely selected public school 

principals from across the state reflected a diverse representation of school demographics.  

The participant pool included schools from rural, suburban, and urban areas across eight 

different regions.  Additionally, the schools were a cross-section of grade levels 

(elementary, intermediate, middle, and high) as well as ethnic and economic composites.  

This allowed for the collective group to include voices from varied school settings and 

experiences across the state. 

 The research pursued answers to the primary research questions.  These questions 

examined the parameters of a learner-centered school leadership model sustained by a 

continuous, research-based approach to the contextual application of scholarly findings. 

The researcher utilized 15 interview questions along with supplemental questions, 

supported by requests for archival data review, to document commonalities of principal 

professional development access and application behavior.   

 Principals hosted interviews with the researcher in their own schools.  Structured 

questions presented in a semi-structured format, balanced the importance of consistency 

with the natural dynamics of a conversational style of interview.  The researcher used the 

tape-recorded interviews along with field notes during the interpretive approach to the 

content analysis.  Careful attention to capturing both the manifest and the latent content 

of the interview ensured deeper meanings could be examined.  The researcher recorded 

latent content, reflecting perceptions of tone, body language, and phraseology alongside 

notes documenting the direct, manifest content of participant responses. The interview 

summaries formed into data clusters. These clusters offered information for the 
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identification of initiative, motivation, and transformational leadership guidance in the 

school setting.  These broad categories allowed for the initial representation of 

professional development access, support systems, and evidence of application.    

The analysis followed a symbolic interactionist orientation where reduced data 

uncovered patterns of meaning (Berg, 2004).  Reduction was a product of grounded 

theory processes, allowing the data to initially chunk into categories then divide back into 

sub-categories.  This eventually resulted in the emergence of several common themes 

analyzed in context to the research questions of the study.   

Findings 

The emerging themes of the study were:  urgency, insecurity, community, and 

commitment. To some degree, all principals implied an urgency to develop their 

leadership toward effective performance and to access research that would help transform 

their schools.  External time demands, short-term accountability standards, and 

continuous change factors nourished this urgency.  Parallel to this was an undercurrent of 

insecurity expressed by principals in their practice with regard to the validity and 

potential of their leadership growth selections.  While a few exhibited a confidence in 

their chosen leadership actions, the majority spoke of a desire to be able to slow down the 

process and review their practice, as well as options for future actions.   

The most consistent theme, somewhat driven by the urgency and insecurity, was a 

reliance upon community.  This tendency manifested itself through a strong declaration 

of networking with peers being the primary mode of access and preference for leadership 

development.  Additionally, the collaborative nature of the work within the school and 

across the broader educational community was inherent in shared practice.   
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Finally, juxtaposed against the latent sense of weariness from the urgency for 

immediate performance gains and insecurity in knowing the best approach to take was a 

commonality of genuine commitment.  Despite the expressed challenges, principals 

steadfastly continued a pursuit of informed leadership toward the transformation in the 

organizations they led.  This apparent internal accountability (Elmore, 2002) and sense of 

responsibility spoke to a greater commitment to learning-centered processes separate 

from any externally moderated accountability system. 

Limitations of the Study 

 The limitations that emerged from this study were: 

1. The study limited interviews to public schools in Texas. 

2. Respondents’ schools represented only eight of the 20 educational service  

    center regions of the State. However, these eight regions presented enough of  

    geographically diverse demographic area to elicit meaningful responses. 

 3. The interview schedule attempted to hold all interviews within a narrow  

    window of time to reduce any chance of external influences such as state  

    assessment pressure.  The five-week window used to accommodate principal  

    schedules, holidays, and school events may have impacted variance in principal  

    responses.  The data, however, did represent the situation at the time of the  

    interviews. 

 4. Neither the background, ethnicity, years of experience, gender, nor age of the  

    principal influenced the analysis of the findings. 

 5. A significant amount of data evolved through the interview process which lent  

    value to the scope of the research, but also had the potential for extraneous  
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    information which is cumbersome to manage. 

6.  As with any content analysis approach in a qualitative study, the data cannot  

     Be considered as proving causal relationships (Berg, 2004). 

Discussion  

 Multiple studies cited the importance of quality, research-based continuous 

learning programs (Sparks, 1995).  From varied perspectives, the studies indicated the 

potential impact of leadership learning based on contextually sensitive research (English, 

2003; Gusky, 1997).  Others underscored the importance of professional growth access 

for leaders that is both connected to the practical experiences of today’ educators and 

grounded in research (Marzano, 2003).  More recent studies echoed this perception of the 

importance of valid learning alongside the expressed need of principals for increased 

access and confidence of credibility (Reeves, 2006).  But the studies reviewed rarely 

portrayed the actual access and application behavior of current educators. 

 This study focused primarily on these very concepts of access and application.  

Drawing upon the theoretical presuppositions of the transformational leader being one of 

engagement in a learning-centered growth model, a valuable body of new knowledge 

about actual principal practice emerged from this study. Significant amounts of data 

portrayed the specific actions, choices, and preferences of principals regarding 

professional growth access. Additionally, detailed information captured in the interviews 

reflected the specific application efforts made by campus leaders.  Less clear was the 

degree to which the accessed or applied learning included research-based findings.   

While principals expressed a belief in the importance of the learning being valid, 

they relied heavily on others to ensure the credibility of the processes adopted. 
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Just as McGough (2003) discovered in his mapping of the life stories of 23 principals, 

there was a dissonance between theory and practice for current principals in that study.  

The question of the actual theoretically sound basis of the accessed growth gave way to a 

greater concern as to whether principals who accessed and applied the learning even 

sought to substantiate the research supporting the practices.  While McGough (2003) 

found that the “educational researcher, scholar, or staff developer rarely serves as a direct 

influence” (p. 463) on growth behaviors, this study found that principals very much 

consider these to be potential sources of influence to bridge the theory-practice 

disconnect.  However, they found access to trusted resources from these entities not as 

readily available, and relied more on the recommendations of peers which came from 

first-hand engagement or shared information from other peers.  

 The diverse access and application choices from varied sources reflected a 

willingness by principals to embrace a multi-dimensional philosophy sensitive to context.  

Further, the scope of the accessed growth activities reflected both quantitative and 

qualitative standards of review as principals spoke to their need for understandings that 

can draw upon empirical data, as well as contextual revelations.  Just as Limoges (2004) 

discovered a high degree of interest by principals for easily accessed and modified 

professional development guidance, this study reflected an expressed need for diverse 

approaches that would, essentially, meet the varied truths (English, 2003) inherent in the 

public school settings. 

Data Comparison to Research in Principal Professional Development Options  in Texas  

 Limited research captured the specific access and application behaviors of today’s 

educational leaders.  Some authors expressed overt disdain for current leaders' reliance 
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upon trends without solid research validation (Reeves, 2006). Others called for more 

extensive research that could serve to connect daily principal practice with research 

findings (Sparks, 1995; Gusky, 1997).  More current literature continued to highlight the 

shortsighted nature of much professional development for today’s leaders (Marzano, 

2003). 

In Texas, even less limited literature surrounding professional growth practice 

surfaced.  Among the studies identified, only two representative examples highlighted 

efforts for leadership development through partnerships among sponsoring Texas 

colleges, businesses, and other educational organizations.  One offered research-based 

models of leadership in school change and organizational approaches (TEPSA, 2006).  

The other provided a state assessment focus, with limited evidence of a research basis 

(TASA, 2006).  These inconsistent offerings of research-grounded leadership growth 

activity through professional organizations mirrored the respondents' experiences. 

Several principals in this study stated they attended similar professional 

organization conferences, as well as some independent workshops and institutes.  During 

the interviews, the respondents' revelations of these learning experiences often shifted 

quickly to visible expressions of weariness. Most prevalent, they indicated, were sessions 

dominated by TAKS focused agendas with a deluge of new products promising quick fix 

solutions.  Some principals, however, shared sporadic experiences involving some 

moments of quality programs.   

As a professional growth option, there was little evidence in the research 

indicating the university served as a vital resource for continuous leadership development 

for practicing principals.  Principals in the interviews similarly noted that partnerships 
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with universities, except for formal study removed from functional practice, were rare.  

Three principals cited partnerships involving leadership development support, but only as 

minor components of their practice and always at the instigation of the principal. It was 

obvious by the interview responses that, in general, the university did not serve as an on-

going resource for leadership growth for practicing principals nor, substantively, even for 

most of those continuing in formal post-graduate study.    This disconnect added to the 

pressure already felt by principals seemed to increase their insecurity in their knowledge 

base by distancing them from the very source of their original leadership preparation.  

A broadened examination of professional growth support in Texas which could be 

informed by the university educational community led to a review of the most recent 

legislative educational mandates (TEA, 2006).  House Bill 1/HB1 established several 

initiatives of potential impact on leadership development.  Among these was the 

development of a principal leadership program, as well as education research centers, 

both in partnership with institutes of higher learning.  Both initiatives targeted support for 

schools identified as academically unacceptable, though informally open to others 

interested in participating in research-based leadership development.  The data reflected 

no awareness by any of the principals to either of these initiatives, but both initiatives 

when explained by the researcher garnered generally high expressions of interest.  Since 

the state accountability system did not identify any of these campuses as academically 

unacceptable by the state accountability system, these principals would not have been 

contacted directly about access to either initiative.  However, most principals indicated 

they attempt to stay current through professional organizations and state list services and 
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had heard of no such research resources.  The comments reinforced a recurring note of 

uncertainty as to where to turn for guidance and direction in their own access efforts.  

Two other initiatives through the HB1 mandates outlined in the literature review 

cited statewide programs whose entire purposes centered on support of principal 

development and school success.  The Principal Assessment (PA) Program and the HB 1 

Texas’ Best Practices mandate prompted detailed explored by the researcher.  The 

programs were significant to the examination of transformational leadership theory since 

one served as an on-going evaluation of professional growth and the other proposed to 

provide access to research to inform learner leadership, respectively.   

The Principal Assessment (PA) Program outline specifically noted it to be based 

upon the concepts of transformational leadership (TEA, 2006), although many decry it as 

more in alignment with the ISLLC standards.  They contend these standards attempt to 

institutionalize leadership behaviors so as to create a normal, homogenized leadership 

approach.  Further, they felt that this format removes the local autonomy and the very 

precepts of a learning community led by diverse research-based approaches appropriate 

to the context of the school (Anderson, et al., 2002). 

 The interviews from this study garnered significant responses to both programs.  

In addition to the 70% of the principals making direct commentary about the lack of 

support felt from the PA experiences, the level of visible frustration and dismay by most 

underscored the strength of the sentiments and limited value of the PA as a viable 

professional development option.  Principals expressed feelings ranging from disgust at 

what they deemed a waste of time to more extreme sensations of being demeaned and 
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disillusioned.  Few principals recalled any efforts in the PA process to address leadership 

research or more continuous learning models. 

According to a parallel interview with one of the regional PA facilitators, the PA 

process served to both evaluate current principal practice and assist in setting professional 

growth goals reflective of identified needs.  While a few principals acknowledged the 

process depended upon the attitude of the principal and the willingness to self-determine 

professional growth, the interviews indicated that most found the experience to be 

predominantly evaluative rather than supportive of specific leadership growth options.  

No principals specifically identified any goals established in the PA process.  Further 

there was no indication that the goal development process included any supportive 

guidance toward research-based practices.  Based on interview feedback, the PA process 

in most regions appeared instead to actually undermine leadership development and 

increase both the level of urgency and insecurity in leadership practice in many 

principals.   

The data from principals during the interviews surrounding the second initiative 

met with more optimistic responses. When the discussion moved to the potential for the 

sharing of successful practices as promised through the HB1 best practices clearinghouse 

initiative, respondents seemed buoyed by the prospect of access to research-supported 

leadership guidance that offered validated success options.  Principals spoke 

enthusiastically about the potential of a centralized networking resource among peers 

who might offer practical insights into leadership actions with demonstrated progress at 

similar campuses.  Eye contact was consistently stronger, with principals leaning into the 

conversation with commentary including how “powerful” (P8) such a resource could be 
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toward school improvement.  Several noted the amount of time they could recoup if they 

could be pointed to trusted research-based examples of successful school practices for 

consideration. 

As a professional growth resource, reading did not surface as a primary activity 

for most.  Though several principals cited recent readings, most indicated this was a 

result of district initiative or peer recommendation and involved no purposeful attempt to 

ascertain the research validity of the readings.  In fact, only two principals overtly 

indicated an intentional effort to personally seek out the research behind professional 

growth through reading resources.  The high reliance on networking and popular works, 

or "trend reads"(P8), represented an implied trust that all work reflected pre-approval or 

valid research bases.  Principals also indicated a preference for time efficient reading 

options, noting that they often resorted to no reading due to the lengthy and complex 

formats.  Further, the onslaught of options with no confidence by principals in 

determining the value or appropriateness of selections created a paralysis of sorts 

resulting in no selection at all.  Several principals referenced the tendency by all toward 

anything that could be accessed quickly with a promise of immediate results.  For the 

most part, however, the interview discussions seemed to reinforce the feeling of 

community and trust among peers and the collaborative sharing of effective practices as 

accessed readings seemed pervasive across schools and to have spread by word of mouth 

among educators. 

The professional development offerings for leadership growth through most of the 

examined formats seemed to both narrow the choices and prescribe the content in support 

of the phenomena of test-driven focus.  The principals indicated, in fact, that almost all of 
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their professional growth activities had a predominant focus on immediate testing results.  

It appeared to be driven by both an overt and implied feeling of pressure to perform well 

on the state assessment.  Even those schools with an exemplary rating gave the 

impression of tension.  Every principal mentioned the state assessment, with much body 

language ranging from head shaking to facial anger.  Several noted the unfairness of the 

process, referencing the purported standards being, in fact, inconsistent as applied to all 

schools essentially forming an “inequitable fishbowl” (P24).   Many of the respondents 

felt that the school ratings failed to provide a common threshold of performance since 

many school are not held accountable for sub-groupings such as economically 

disadvantaged or minority students in their accountability due to overall numbers.   

No principals indicated a disagreement with a call for accountability, but most did 

vocalize significant disturbance at the method in current use to validate school 

effectiveness.  This, they felt, was a major factor in limiting their choices for leadership 

growth.  Several indicated they would welcome an opportunity to slow down the process 

and engage more purposeful leadership for the whole school experience.  However, only 

two principals comfortably pointed to long-term leadership efforts they had engaged 

toward "support [of] good learning and leading overall" (P13) outside the parameters of 

the short-term state assessment expectations.   

 The data from this study portrays the real access behaviors as presented by a 

representative set of Texas principals.  Both the verbal responses and the physical and 

emotional demeanor of the individual principals demonstrated a desire to be change 

agents for the campuses they serve.  As one principal noted, for some individuals, 

leadership is “a calling” (P7) where the leader serves to motivate, counsel, inspire, and 
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guide the work of the school.  Her visible attitude exposed a hopefulness and sincerity.  

This was similar to responses by others reflecting a desire to continuously grow and learn 

about all aspects of the school setting so as to best lead school success.  However, she 

and other principals, in actuality, seemed engaged in erratic access efforts to expand their 

own knowledge base, relying largely on word of mouth recommendations or trial and 

error approaches with limited attention to the research base behind learning. 

Data Comparison to Postmodernist Perspectives of Professional Development  

 The modernist approach to leadership theory encourages the adoption of 

standardized methodology (Murphy & Shipman, 1999).  The confidence of empirically 

tested research supporting a single theoretical perspective is considered to provide for a 

model that is free from external intrusion (Haller & Strike, 1986).  Much of the current 

leadership development practices are founded on this covenant of standardization.  It is 

implied that in this way, educational leaders could be developed using a dependable 

guide of effective practice.   

While seemingly offering a foundation for consistency in leadership models, the 

reality is that much of the normalized standards espoused by the modernist leadership 

development arose from a homogeneous perspective, predominantly white and male. In 

Texas, in particular, the need for leadership that is responsive to the diversity of 

populations is crucial.  However, for a school leader committed to transforming their 

school through continuous learning applied to the unique needs of the setting, the current 

SBEC standards for principal review appeared limiting by some respected authors 

(Anderson, et al., 2002), as well as the principals interviewed.  Each principal recognized 

the importance of multiple approaches to the varied combinations of individuals and 
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challenges faced in the school setting.  They expressed a hunger for a validation of their 

divergent realities and the correlating divergent leadership needs.  

In contrast, the postmodernist approach advocates for multiple paradigms for 

approaching best leadership practices (Lakatos, 1999).  From this perspective, the 

fundamental reality of the influence of culture, context, and prior experiences of both the 

leader and the organization setting is respected.  Rather than a singularity of leadership 

style, the postmodern approach to professional development calls for a response to the 

multiple realities requiring an array of knowledge bases and varied concepts of truth 

(English, 2003).   

Respondents did not consider the current principal assessment (PA) process as a 

support for the possibility of an array of leadership knowledge bases.  Many of the 

principals in this study perceived the prompts and simulation activities to have an 

expectation for common resolution approaches regardless of their own unique leadership 

growth level or leadership setting.  Frustrations shared by the principals included a sense 

that this aspect of the PA ignored factors of contextual influence.  They saw no guidance 

allowing for professional growth that encompassed the unique needs and characteristics 

of previously marginalized groups (Marshall & Gerstl-Pepsin, 2005). Rather, the current 

approach to principal growth seemed to encourage a modernist approach by attempting to 

institutionalize behavior through a state licensure process designed to measure the 

presence of a prescribed skill set designed to elicit a predictable outcome, ignoring 

expressed needs for simultaneously divergent standards. 

Most principals in this study recognized the challenges in their schools were 

unique combinations of demographics, experiences, and expectations.  Each of the thirty 
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principals spoke to the nature of the school multiple times in the interview.  Some 

acknowledged their challenges with regard to state assessment required less focus given 

the learning experiences and parent involvement of the students.  However, these 

principals maintained that challenges in their school still existed, just in different forms.  

This, they espoused, required a whole different set of leadership skills.  Some felt vividly 

aware of what those skills would be, but remained stymied by external demands running 

contrary to the needs of their school. Others expressed a need for guidance in 

understanding and shaping options for leadership approaches.  Most turned to schools of 

similar demographics for guidance, accepting that they would need to draw from 

validated experiences and adapt as appropriate to their unique style and setting.   

Some principals spoke to the severity of the basic need for instructional and 

organizational leadership of their schools through a shared leadership.  One principal, 

new to both the setting and the grade level, acknowledged he was “a babe in the woods” 

(P5) who relied on his teachers during the first year.  Even three years later, he indicated 

he was unsure of how to lead his staff and students to the next level in a way that would 

truly transform the nature of the educational experience.  He overtly sighed when 

admitting his desire to be a good leader, but felt overwhelmed by the demands of a highly 

at-risk population.  The prescribed leadership rhetoric from his pre-service training was 

ineffective within the context and culture he served. 

Another principal with similar insecurities in her first year reiterated the 

discouragement she experienced in the principal assessment program and other 

prescribed professional growth experiences.  She noted, however, that the experience 

with the Lamar Principal Academy had guided her to quality readings, purposeful 
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discussions with cohorts about leadership challenges, and practical networking 

opportunities.  Four years later she finds herself confidently leading her teacher teams 

and parent representatives in a collaborative school initiative.  By engaging her teams in 

reviews of research-based programs, she says she now feels comfortable in analyzing the 

studies in context of her own school needs and capabilities. In this way, she will use 

varied leadership approaches to meet the unique needs of her school culture.    

The need for non-linear development and support seen in these two examples 

surfaced repeatedly in different scenarios throughout the interviews, underscoring the 

impact of proactive efforts toward professional growth.  A commonality of need and 

interest, though at varying levels of intensity, arose among all campus leaders.  Here, the 

post-modernist approach to multi-dimensional leadership learning appeared to empower 

the new leadership needs in this state of high diversity.  Principals clearly expressed a 

desire for quality, research-based growth experiences drawing upon quantitative and 

qualitative reviews sensitive to divergent methodology. 

Data Comparison to Transformation through Learner-Centered Leadership  

 As noted, one of the primary characteristics of transformational leadership theory 

involved intellectual stimulation by all, as modeled by the education leaders themselves 

(Leithwood, 1992b).   Emerging in the literature over the past decade was a recurring 

message as to the importance for continuous learning by the educational community so as 

to be responsive to varied needs of learners.  For today’s leaders to promote 

transformation of learning environments, a culture of shared learning and inquiry focused 

on the unique contextual dynamics of the school must be embraced (Reeves, 2006). 
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 The majority of the principals in this study reflected the desire, if not the practice, 

for a learning-centered approach reflective of transformational leadership.  Ninety 

percent of the principals expressed continuous efforts to engage learning for themselves, 

their staff, and their students that had the potential to improve the educational experience 

of their schools.  The goal of all learning according to the principals was to expand the 

capacity of their schools, much the same as the transformational leader provides idealized 

influence and inspirational motivation toward a shared purpose (Burns, 1978).  This 

collaborative approach to supporting learning by all reflected the leader attentiveness to 

empowering others toward sustainable change. 

Few of the principals spoke to the research basis of the learning they engaged, but 

recognized the importance of the validity of the practices.  Most indicated they drew from 

reliable sources who, they indicated, they trusted to be providing verifiable data or 

reputable resources.  Some said that they had benefited from the data-driven frenzy of 

state assessment by raising their own level of awareness for reviewing the underlying 

data base of accessed learning.  

Overall, there was a mixed confidence in the degree to which principals based 

leadership actions on research-based learning as there was limited personal adherence to 

understanding the foundation of the learning.  Still, principals noted the trustworthiness 

of the learning was highly significant and accounted for the amount of reliance upon 

trusted peers who could speak to first hand experience.  Unfortunately, as the principals 

adopted shared learning, they also recognized they often responded to the short term 

needs using, perhaps, less than substantive practices.  As a result, even they admitted the 

potential for long-term impact may have been limited. 
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When the principals shared their vision for the ideal professional growth model, 

there was an almost unanimous agreement that learning must be continuous in nature.  

They spoke to single workshops that had momentarily inspired, but quickly faded against 

the daily demands of the school life.  The more pervasive learning experiences such as 

the academy, book studies, trainer of trainer models, or cyclical focus group discussions 

carried the most perceived power by providing both time-sensitive, functional knowledge 

and deeper, more confident understandings of process over time.   Additionally, 

principals noted their own responsibility in adapting the learning to the unique needs of 

their campus, applying the theoretical basis to their own practice, but felt unsure where to 

begin or how to prioritize among other short-term demands. 

Data Comparison among Participants in Response to Research Questions 

 Throughout the analysis of the interview data, consistent points of praxis emerged 

surrounding the leadership growth experiences of the public school principals.  Campus 

leaders from all grade levels and varied demographic settings reflected an array of 

cognitive and emotional reflections on their unique learning paths.  The multiplicity of 

the data, however, coalesced into a commonality of four themes including urgency, 

insecurity, community, and commitment.  Each theme stood independently, as well as in 

a codependent relationship to the other themes with regard to continuous learning access 

and application by principals in response to the research questions of the study. 

Research Question # 1:  

In what ways do principals select professional development activities to support their 

leadership growth and the success of the campuses they lead? 
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 Consistently, principals spoke of the influence of state assessment requirements in 

shaping the professional development choices they made.  Several indicated efforts to 

develop leadership toward organizational structure, communication, instructional 

methodology, or content investigations, but usually as a component of or secondary to 

state assessment priorities.  Additionally, the majority of principals elaborated on the 

need for developing understandings surrounding the unique characteristics of the varied 

learners they serve, including multiple ethnic, economic, and developmental orientations.   

In most cases, these focus areas were an outgrowth of external moderation demands. 

 Principals considered the accessed learning content to be of long-term value, but 

the majority admitted that their efforts reflected a primary desire for immediacy of 

results.  A mild level of franticness on the part of most principals reflected the intense 

pressure to perform in the short run, with an underlying hope that in time they could 

engage deeper leadership practices.  A weariness of attitude and a mildly suppressed 

anger at the amount of time and energy devoted to what they interpreted as mandated 

leadership focus was present.  Principals indicated they drew upon peer recommendations 

predominantly as a shortcut to get to fast-acting performance results.  Similarly, they 

found themselves focusing predominantly on state-assessment oriented learning 

opportunities regardless of the source in hopes of garnering effective intervention for 

performance priorities. 

 The nature of learning access behavior as a sense of urgency toward test-driven 

practice surfaced in various forms in the principals, challenging their confidence as 

leaders.  Some principals overtly admitted a “grasping at straws” (P5) mentality in 

accessing growth opportunities.  Others indicated an embarrassment in their lack of 
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knowledge of the validity of practices, but felt compelled to utilize what was immediately 

available.  Some felt the impact of the urgency on their practice and found it 

compromised their own competence.  They recognized the need for more thoughtful and 

purposeful leadership and realized they may have allowed the short-sightedness to effect 

their choices.  A few principals had been able to separate the external demands of the 

state assessment from the broader goals of learning leadership.  For them, a quiet 

confidence of focused and collaborative practice served to empower their professional 

growth choices. 

 Ironically, while principals underscored their significant need for leadership 

guidance in flexible time formats, few attempted independent access through readings 

which could conceivable be imbedded in the natural flow of the principal's erratic 

schedule.  A few noted they had read texts suggested to them by peers, while others 

indicated they read texts only as a part of district initiatives.  Three accessed readings 

more prevalently from outside the educational community.  The indication was not that 

principals did not respect the value of reading research, rather that they found it “time 

restraining” (P6) to read expansive texts especially if unsure of any inherent value for 

their school.  While not overtly stated, it appeared that the interest for the principals was 

in the empirical evidence of functionality in the research rather than the theoretical 

foundation supporting it.  As such, they tended to rely upon others, whether peers, district 

guidance, or synopses of professional educational organizations as their resource if they 

turned to any reading at all.  This networking reinforced the communal nature of most 

principals’ access behavior. 
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The sense of community among the principals was strong. Both in response to the 

level of urgency and an implied desire to instill confidence in their choices, most 

principals used peer references as the priority source of leadership growth access.  They 

indicated they felt they could trust the shared experiences of their fellow principals, 

especially those with similar contextual needs.  Networking took priority as a resource, 

even while in attendance at professional growth workshops or trainings.  Ironically, even 

with the pressure of external accountability, there was a pervasive absence of 

competitiveness among the principals.  All indicated a willingness to share alongside an 

anxiousness to access others’ shared learning in an apparent attitude of all being the 

experience together. 

 Principals expanded their community oriented leadership to include a broadened 

collaborative approach to professional growth.  Many spoke to their proactive efforts to 

enrich their schools through teacher leader development, comprehensive plans for 

professional development across the campus, and targeted learning objectives for all, 

including themselves as leaders.  In many of these instances, the principals expanded the 

resource for learning to include the broader educational community.  The most expansive 

coordinated efforts involved the education service centers, professional educator 

organizations, or educational consultants. Though minimal, some principals formed some 

partnerships universities.   

 The most engaging theme in the interview responses to the first research question 

was the obvious constancy of commitment to growth opportunity.  While the access 

behaviors lacked full scope or direction in many cases, the underlying commitment to 

continuous growth as a leader toward the benefit of their schools was consistently high.  
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The urgency promoted an almost desperation of purpose, but moments in the discussions 

also reflected enthusiastic hope in the possibilities of increased success for all through 

their own learning and leadership.  Over 90% of the principals reflected constant efforts 

to engage learning relevant to their school needs.  This commitment appeared to sustain 

the principals beyond the urgency and challenges to confidence, providing the motivation 

toward continued leadership growth. 

Research Question #2:  

How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to their access of continuous 

learning based on scholarly research? 

 Since the design of the interview was to provide for repetitive queries throughout 

the discussion so as to validate responses, the researcher interspersed data specific to the 

primary research questions throughout the interview.  This allowed for a spiraling 

between discussions of access behavior and the supports and roadblocks impacting that 

access.  What emerged was a continuation of the themes expressed in the access 

discourse, with experiences of urgency, insecurity, community, and commitment serving 

as both reactions to and causes of the perceived roadblocks and supports. 

 In general, the principals categorized their primary roadblock to accessing quality 

professional growth as being a feeling that any time devoted to professional development 

must focus on trainings or readings addressing external moderation pressure resulting 

from state assessment. Additionally, the constant demands of paperwork, new initiatives, 

and data management alongside the daily demands of children, parents, community, and 

teachers posed a seemingly unending drain on time.  For principals, this roadblock forced 

a prioritization of time that often left their own learning low on the list.  Any time 
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available for their own learning had to be allocated, they contended, to responsive actions 

to the accountability standards.  Even this, they said, resulted in a continual undermining 

due to the incessant change in the state and national mandates requiring time devoted to 

learning the new models. 

 This perception of constant change further led to an inconsistent focus in the 

leadership learning behavior. The turnover of teachers and the changing nature of their 

student population seemed to add to the demands on professional development time and 

focus.  Little time appeared to remain for continuous learning development grounded in 

more long-term and less immediately visible potential. 

 While outside forces drove these challenges, some of the principals recognized 

the opportunity to manage the influence of each of these roadblocks was within their 

scope of power.  What they lacked, they implied, was the leadership knowledge of how to 

harness accountability, time, and change in a way that allowed for them to expand their 

own leadership and motivate their schools to move above these challenges.  In short, 

some surmised they often pursued training that essentially addressed the symptoms rather 

than scholarly leadership development toward resolving the underlying ills. 

 Active listening during the interviews allowed for deeper understandings of the 

supports of principal growth behavior to surface. Those campus leaders who indicated a 

beginning level of strengthening their leadership predominantly engaged in continuous 

learning experiences either through a formal program, a district initiative, or their own 

perseverance.  These principals reflected a maturity and confidence in their approach to 

the roadblocks, often using them to their advantage.  For example, one principal noted the 

demands to adopt a quantitatively, data-driven methodology toward his state assessment 
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goal attainment prodded him to look more closely at the research behind his overall 

leadership practice.  This seemed to empower him to balance quantitative data with 

qualitative learning more responsive to the needs of his campus.   

 Another principal indicated that the urgency to increase reading performance for 

intermediate level students had challenged her to develop a plan for her whole campus to 

engage a year-long study in understanding developmental reading.  By partnering with 

the feeder primary school, she says they explored literacy circles and how they might 

look in upper elementary using collaborative learning strategies.  In this way, the 

roadblocks creating urgency and insecurity had been used to engage her educational 

community and broaden their learning.  This served to transform instructional practices 

on their campus, as well as provide a model for future learning by all. 

 Even with the varied constraints on growth development access, a commonality of 

commitment by the principals surfaced.  Most moved from a defeatist attitude at some 

point in the interview to one of hope and determination.  While much of the language and 

physical posturing reflected dismay and helplessness at the roadblocks, the majority of 

principals expressed their leadership intent to move past these roadblocks toward 

identifying supportive structures for transforming their schools.  This commitment to 

inspire continuous learning, to model professional growth, and to instigate action plans 

reflected varied levels of transformative leadership. 

 Among the supports voiced by the principals, opportunities to network continued 

to be the most powerful.  Almost all campus leaders expressed the value of both 

structured and informal interactions with their peers or other educators.  Even time for 

planning, reflection, and analysis with their school team or district support staff afforded 
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powerful potential.  Principals relied upon centrally designed professional growth plans 

for campus leaders and their staff, with a confidence in the research base girding the 

work.  They encouraged teacher leaders to access learning and cycle it back to the 

campus for others and attempted to structure internal sharing opportunities.  Some 

engaged in educational workshops or continuous learning activities through educational 

organizations which, they implied, at least allowed them to harness some level of 

learning in a time-efficient format.  Also, some drew upon these resources to assist in 

anticipating and responding to change in an appropriately proportional manner. 

 The prospect of support through the statewide principal assessment (PA) model 

fell short.  While the opportunity for principals to come together with the focused 

purpose of reflecting on their leadership practice seemed to offer tremendous potential, 

almost all of the principals expressed a void in any supportive guidance.  For some, the 

experience posed an actual roadblock by undermining their confidence further and  

creating questions rather than answers as to their leadership growth process.  Implied was 

an expectation for a single standard of normalized leadership behavior to be in evidence.  

This belied the opportunity for the experience to assist the principals in identifying their 

current leadership practice, the contextual implications of their leadership approach, and 

the options for growth founded upon recommended, research-based findings. 

 Another potential support, however, appealed to the mixed experiences of 

urgency, insecurity, community and commitment by principals.  The prospect of a best 

practice clearinghouse, as mandated by HB1 brought consistent expressions of 

anticipation and hope from the respondents, evidenced by their verbal tones and visible 

body energy.  Each expressed a feeling that such a resource would be a purposeful 
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beginning point for further investigation.  They considered the provision of research-

based successes that could inform practice a supportive answer to time constraints and 

the insecurity in access behavior by validating the claims of the learning.  While much of 

the best practice clearinghouse would center on instructional strategies rather than 

leadership development, the principals felt that this resource tool would expedite much of 

their own research, allowing for them to divert time to examine their own leadership 

learning and explore ways to enhance its effectiveness.  This seemed to offer some 

avenue for side-stepping the linear modernist approach to a prescriptive leadership by 

offering multiple approaches to effective practices. 

 The culmination of the responses to questions surrounding support and restriction 

toward the leadership growth of the principals proved to be more optimistic than the 

initial discussions foreshadowed.  Just as the barriers seemed to intensify the short-term 

pressures, the support potential offered more expansive and proactive responses for long-

term impact.  The principals seemed to sense this themselves as most interviews ended 

not with defeatist perspectives, but with positive attitudes of possibility. 

Research Question #3: 

How do principals state they apply research-based study findings to their unique campus 

settings so as to create change? 

 In an effort to capture the phenomena of the principal expressed and perceived 

experiences, the analysis of the researcher mapped the data responsive to the third 

research question according to similarity of direct action or implied intent.  Throughout 

the discussions, principals referenced action taken to apply learning with varying levels 

of confidence and purpose.  There was an accepted trust in the peer sources of most 
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learning, although limited leadership review of the research behind accessed learning 

took place.  Also, principals acknowledged that most of their leadership growth resulted 

from an imposed priority to address external mandates.  This, in turn, shaped the 

preponderance of the application practice of the professional growth understandings.   

Principals shared how access behavior aimed improving test performance also 

resulted in improved leadership learning in areas of communication, collaboration, 

organizational strength, and shared leadership.  Two principals overtly adopted a 

transformational leadership approach by intentionally modeling their own intellectual 

stimulation and shaping it into similar experiences for staff.  One shared how the 

experience of the structured principal academy had provided a process for continuous 

learning, deep discussions, and focused reflection.  She used this model to outline a 

learning approach for her own staff, engaging them in on-going research and review of 

how best to increase the school’s performance.  Similarly, another principal took a rich 

experience in life coaching and transposed it into a peer mediated leadership coaching 

model for her staff. This application of her own continuous learning experience implied a 

willingness toward shared leadership where others in the school could be provided 

professional growth to support the organization as a whole. 

A few principals applied learning through expanded relationships.  Working in 

collaboration with district initiatives, they partnered with university faculty or 

educational consultants to provide deep learning in reading content.  While the 

instructional pedagogy was the overt focus of the effort, the principals recognized the 

underlying benefit to their leadership approach through the provision of a model of 

continuous learning responsive to formative application feedback.  At least two principals 
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noted their own strengthening of confidence in organizational approach, shared learning 

and leadership, and continuous growth through this process.  As importantly, it enabled 

them to engage the research base of the training and work with the university faculty to 

increase their own understanding of evaluating purported research-based programs. 

Some principals initiated their own learning-centered approaches in leading the 

growth on their campuses.  Whether through the development of teacher leaders, guided 

book studies, or improved communication networks, principals spoke of efforts to apply 

recent understanding from workshops, readings, or formal study to the unique culture of 

their school setting.  At least two other principals referenced their efforts to access and 

read the most recent research in an area of challenge, i.e. language acquisition, so that 

they could apply the most effective strategies to their schools' philosophical approach.  

Two others used their charismatic style to engage community members or business 

leaders in partnerships to establish relevancy and connection for their school’s at-risk 

populations. Still, the constant search by the principals for ways to apply their own 

learning  to meet niche areas of need revealed an underlying commitment to applying 

research and learning toward the transformation of their schools.   

The efforts to apply learning seemed random and often appeared to be contingent 

upon the immediate response needs of the campus.  While the initial intent of even 

sporadic application efforts appeared primarily responsive to state assessment 

performance goals, principals seemed to sense that peripheral benefits of organizational 

dynamics, communication, and research focus surfaced through implementation.  

Similarly, motivations for some application actions often seemed to be a response to the 

urgency for time, but resulted in an unplanned benefit of shared leadership.  In this way, 
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principals expressed varying levels of application behavior, and diverse experiences of 

impact. 

Conclusions 

 Within the parameters of this study, several conclusions can be drawn.  Principal 

access behavior to professional development research is impacted by obstacles of time, 

state assessment pressures, and continuous changes to expectations.  Principals respond 

individually to leadership demands, as they perceive those demands to be appropriate to 

the needs of theirs schools, but they also share a collective voice with common themes 

regarding their leadership growth behavior.  The collective group of principals' interview 

responses yielded four primary themes: urgency, insecurity, community, and 

commitment.   A high level of anxiety spurred by the need for immediate performance 

results responsive to accountability reform pressures emanated from all principals.  This 

contributed to an underlying insecurity in the research validation of the leadership 

practices they engaged.  Also emergent was a strong sense of community and open 

sharing of leadership strategies.  Principals in this study clearly found a strategy for 

survival in relying on each other, their school community, and - to some degree - the 

educational community within the universities, professional education organizations, and 

state and regional education support centers.  This community sharing manifested itself in 

a pervasive commitment to continuous learning reflected in the variety of learning 

experiences accessed by the respondents, although with limited consideration of the 

scholarly basis of the learning experiences themselves.  Despite several noted obstacles, 

the principals did not express hopelessness.  Even as they expressed tension or 
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uncertainty, they continued to cite examples of learning they had accessed or of research 

they hoped could be made available to them.   

 The candid discussions did not connect the apparent commitment to growth with 

any expressed focus on self-serving job security.  Rather, there was a palpable sense of 

internal accountability for the success of students and staff and a belief in the need for 

their own leadership to assume responsibility for being informed.  This may reflect the 

ethical orientation of those who choose educational leadership or be a developed 

acceptance of the campus leadership role through maturation and growth activity.  Either 

way, the theme of a commitment to continuous learning, while evidenced in varying 

levels of intensity and import, was the foundational anchor of the leadership access and 

application behavior. 

Implications 

 The data acquired toward answering the three primary research questions 

indicated multiple implications.  The findings revealed that principals proactively 

engaged in numerous learning activities from varied sources.  Reading tended to be the 

least acceptable resource, while continuous learning through collegial discussions and 

networking proved to be the most preferred.  The clearest message was that while 

principals engaged growth activity, they did not feel they had a reliable method for 

sorting through the myriad of recommended leadership actions so as to select quality 

researched practices.  This implied a need for deep training in how to approach new 

learning in both printed and interactive formats with a broad review of leadership theory 

and how it looks in practice. Further, the need for some form of partnerships aimed at 
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guiding principals toward research study resources imbedded in preferred learning 

formats emerged. 

 Principals expressed the value of continuous learning models, but found 

challenges to engage in those models from the extensive time demands of campus 

leadership.  This pervasive need to move from "frantic to focused [as a part of] the 

essential transformation of the learning leader" (Reeves, 2006, p. 167) invaded all of the 

principals' leadership efforts. The clear implication is a need for both pre-service and 

practicing principal support in identifying varied options for structuring their time to 

support the learning they desire for themselves and their schools.  Inherent is this would 

be assisting principals with planning their own growth alongside that of the learning 

community they lead. 

Also, the actual and perceived supports or barriers toward principal leadership 

growth options influenced the scope of the access behavior.  One implication is the need 

for a deep examination of the current principal assessment model.  Given the expense of 

the process and the time dedication, the disproportionate perception of the PA having 

limited value implies a need for reconsidering the linear nature of the model, as well as 

the processes and intended product of the experience.   

The supportive potential of the education service centers and university research 

sites has similar implications for review.  While several instances of positive partnerships 

surfaced, none played a significantly valuable role in supporting principal connections to 

clearly understood research learning.  The implications for both the pre-service and on-

going leadership experiences of principals reflects a need for the same postmodern 

approach to diverse learning approaches and access options by the broader educational 
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community as recommended for campus leaders.  Further, the overwhelming response by 

principals regarding  the possibility for a shared best practice clearinghouse site with 

multiple approaches to campus improvement offered tremendous implications for both 

practical support and future initiatives. The apparent optimism of the principals in the 

anticipated impact on their leadership demonstrated the breadth of interest by principals 

to actually get connected to valid research.  It also underscored their willingness to 

collaborate and work as a larger learning community, recognizing the reality of multi-

dimensional learning environments with common, yet contextually diverse, needs. 

Finally, the degree to which principals are applying accessed learning to the 

unique needs of their schools portrayed multiple implications.  Most recognized that 

acquiring knowledge in a vacuum without the purposeful application as appropriate to the 

context of the school lacked inherent value.  While many principals revealed numerous 

examples of applying the acquired learning, the expansiveness of the range of the 

trainings being accessed by individual principals may have its own implication. As 

principals seemed overwhelmed by their urgency and insecurity, they appeared to apply 

multiple leadership strategies simultaneously.  The implications are that even a quality 

practice may not survive due to expectations for immediate results or the overlap of a 

conflicting theoretical approach.  It may be, too, that principals relying upon peer 

recommendations are distorting the research underpinnings of the original leadership 

approach in their attempt to adapt the process to their own context.  The implications for 

leadership guidance surrounding research review, adaptation, and implementation are 

significant. 
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Given the scope of implications from the shared experiences of the principals, it 

was clear that the educational community had both the opportunity and the responsibility 

to concretely enable leadership growth that can support the transformation of schools.  By 

acknowledging and responding to the expressed stress factors along with the implied 

support needs, access to quality research by developing and practicing principals can be 

promoted. Institutional reviews of current principal leadership development options by all 

members of the larger educational community can address the challenges of time, change, 

and accountability by examining delivery formats, growth activity content, and the 

multiplicity of research knowledge bases promoted.  By strengthening the visibility of 

research-based practices through potentially readily available resources, considerations 

for improved theory-practice links emerge.  Finally, respecting the commitment of and 

willingness of principals toward growth, shaping multiple constructive leadership profiles 

can empower principal self determination in areas of needed leadership development.  

This level of enriched engagement in research-based intellectual stimulation by public 

school principals could strengthen the theoretical constructs of transformational 

leadership toward informed and effective leadership. 

Recommendations 

 The value of any educational study is ultimately to be responsive to the potential 

for increased learning.  The implications of the interview findings offer several clear 

areas for recommended actions, calling for educators and researchers to: 

1. Examine both the content and the process of pre-service principal training.  Both 

should ensure that they offer a focus on leadership theory that is connected to 
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experiences and partnered with an on-going learning model for post-graduate 

leadership support; 

2. Extend the connections between university research and schools to reflect 

interactive dynamics such as on-site research.  This should include an expanded 

component of shared examinations of the findings or off-site research reviews 

with purposefully selected  campuses to examine the potential for adapting the 

findings to the contextual needs of diverse campuses; 

3. Monitor the HB1 “education research centers” (TEA, 2006) progress toward 

conducting and sharing research relevant to the leadership development  needs of 

schools. This should include a goal of ensuring the research is disseminated in 

highlighted, easily accessible formats for maximum principal access and 

recommendations for application; 

4. Engage research publications or sponsors in dialogues regarding how to promote 

more immediate campus leader access to research findings in more accessible 

formats for practical application. 

5. Direct principals through supervision support or evaluation process to research-

based journals, such as Kappan, Educational Leadership, and the American 

Educational Research Journal. 

6. Highlight the best practice clearinghouse project through TEA with a clear focus 

on connecting principals to both the practical leadership implications and the 

underlying research.  TEA should ensure this resource is credible, highly 

publicized and supported with awareness information workshops, structured 

networking discussions, and shared on-site review opportunities; 
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7. Encourage educational professional growth providers to replicate continuous 

learning models such as principal academies and cohort programs that allow for 

both structured and informal network sharing of leadership practice by current 

principals over time.  Ensure principals are guided toward confidence in research 

access in both print and interactive time-efficient models; 

8. Establish focus group discussions of stakeholders and service providers such as 

education service centers, professional education organizations, and staff 

development institutions to discuss methods for streamlining learning to reflect 

both leadership processes and the relevant underlying research in efficient, yet 

continuous models; 

9. Immediately review the intent and processes of the Principal Assessment (PA) 

model as prescribed by SBEC.  This should ensure the model is reflective of 

supportive leadership growth and learning rather than a single evaluation.  

Included should be opportunities to access research supportive of leadership 

practice, structured and informal discussions of living challenges by principals, 

and individual reflection and goal setting.  A follow-up component should be 

attached that utilizes either peer support, PA facilitators, or other educational 

support structures to assist in non-evaluative follow through on developed 

leadership goals; 

10. Engage discussion through superintendent programs regarding the provision of 

time for campus leaders to access their own continuous learning, to network 

purposely with other principals, and to shape contextually appropriate continuous 

growth for their campuses; and, 
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11. Conduct further research parallel to this study with a focus on a: 

a. Similar study utilizing varied factors such as the influence of the 

demographics of the principal with regard to gender, age, training 

background, years of leadership, and time devoted to growth experiences; 

b. Similar study examining the influence of regional factors, specifically 

proximity influences on opportunities to access partnerships with 

universities or educational service centers on a continuous basis; and 

c. Study addressing the actions of central office personnel with regard to 

supporting continuous leadership growth involving increased awareness of 

research review, time management, long-term goal setting, and personal 

reflection. 

Each of the recommendations correlates to the implications surfacing from the interview 

data.  These recommendations reflect responsibilities for all members of the educational 

community toward the support of the leadership learning needs of current campus 

principals in Texas.  

Summary 

 This study sought to answer three primary questions addressing public school 

principal access to research-based professional development, supports and barriers to 

access, and application of accessed learning.  The culmination of the study resulted in the 

emergence of common themes of urgency, insecurity, community, and commitment. 

Tangible implications for practice and future study and recommendations for the 

educational community emerged. 
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 Principals expressed an urgency to seek out professional growth for themselves 

and their staff in areas focused on immediate improvements tied to state assessment 

performance scores.  This urgency further accelerated as most principals felt insecure 

about the best approach or their own ability to identify relevant research appropriate to 

their campus needs.  Significant reliance on peer recommendation and promised 

immediacy of results influenced most access decisions. This inherent trust in fellow 

educators resulted in an acceptance of practices as research-based as almost all access 

was the result of references from colleagues or perceived reputable educators.  The 

principals, though somewhat wearied by their own short-term demands, demonstrated a 

significant sense of brotherhood in their leadership development and reciprocated by 

sharing with others.  Further, principals extended the community of learners process to 

their own campuses, engaging all in a shared learning and leadership. 

 The broader community of educators ranging from university faculty, professional 

organizations, education service centers, central office staff, and peer networks all 

reflected potential resources.  Multiple recommendations emerged from the study 

highlighting the varied roles each could play in narrowing the gap between principal 

access to theoretically-grounded research and daily practice application.  However, 

limited evidence of these members currently playing a significant role in leadership 

growth emerged.  Of primary import was the need for overt collaboration among the 

varied educational communities to offer efficiency in presentation, delivery over time, 

and highlighted awareness of research findings availability. 

 The themes of urgency and insecurity and even community gave way to a 

commonality of commitment from principals toward continued professional growth.  The 
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concept of internal accountability advocated by Elmore (2002) unfolded as the majority 

of the principals consistently continued to seek out ways to improve their leadership 

toward their school’s overall success.  Where cynicism could have resulted from the 

principal perceptions of the almost uncontrollable factors of time, change, and external 

mandates; principals instead held fast to seeking out learning for themselves and their 

staff  for transforming their schools. 

 The data from the study found both the supports and barriers to leadership 

development access as reported by principals to be largely factors reflective of the 

enormity of the job tasks for today’s public school principal.  Limited time and expansive 

mandates collided with an environment of constant erratic change.  Research verified the 

potential impact of these demands on draining the future leadership pool in the coming 

years as well as the effectiveness of current leaders (Finn, 2003).  Additional research 

indicated that this drain might be reversed through a balanced approach that engages 

principals in learner-centered leadership behavior (Kearney, 2005).  In this continuous 

learning model, principals moved from being victims of the external barriers.  Rather, this 

framework empowered principals to form collaborative, transformative leadership 

responses to the public school challenges and leverage supportive processes through valid 

research-based learning. 

 Much of the literature  underscored the importance of students learning in an 

environment focused on the more expansive developmental needs not easily measured by 

high stakes testing or linear processes (Dewey, 1916; Segiovanni, 1994; English, 2003).  

The evolution of leadership theory reflected the movement of educators toward models 

sensitive to the more diverse experiences of the public schools today.  And significant 
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research emerged in support of leadership providing for more dimensional learning 

environments (Maxcy, 1995).   

The findings of this study are significant in exposing the actual practices of 

principals as well as the symbolic implications of their actions. Though impacted by 

today's limited accountability environment, this study presented portraits of current 

public school principals who are ready and willing to access and apply more expansive 

quality leadership growth experiences. Further, the responsive data revealed a self-

reported need by principals for guidance and support toward identifying and accessing 

scholarly research. Significant findings of potential support opportunities offered a 

counterbalance to the barriers in principal development. Principals indicated such support 

had the potential to deepen their practice if offered in formats that did not further strain 

the demands of time and visible accountability.  

The resulting recommendations of the study offered tangible considerations for 

the full educational community to narrow the dissonance between theory and practice 

evidenced in the public school.  These combined efforts indicated ways to assist 

principals in developing theoretically grounded leadership strength that could attend to 

the immediate demands of the accountability era, as well as the deeper, more sustaining 

benefits of life-long learning by all on their campus. Finally, this study added to the 

understanding of  the framework for the transformational learner-leader and its potential 

for leadership in schools to embrace “a process for the transformation of our modernist 

culture into a postmodern culture that energizes the power of each and every one of us to 

make our schools and society rich with (…) possibilities” (Maxcy,1995, p.191).  
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APPENDIX A 
 

Secondary or Related Questions 
 

During the processes of content analysis, the following questions may be used to assist in 
more deeply addressing the primary research study questions. 
 
 1.  How do principals make selections for engaging in what they perceive to be  
      valuable professional growth activities? 
 
 2.  Does evidence indicate that principals continue to access trend organizational 

      and educational recommendations based upon ease of access and speed of  

      implementation rather than content-driven decisions? 

3. Is there emerging evidence of current and relevant research-based findings in      

    growth activities reported by principals? 

4. Are there examples to demonstrate principals are applying the professional 

    growth they engage appropriate to their school settings? 

5. Are principals aware of emerging initiatives supportive of their professional  

    growth? 

6. Are principals benefiting from their own assessment process which holds  

    professional development as a component of evaluation? 

7. What factors appear to facilitate ease of access to quality research influences       

     principal  selection? 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Principal Interview Guiding Questions 
 
The following questions served as the semi-structured organization of the interview.  The 
sequence of the questions remained constant as did the wording, but the interspersing of 
supplemental questions appropriate in the interview dynamic varied. 
 
 
 
Questions: 
 

1. Tell me about your experience as a principal. 
 Reflect back on your preparation to become a principal – the formal 
 education and any other guidance/learning you accessed. 
 
2. How would you describe your leadership approach now?  In what ways has 

research or professional growth helped shape your practice? 
 
3. Since assuming your role as a campus principal, what are some of the 

methods/formats you most prefer for gaining assistance/support for your 
leadership skills? 

 
4. What factors influence how you choose to engage new information?  That is, what 

would prompt you to purposely explore a new learning? 
 
5. Are there specific sources or individuals you consider to be the most influential in 

informing your current leadership practice? 
 

6. In what ways have research or leadership growth activities you have engaged in 
the last two years impacted your principal role?   

 
7. What are the kinds of actions you take to apply new learning on your campus? 

 
8. Since becoming a principal, in what ways have you been able to draw upon 

assistance from colleges or universities?  
 

9. What are the kinds of challenges you face as a campus leader that you would 
appreciate being able to access relevant research? 

 
10. When referred to a strategy or quality leadership approach for your campus to 

meet with performance success, what influences your determination whether to 
consider it for potential implementation on your own campus? 
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11. What are some recent actions you have implemented that you found to be 
successful?   

a. How did you access this learning?  
b. How has it demonstrated success? 
c. How would you go about sharing this with your peers to assist their 

leadership? 
 

12. What do you consider to be the most significant research today relevant to the 
success of the grade level of your campus? Why? 

 
13.  How has the formal principal assessment process (SASA) and the associated 

professional development required every year effected your principal role?  How 
has it: 

a. Provided you with research and tools that are relevant to your work? 
b. Assisted you in connecting with other educators to explore leadership and 

campus success opportunities? 
c. Guided you toward additional professional growth considerations? 

 
14. What would be the biggest support in providing you a method for continuous 

learning and leadership growth in your role of campus principal?   
a. What are the barriers to making this a reality? 
b. Or, if it is a reality for you – what do you feel facilitated making this a 

successful support? 
 
15. Suppose you had an opportunity to design professional development training 

opportunities for the principals.  What would this look like?  
 
16.  Is there additional information regarding your access to meaningful and 

continuous professional growth as a campus administrator not asked in this 
discussion, which you would want to share? 

 
17. Respecting that the responses would continue to be confidential, would you be 

willing to be contacted by the researcher for a short (20 minute) follow-up 
telephone conversation? If so: 

 
a. What time/days of week are best for you?__________________ 
b. What contact method would you prefer to arrange for the conversation (e-

mail, arrange with office staff, direct call) 
Contact information: _______________________________ 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Interview Protocol 
 

Interviewee: ____________________ Study Code: ________________________ 
Location:  ______________________ Time/Date: _________________________ 
 
Grand Tour (tell own story) Floating Prompts (sustain 

‘story’) 
Planned Prompts 

(extended phenomena) 
 
 
KEY QUESTIONS 
that will be noted as 
'need to get responses' 
if not obtained through 
written or less 
structured prompts. 

 
1. Background in leadership: 
 

• Educational 
background 

• Motivation for 
entering profession 

• Employment history 
• Leadership style  
• Expanded educational 

involvement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
3. Philosophy / research: 
 

• Relevancy to practice 
• Theoretical 

orientations 
 

 
 
Interview Questions (2 
of 15) inserted for guide 
and consistency. 
 
Coded notations will 
reflect initial 
impressions of 
comments noting 
initiatives for access or 
application (I), 
professional 
development activity 
(PD), evidence of 
transformational 
leadership relevant to 
Burns 4 "I" components 
(T), and citations of 
supports (S) or barriers 
(B). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
* structure based on guidelines of  McCracken – The Four Step Method of Inquiry   
  (Questionnaire Construction, p. 35) 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Letter and Consent Form 
 

 
Cynthia Clinesmith 
P.O. Box 8889 
Horseshoe Bay, TX  78657 
 
 
Dear Participant, 
 
As a doctoral study at Texas Tech University, I am currently involved in the dissertation 
portion of my study.  I have designed a qualitative, multiple-case study which I believe 
will be of value to practicing principals such as yourself.   
 
The purpose of my study is to identify the degree to which principals have access to 
quality research-based professional growth opportunities in easily available and usable 
manners.  I hope to identify what principals are currently accessing for their own growth, 
and to identify the supports and roadblocks influencing this access.  The means for 
collecting the data will be through direct interviews scheduled at principal convenience. 
 
You have been selected to be a participant as you are a practicing principal in a public 
school in the state of Texas.  All responses will be kept confidential, and the participants 
nor their organizations will be identified by name in any way in the study.  Only myself 
and my dissertation chair, Dr. JoAnn Franklin, will have access to the information.   
 
The benefit for participating in this study will include the professional opportunity to 
assist in reducing the gap between quality research access and practical usability of the 
findings.  Further, each principal will receive a copy of the final study, upon request.   
 
The guidelines for protecting the rights of human subjects in this study are attached.  If 
you have any questions about this study, you may contact me by calling 512.626.7575 or 
you may e-mail cclinesmith@zeecon.com.  You may also contact Dr. JoAnn Klinker, 
chairperson of my dissertation committee at JoAnn.Klinker@ttu.edu.  
 
Signing the attached form indicates that you agree to participate in this study.  You have 
my sincere appreciation for your willingness to support of this study and the potential 
benefit to our profession. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Cynthia Clinesmith 
cclinesmith@zeecon.com 
512.626.7575 
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Consent Form 

 
You are being invited to participate in a qualitative study entitled: Access and Use of 
Meaningful Research through Transformational Leadership: A Multiple-case Study of 
Public School Principals.   Dr. JoAnn Franklin Klinker, Associate Professor in the 
Educational Leadership Program in the College of Education at Texas Tech University is 
supervising this study. 
 
The purpose of the project is to examine the challenges posed to current principals in 
accessing professional growth that can functionally inform their leadership efforts.  If you 
agree to serve as a respondent, you will be asked to provide information as to your own 
professional growth experiences through: 

 

a. Direct interviews scheduled at your convenience at your home campus.  
Interviews would involve a one-one discussion surrounding a general set of 
questions about the types of professional development you choose to access, as 
well as the formats you most commonly use for access.  The interviews would last 
no longer than two (2) hours; 

b. Telephone follow-up interviews, with your approval, used to extend initial 
discussions, clarify comments, or deepen prior responses.  These calls will be 
made at a number of your preference at the time most convenient for your 
schedule.  No interview will be expected to last more than thirty (30) minutes. 

c. Document review of the reported professional development.  A listing of the 
expressed activities, authors read, or workshop/keynote speaker identifications 
will be compiled and grouped by content and source.  This listing will be made 
available to participants upon request.  No expected action is placed on the 
participant in this part of the study. 

 

The questions in the survey do not seek information that is any way embarrassing, 
threatening, or challenging.  At no time will your name, school, or school district be 
revealed in the study.  All responses will be secured in a locked setting.  No one other 
than the researcher and the supervising professor noted above will view the responses. 

 
Each respondent will be provided access to the final analysis of the survey. The benefit to 
the participant will be a summary of professional growth choices reported by responding 
Texas principals.  Additionally, the responses may assist in strengthening the link 
between research and practice and may serve to benefit to your own campus leadership. 
 
This survey is completed voluntarily.  I will answer any questions you have about the 
study.  I may be contacted at 830.598.4860 or at cclinesmith@zeecon.com.  Dr. Klinker 
may also be contacted at 806.742.1997 (ext.238) at joann.klinker@ttu.edu.  For questions 
about your rights as a subject, contact the Texas Tech University Institutional Review 
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, Office of Research Studies, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock, Texas 79409.  Or you can call 806.742.3884. 
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Your signature below indicates you are willing to participate in the described research 
study.  Please retain the above information and return this signed form in the 
enclosed return envelope.   
 
 
_______________________________   ______________________ 
Signature of Participant     Date 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Printed Name of Participant 
 
________________________________ 
Preferred Contact Number 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
Preferred Time of Day/Day of Week for Contact 
 
 
 
 
 
This consent form is only valid through January 2008.  Your time and collaboration in 
support of educational leadership is appreciated.  Thank you for your willingness to add 
to the greater body of information for public school leadership. 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Summary Examples of Participant 
Responses to Clustered Interview Questions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Principal 
(P) 

 
Research Question # 1: In what ways do principals select professional development 
activities to support their own leadership growth and the success of the campuses 
they lead? 
              
Correlating Interview Questions (clustered and summarized): 
 

8. Methods/formats most preferred for access 
9. Factors influencing choice to engage learning 
10. Specific sources or individuals influence leadership practice 
12. Influential factors in responding to a referred strategy or source 
12.  Consideration of most significant research of relevance today 
15.  Recommendations for principal professional development 

 
 
1 
 
 

- Prof. Org for publications/networking/keynote sessions 
- Respond to colleague recommendations based on their experiences/choices 
- State mandates (Inclusion Works workshop most recent) drive need 
- Has responded to recommendations for reading:  English/Downey; Margaret Kilgo 
- Commitment to TEPSA; networking with ESC (best practices shared) 
- Distance learning, reading, or formal study not preferred; networking priority 

 
 
2 
 
 

 
- Formal study/Current doctoral study providing research on leadership and learning 
- Interested in readings by Marzano (School Leadership that Works); DuFour 
- Principal network at ESC provides updates (not real leadership development) 
- Recommend continuous participation in structured learning (preferably district 
  design w/networking of other districts with similar populations) 

 
 
3 
 
 

 
- Direct workshop (on-going follow up) preferred 
- Campus needs drive growth activities; Current focus is on literacy; reading Fountas  
  & Pinnell; Tarlton State consultant to lead balanced literacy study across the district  
- Prefers teaming with other schools (site visits) and local (campus) control/review 

 
 
4 
 
 

 
- Has engaged in no professional growth unless district directed 
- Prefers workshop format with follow up for initiatives; reads: Ed. Leadership 
- Sends teachers to trainings and empowers them as teacher leaders on campus 
- Recommends more time for informal networking with similar campuses 

 
 
5 
 

 
- Has not continued leadership study (entered "blindly"; still "feeling his way") 
- Works ‘intuitively’ with staff relying on teacher leaders; human relations leadership 
- Sees principal role as coming to end in 7 yrs (30 yrs out) and changing careers 

 
 
6 
 

 
- Draws upon ESC; finds useful for updates and recommendations of best practice 
- Network w/other AEP (consortium); Prof. org. provide short read summary 
- Some reading (though time restraining): Ruby Payne; “Why Try?” Program 
- Sees that colleague in formal study seems to read and consider leadership more 
- Will pursue doctorate and expects this may expand knowledge base 
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Principal 
(P) 

 
Research Question # 1: In what ways do principals select professional development 
activities to support their own leadership growth and the success of the campuses 
they lead? (continued) 
              

 
 
7 
 

 
- Uses spiritual inspiration; leadership a “calling”; reading God’s Action Plan  
  (Bishop Jakes); has not used educational journals 
- Distance learning (w/ESC connect) valuable for networking and updates 
- Principal Network keeps updated and prompts ideas for best practice search 
- Current learning focus: balanced literacy, RTI, Capturing Kids Heart (Flippen) 
- Plans to pursue doctorate 
- Recommends continuous set-aside days for relationship development process 
   through ‘learning dialogues’ in a 3 phase: 

• 2 days team building/self assessment 
• teaming among principals 
• healthy debates, interdependence, developmental, kid-focused 

 
 
8 
 

 
- Not a reader, though sees it as valuable to guide search for new ideas; prefers short  
  summaries that might point to seeking actual training; reads Ed. Leadership 
- Principal network (ESC) valuable for updates on legal, TAKS, new ‘trends/reads’  
   such as:  Patty Wooten; Cognitive Coaching model; Rick DuFour 
_ Highly involved in TASSP (husband is officer) as networking/learning source 
- Internship (in district) provided leadership guidance; has own intern who brings his  
  college coursework to the setting for added value (ex: MS frameworks of success) 
- Recommends deep training of staff and identifying teacher leaders to head  
  initiatives in learning process and content delivery 

 
 
9 
 

 
- Prof org (TASSP) preferred; ESC helpful (distance learning) for mandates 
- Relies on strong teachers gaining content knowledge 
- Networks with other principals to see ‘what is working’ 
- Uses recommendations of district central office curriculum team 
- Recommends in-district sharing of acquired learning with monitored (‘tracked’)  
   impact and discussion of how to adjust 

 
 

10 
 

 
- New administrator; responding to an ‘innate’ calling 
- District led PD is expansive and primary resource; annual book studies, content  
  trainings for teachers/principals;  
- NISSEL (3 days every 2 months mini-college format) 
- Reading What Great Principals Do (Whittaker); prof. organization publications 
- Would like to see ‘mentorships’ continue through first year as principal 
 

 
 

11 
 

 
- Working with self study and staff on Marzano framework for 3 years (vertical team  
   effort); also using cognitive coaching as part of vertical team 
- Rich district led PD w/superintendent role model; book studies (often ‘trendy’) 
- Networking w/principals strong resource 
- Draws on state and national publications (prefers summary formats) 
- Recommends mentor model; continuous improvement plan w/in district  
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Principal 
(P) 

 

 
Research Question # 1: In what ways do principals select professional development 
activities to support their own leadership growth and the success of the campuses 
they lead? (continued) 

 
 
 

12 
 

 
- Voracious reader (1 a week) from all areas of life; Apollo 13, Re-Imagine, and 
  The World is Flat  
- District led trainings are solid and based on best practice (though trend based) 
- Prof organizations are ‘stale’, but provides networking and some readings 
- Recommends a process for sharing ‘what works’ (like this dissertation); not familiar 
   with Clearinghouse initiative at state level, but likes the idea 

 
 

13 
 

 
- Active in TEPSA; finds that following up on keynote sessions has been valuable 
  (cited works have research foundation that deeper exploration unearths”) 
- Dist initiatives are pervasive; not individualized to campus need  
- High TAKS, accountability focus, but “couched in ‘best practices’ to support good 
   learning and leading overall” 

 
 

14 
 

 
- Inherited school just completing grant for a three year training and implementation 
  of Marzano’s assessment approach; established professional development period 
  during teaming time; mixed results, but deep training and discussion of evaluation 
- Used PD periods to continue growth (content specific) for teachers 
- Principal growth supported by expansive district initiatives (‘cutting edge’) w/ 
   Superintendent directed book studies over entire year 
- Books tend to follow ‘trends’ (Who Moved My Cheese, FISH Tale, Good to Great) 
- Expectation to participate in prof. organ (TASSP, TASCD); mixed quality, use 
  reading resources (short paperback texts) extensively 
- Partnerships with local universities provide content specific training 
- ESC is not effective, though it was in other region; welcomes "best practice" tool 
- Network of regional principals sharing practices; growth; readings is beneficial 

 
 

15 
 

 
- Reading Falling Awake and Repotting Your Life; begins doctoral study next year 
- Focus on early intervention; contacting successful schools in cohort 
- Relies on ESC for assistance in content training for staff (joins teachers) 
- Recommends district initiative in building muscle for leadership (life coaching) 

 
 

16 
 

 
- Took whole campus leadership team to national conference (national speakers and 
   researchers);Recent studies engaged her: Dufour; WOW (What a Team) 
- ESC serves as solid resource; uses for staff and some personal sessions  
- Recommends book study approach (Understanding by Design, A Whole New 
   Mind, 3 Minute Walkthroughs) and site visits or conference approach w/ follow up 
 

 
 

17 
 

 
- Has engaged no professional growth other than required by district; feels 
   overwhelmed by limited time; "if only" had time, would engage research 
- Recommendations focused on campus based decisions; not mandated 
- Does not participate in ESC or prof. organization (does read org. publications) 
- Draws some upon networking, but mostly responds to parents/community 
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Research Question # 1: In what ways do principals select professional development 
activities to support their own leadership growth and the success of the campuses 
they lead? (continued) 

 
 
 

18 
 

 
- Committed to “Smaller Learning Communities” 
- Reads and engages ‘learning academy’ opportunities; recent studies include: 
     Theodore Sizer Coalition of Essential Schools; Harvard models; University Lab 
     Schools; Dufour's Adlai Stevenson HS; Daggett’s 21st Century Schools 
- Site visits to top national schools – and ‘model schools’ 
- Expectation for all staff and campus site team to engage research and growth 

 
 

19 
 
 

 
- Inclusion Works text driving campus plan; took campus leadership team of teachers 
  to national conference w/follow up sharing of workshop actions 
- Site visits to campuses implementing full inclusion in similar setting 
- Hired outside consultant (from ESC presentation) to work w/staff over the year 
- Uses ESC frequently 
- Highly recommends Principal Leadership Academy (district paid) at Lamar U 
- Readings include: 5 Temptations of a CEO; 5 Dysfunctions of a Team (Lencioni); 
  Failure is not an Option; study of Ruby Payne’s work; meeting as cohort monthly  

 
 

20 
 
 

 
- Book studies: Who Moved My Cheese; From Rage to Hope; Servant Leadership 
- Draws from ESC, ASCD, and summary articles through TASA 
- Campus initiative of reading (Fountas & Pinnell, guided reading) slow, but sure 
- Jim Boyd, keynote speaker was motivating to pursue more knowledge 
- Recommends networking around focused topic 

 
 

21 
 
 

 
- Draws from readings and workshops (recent: Marzano, Rita Coombs, Margaret 
  Kilgo, and Ramirez Report) – most district driven initiatives 
- Recommends an Assistant Principal Leadership Academy with broad focus to 
  prepare new principals more deeply (beyond discipline role);  
- Utilizes ESC, but not engaged in professional organizations 
- Nearby university has not offered interface, but provides solid master’s program 

 
 

22 
 
 

 
- Reads and reflects with fellow principals at same grade level (recent: Well Done, 
  FISH Tales, Managing Transitions (Wm. Bridges) 
- Campus focus on math; exploring prior experiences with Marcy Cook 
- Does not participate with TEPSA or ESC (rarely); relies on district guided training 
- Valued experience in Principal Leadership Academy (dist. paid) at Lamar U. (time 
  consuming, but powerful and deep) 
- Recommends model of Lamar U at the district/campus level; on-going study 

 
 

23 
 
 

 
- Has drawn on continuous participation in formal study (superintendent’s program) 
- Attends TASSP more to ‘pick up what’s in the air’ and legal updates 
- Uses Ruby Payne concepts in at risk setting 
- Attended Lamar U. Principal Academy and found purposeful – even convicting 
- Values participation in cohort with consortium of other at-risk schools (sharing) 
- Recommends opportunities to network and dialogue; theory too removed from 
  practice (should be understood) 
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Research Question # 1: In what ways do principals select professional development 
activities to support their own leadership growth and the success of the campuses 
they lead? (continued) 

 
 
 

24 
 
 

- Chooses to attend content workshops with teachers to reinforce and support 
- Recent math focus (Debra Harmon, Cheryl Cox); state math conference/Houston 
- Research not practically presented to be useful; important, but detached 
- Book study w/ teachers responsible for presenting one chapter at each meeting 
- Reading: What Great Principals Do Differently (Whitaker) 
- Values site visits with team; sharing with other leaders 

 
 

25 
 
 

 
- Prefers workshop/on-going interactive learning; current ASCD officer 
- Active with TEPSA; used Ipod downloads (ex: Closing the Gap; Mid-Winter) 
- Principal curriculum CD summaries would be useful 
- English, Marzano, DuFour, FISH Tales, Mosaic of Thought ;Fierce Conversations  
- Believes in Professional Learning Community concept, seeking more knowledge 
- Recommends a matrix of learning options to meet learning style of principals to  

 
 

26 
 
 

 
- Accesses some training through TASSP, ESC, and district initiatives 
- Any prof. development should be driven by campus need as noted in CIP; relies on 
   teacher leaders to determine need and send teachers to training 
- Priority on community relations, climate of school, positive environment 
- Does not read; prefers ‘hands on’ learning 

 
 

27 
 
 

 
- Prefers books on tapes; uses non-educational text (business models) such as 
   Good to Great, Talent is Never Enough; interested in minority culture/community 
- Attended Leadership Academy (2x a month for 2 hrs over 8 months); valuable 
- Uses this model for growth on campus w/staff (Leadership is this year’s theme) 

 
 

28 
 
 

 
- Prefers deep, continuous study; has all staff engage training through Eric Jensen’s 
  Brain Research and expects evidence in lesson designing 
- In-district New Princ. Acad. w/focus on: DuPont, consensus bldg; needs assess. 
- Book studies annually; this year using Choice Words with teams 
- Most impact (personally and professionally): Coaching for Leadership, a life 
  coaching experience (Kathy Key); pricey, but deep examination of style/priorities 
- Recommends similar approach (Coaching for School Results) w/staff 

 
 

29 
 
 

 
- Doctoral study was an event (10 yrs ago), not a learning process 
- Perceives self as a veteran of managerial leadership; does not draw upon new  
   learning, but is focusing on what is training needed for teachers (TAKS oriented) 
- Has reviewed work of Margaret Kilgo (district led) and Carolyn Downey with  
   some degree of success; did not read – preferred presentation of information 
- Recommends challenging each principal to meet a goal and determine how best 
   to achieve this (and to what level this will require engagement in new learning) 

 
 

30 
 
 

- Master’s program (TCU) provides for on-going networking of alumni (“The Club”) 
- Focus on implementing direct training (Capturing Kids Heart) for relationships 
- At Risk focus (Ruby Payne reading), special pops and assessment  
- Relies on networking and discussions with principals in area schools 
- Readings limited to professional organization publications; e-publications 
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Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? 
 
Correlating Interview Questions (clustered and summarized): 
 

3. Pre-service principal preparation 
4. Research/professional growth access influence on leadership approach 
10. Support through colleges/universities since becoming principal 
11. Challenges that could be supported through relevant research 
15. State principal assessment (PA) influence on leadership 
16. Perceived viable support/barrier to continuous learning for leadership 

 
 
1 
 
 

 
- Competitive environment of TAKS limits practice 
- Time demands hinder whole staff engagement of professional growth 
- PA was ‘tedious’ (1st time); purposeful for data review (2nd time); no focus on  
   leadership development; Principal Prep (15 years ago) focused on management 
- Reticent agency (TEA) and ESC to recommend ‘best practices’ for principals 
- Local college offers traditional coursework, but no known outreach or  
  dissemination of meaningful research (even that conducted in-district) 

 
 
2 
 
 

 
- Doctoral studies in research and deeper readings; downside: instructors have  
  experience as principal (at all/recent); do not assist in connecting theory to practice 
- Challenge in placing in grade level w/least credible background  
- Cohort of study group is valuable and structure of collaborative assignments good 
- SASA was “out of touch” with real experiences; demeaning and  predictable  

 
 
3 
 
 

 
- Principal prep program beneficial in legal and financial areas; “theoretical courses 
  never connected to practice in purposeful way” 
- Principal Network is good format, but is ‘crammed’ with ‘sit and get’ and no  
  chance to discuss and share experiences/successes 
- Potential for on-going work with university professor (contracted by district) will 
  support campus wide initiative and lend credibility to leadership goal 
- SASA is a ‘hurdle or hoop’ to go through; no benefit other than data review 

 
 
4 
 

 
- State assessment pressure drives district decisions about training; limits individual 
  principal initiative; headed for retirement (disenchanted w/profession) 
- Frequent central office turnover/turmoil (“Changing of the hood ornaments”) 
  gets in way of principal growth by constantly taking their time for new approach 
- SASA was “a waste of time; end review of results did not impact or change  
  anything; just returned to work and continued the same ole, same ole” 

 
 
5 
 

 
- Principal Prep program was management and theory; not prepared for reality 
- Placed in school not matching skill set of principal without action plan for  
  developing those skills (HS AP to elementary school w/high minority/LEP) 
- Evaluation entirely based on TAKS; Collegial spirit of other principals (site visits)  
- ESC (accessed through distance learning often) is good information source 
- Is planning to leave as soon as 30 years are in – will pursue another career 
- Attended SASA as an AP, but has no memory of it (seemed confusing and focused  
   on what “you can’t do”); since he wasn’t yet a principal, not taken seriously 
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Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? (continued) 
 

 
 
6 
 
 

 
- AEP is left out of many district training initiatives 
- Alternative Education Consortium is 'powerful networking resource' 
- ESC is responsive and accesses quality training, but 'little focus on leadership' 
- No success in getting local university partnership for own or staff growth 
-Time demands and heavy focus on data/TAKS 'drives all actions' 
- Since technically an “assistant principal”, not participant in SASA 

 
 
7 
 
 

 
- Principal Prep Cohort was solid support; still connected; internship allowed for   
  opportunity to connect learning to life while still in study 
- Distance Learning (technology) has given access to networking and workshops 
- ESC powerful for pushing out updates, but not on-going growth plans 
- Supported by central office efforts to develop district approach (leadership) 
- TAKS less of an issue (homogeneous population), but still drives decisions 
- PA “not valuable at all; the in-basket could have provided some opportunity for  
  self-growth, if personally determined, but wasn’t really reflective of principal 
  approach to problem-solving. Follow-up discussions were shallow” 

 
 
8 
 

 
- Prof organizations provide for networking with other focused educators; develops 
  awareness of “who’s who in the educational world” 
- Continued relationship with Principal Cohort group still supportive 
- District initiatives w/follow through (and time/resources) are valuable 
- PA “not at all purposeful; provided no encouragement/guidance in search for 
  new ideas…at least not new to (her)” 
- State assessment drives much growth (how to work with different pops, math, etc) 
- Distance Learning site has been great new resource; informal networking with  
  others in attendance (turn off volume and discuss) as well as ESC updates 
 

 
 
9 
 
 

 
- Prof. organizations primary source of innovative practices (conferences, workshops, 
   magazines, and publications) 
- ESC provides focused topic trainings, but usually one shot.  Would help to have  
  continuous learning (example: four sessions over four months with application in 
  interim) 
- PA is a game; veteran principals know how to play; feedback evaluator is  
  usually less experienced and simply says ‘good job’ 

 
 

10 
 
 

 
- Values the commitment of the central office to shaping on-going prof. devel for  
   staff and principals (in leadership and content) 
- Principal preparation assisted in legal understandings; little else 
- Frustrated by ‘one size fits all’ aspects of training since all campuses are different 
- Does not see follow up over years (one year heavy focus/deep; next year, new trend 
- 'TAKS at heart of almost all learning' 
- PA was “stressful, intimidating (on purpose, it seemed), and discouraging; no 
  follow up or real plan of growth; district never  asked about it – devalued) 
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Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? (continued) 
 

 
 

11 
 
 

 
- Continuous improvement plan as an expectation by her supervisor at central office  
   has a component for profess growth that is taken seriously; appreciates reflection 
- Other principals sharing in informal and structured teaming highly beneficial 
- TAKS sets realistic external accountability, but 'model is flawed; frustrated over  
  comparisons with campuses of different populations' (parents don’t know this) 
- PA was “horrible, to be honest”.  “Just required use of ‘buzz words’; you learn 
  quickly not to respond honestly, but in a predictable idealized fashion” 
- Found greatest leadership growth through continued mentoring by master’s prof. 

 
 

12 
 
 

 
- Finds inspiration for own leadership through life models (leadership in all areas) 
- District initiatives focused only on TAKS 'stifle'; 'limited time for training and is  
  used up by mandated trainings' over campus/principal selected 
- Emergency certified teacher and ‘knock out the coursework’ approach to 
  mid-management shaped attitude about value of college study in preparation 
- Partnerships with business and university leaders productive and supportive 
- Readings provided in short read text are important; can point to deeper readings 
- Principal for over 10 years; pays no attention to PA (you “just do it”); evaluator 
  had no credibility other than having gone through evaluator training; offers nothing 
 

 
 

13 
 
 

 
- 'TAKS focus drives all'; creates pressure, but also focused student success 
- District directed initiatives support overt TAKS priority, also best practices that 
   will support sustainable growth 
- Central office partnership rather than oversight is most supportive 
- SASA was okay; not any real clear memory of bad, good, or indifferent 
 
 

 
 

14 
 
 

 
- Opportunity for grants to support leadership initiatives powerful 
- District support for well designed efforts with measurable outcome valued 
- Directors in special prog. partnering for gaps in knowledge important (seamless) 
- SASA was ‘a day away from important work; brought back nothing of import” 

 
 

15 
 
 

 
- Parents are source of pressure rather than support; want private school experience 
- Readings on personal growth have been supportive 
- District leadership has been weak in shaping growth; new superintendent is  
  visionary and shifting to expectation for learning by leadership 
- SASA was “okay”; “feedback was collegial; timing was right for (her) positive  
  attitude likely a factor”; “haven’t reflected back on it at all" 

 
 

16 
 
 

 
- Internship under quality principal was most supportive experience 
- University study was relevant and practical; cohort study group positive 
- TAKS demands guide much and 'interfere with other initiatives' 
- Veteran teachers with sense of ‘entitlement’ impede leadership initiatives (need 
   training in being a better change agent) 
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Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? (continued) 
 

 
 

17 
 
 

 
-Parents are biggest challenge; move in and want all to change to suit former district 
- TAKS not an issue (homogeneous, high performing), but district continues to 
   force training in assessment, data review, benchmarking, etc. 
- Best support is to provide paid time for teachers in summer to grow skills in 
   areas of ‘beyond the basics’ learning 
- Must have participated in SASA; don’t recall; did go to a “principal evaluation 
   day with in-box, etc that was totally unrealistic”; “never would you have a group 
   of principals wrapped around a single problem to solve in a short window who 
   had no knowledge of each other’s strengths”; “what would be the point?” 

 
 

18 
 
 

 
- A superintendent and central office who encourage ‘visioning’ and efforts to 
  go beyond the TAKS outcomes has been helpful 
- Community and business financial support for initiatives 
- University assistance is tough to get (so many hoops and efforts to get to someone 
  with willingness and authority), but worth it; other states have better relationships 
- “Broad cohort groups that use readings, data, site visits, and pro-active thought” 
- Opportunities to be creative in shaping staff professional growth around the  
   individual needs of the teachers and campus 

 
 

19 
 
 

 
- Partnerships with universities (such as Lamar’s Principal Academy) to blend reality 
  and theory with networking principals 
- Some source of ‘what’s working’ would be so valuable 
- TAKS guides all, but is particularly a barrier in its inequitable evaluation of schools 
  with sub-populations AND side mandates for full inclusion 
- PA was “awful”; “was actually counseled to consider another profession based 
  on my response to inbox activities”; DAC was a bit better, more collaborative (but 
  likely due to (her) own principal maturing AND willingness to play the game right 

 
 

20 
 
 

 
- Access to meaningful professional growth is valuable; local college doesn’t offer 
  anything outside of traditional coursework; efforts to engage are stifled 
- District support through structured on-going training (ex: Lamar U. and long-term  
  in-house consultant) have been powerful 
- Not having a referral site for good practices, readings, research is frustrating 
- PA "not purposeful at all; provided no encouragement or guidance for new ideas" 
- Cohort group from principal program continues as a resource of ‘what do you do’ 

 
 

21 
 

 
- Background in counseling has offered different resource to guide leadership; shares 
   with others and gets their perspective which offers her reflection 
- Access to campuses showing similar successes and challenges through site visits 
   or on-going communication/dialogue would be helpful 
- Is a PA evaluator; feels “it is whatever each person makes of it; most don’t come 
  with any expectation for growth”; “weakness is limited focus on instructional  
  leadership” 
- Background experience in special programs and internship in good school valuable 
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Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? (continued) 
 

 
 

22 
 

 
- Engagement in structured Principal Academy was valuable opportunity (impacted 
   sense of research import and practical application) 
- Feedback from staff, students, and parents assist in reflecting on leadership 
- Readings (short text) offer inspiration, if not substance; helps create analogies 
- TAKS interpretation to community is continual challenge 
- Superintendent being an ‘instructor’ first makes huge difference in small district 
- Hasn’t been to PA; only has heard that it is not of value; ready when needed 
 

 
 

23 
 

 
- Biggest benefit are family engagement and opportunities to connect 
- College cohort group was helpful at the time; family history in education prepared 
  him for many challenges 
- Changing demographics (low-SES, high LEP) huge challenge 
- No source for ‘what works’ 
- District initiatives that rely on feedback from principals and are based on the  
  varying needs of principals (leadership ‘differentiation’) is important 
- Doesn’t recall PA; been about 4 years 
 

 
 

24 
 

 
- Trust (or lack thereof) with central office is huge barrier 
- Campus philosophy aimed at meeting unique needs of students (LEP) must 
   be supported (or at least considered) outside of mandates 
- Research would be powerful resource for high risk campus, but access is difficult 
  due to presentation in 'laborious methods' 
- Quality consultants engaged with whole faculty support long-range change 
- TAKS sets a standard, but is a 'moving target' (standard) in ‘inequitable fishbowl’ 
- Competition among campuses deters open sharing of best practices; superintendent 
  sets tone of ‘ one upmanship’ 
- PA was “absurd; evaluator was a young principal with limited experience and  
   NO experience with children of poverty; had no feedback to offer of substance” 
 

 
 

25 
 

 
- Ironically, best knowledge came when left principal role and entered curriculum 
  specialist role; returned to principal position much better prepared to support  
  quality instruction and special student needs 
- High performing campus (magnet) provides disenchantment from other principals 
  who do not feel she faces (and doesn’t) the same challenges; feels no collegial 
  opportunity for her own growth (nor the ability to share her 20+ years of valuable 
  experience and learning) 
- Leadership in magnet environments are expected to be successful based on nature 
  of students, but many unique dynamics – no role models for best practice 
- Is a SASA evaluator; believes it depends on principal willingness to learn; offers 
  that often the evaluators are just principals whose districts wanted to reduce the 
  cost of training and offered them up as evaluators (despite their own limitations) 
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Research Question # 2: How do principals describe the roadblocks and/or supports to 
their access of continuous learning based on scholarly research? (continued) 
 

 
 

26 
 

 
- Principal Cohort was a valuable team; still connected and draw on each other 
- AP under weak principal limited own skill development (follow up w/university 
  could have been helpful); principal was ‘retired on the job’ and turned school over 
- Was moved to principal after a rough year, but with good relationships in building 
  and community (has shaped leadership approach: ‘common sense’ and communal)  
- Wants a calendar of ‘what to expect next’; broad suggestions for readings, trainings  
  (skill set) to engage; Model program listing would be great 
- Has not participated in PA; not sure what it is; in-district evaluation driven by 
   TAKS, community perception, discipline, and relationship with central office 

 
 

27 
 

 
- Formal study was “just that – formal, not practical”; later Leadership Academy was 
  valuable by working with research based readings facilitated by an instructor with 
  current principals and real challenges/goals 
- Barrier to own growth is, “quite honestly”, incentive; with TAKS scores okay and 
  a content community, there is little impetus by anyone to go further 
- New staff (w/ideas) offers inspiration as does curriculum department (on occasion) 
- ESC providing for more dynamic interactions of principal network could be of use 
- PA “no valuable for (him)” can see how the inbox might be eye-opening for  
  new principal or AP in considering need to be able to be a multi-tasker… but it 
  wasn’t realistic – nor was the evaluation of the response; might have been good if 
  it had offered some new life incentives for veteran principals 

 
 

28 
 

 
- New principal academy was valuable upon entering principalship 
- District initiatives with research based book studies or workshops preferred 
- Life Coaching is of tremendous value, particularly for veteran principals 
- TAKS is only an obstacle if allowed to become the ‘end all of what you do’ 
- Is a SASA evaluator; is piloting a revised version which she feels will be a great 
  improvement; felt prior process was rote and unresponsive 

 
 

29 
 

 
- External challenges for veteran principal is essential; forced him to move from  
  manager to instructional leader (though still limited); a "call to arms" 
- University study no connect between theory and practice; hasn’t seen this, except in  
   initiatives based on research that is accepted and then the focus is on the process 
- Innovative Superintendent breaths life and vision into small district 
- TAKS can become overwhelming if allowed; controllable 
- SASA was “amusing; (his) evaluator a 5 year veteran who couldn't deal with him 
- No source of information in the vast amount of ‘research based’ programs that cross 
  his desk each day; would welcome clear recommendations from dependable source 

 
 

30 
 

 
- Master’s program continued alumni meetings (monthly) offer on-going guidance 
- Relationship with Central Office that is collegial and supportive is so helpful;   
   horror stories of other districts who pressure rather than collaborative efforts 
- Would welcome summer growth opportunity other than TEPSA 
- PA “was stressful; making the video of myself was not useful – rather it was 
   canned”; the 2nd time (DAC?) was a little better in using data and shaping goals  
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Research Question # 3: How do principals state they apply research-based study 
findings to their unique campus settings so as to create change? 
 
Correlating Interview Questions (clustered and summarized): 
 

6.    Impact of research and/or growth activities on principal leadership 
7.    Actions taken to apply newly acquired learning on campus 
11.   Recently implemented actions found to be successful on campus 
 

 
1 
 

 
- Inclusion Works reading/conference attendance resulted in 
   principal led campus training, book study guidance, and exploration 
   of research surrounding student success in schools identified in text 
   and training as implementing inclusion. 
- ESC solicited to provide deeper training in four sessions over the year 
- 3 Minute Walk-Through (English) was initially used consistently, but 
  has faded with time; still guides principal practice sporadically – mostly 
  with new or ‘challenged' principals; a ‘rekindling’ among other  
  principals might spark this again … or a campus need identified 
 
 

 
2 
 

 
- Doctoral study of organizational strength and informal communication  
   processes resulted in examination of communication through survey,  
  analysis of quality responses to principal communication, and in overt 
  discussions in team meetings; Findings pointed to a significant need to 
   open communication along more productive lines – thus became a  
   campus goal; 
- Campus Educational Improvement Team (CEIC) charged with several 
   recommended articles and a series of reflective questions aimed at  
   identifying formal and informal communication channels most suited to 
   students, staff, parents, and community to engage all in ownership 

 
3 
 

 
- Research team (selected teachers) presented findings from recent site 
  visit to ‘balanced literacy’ campus; presented demo (video) of classes 
  observed and outline of program (reflecting on how much is already 
  in place); distribution of Guided Reading /Writer’s Workshop texts. 
- Fountas & Pinnell book study being guided by consultant to come monthly to  
  observe/meet with teams (underscoring the research behind the work) 

 
4 
 

 
- Has not embraced any new professional growth initiatives, but expects 
  the district initiative of ‘balanced literacy’ to have impact. 
- Book was on desk, but principal noted it had not as yet been distributed 
 or read; will follow through when given more guidance 

 
5 
 

 
- Has been catching up on what research says about language acquisition 
  by second language learners; seems research is in conflict with district 
 ‘early exit’; seeking guidance, but no action on campus as yet. 
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Research Question # 3: How do principals state they apply research-based study 
findings to their unique campus settings so as to create change? (continued) 

 
6 
 

 
- Took whole team to ROPES training (physical goal setting, team 
   building process) which has substantial research behind its impact in  
   assisting all teams, but especially at-risk populations; 
- Daily activities engaged by staff and students to begin and end the day 
  with team-building or strengthening of support of goals and healthy  
  choices; discussions held weekly to reflect on impact 
- All staff viewed videos of Ruby Payne’s work with poverty, as well as 
  discussion of text Why Try?; students ‘staffed’ in light of understanding 

 
7 
 

 
- Begins each day with full campus (237 students and staff) in group 
  focus activity centered around recent readings based on moral and 
  social choices (Dudly Do Right…Just Do the Right Thing Motto); 
- Posted memory cues (5 ‘D’s…dependability, discipline…etc) and  
  motivational/inspirational posters throughout facility 
- Training of all staff in Response to Intervention (RTI) national initiative 
   by site visits to primary level campus to observe differentiated classes 
   and return to implement ‘centers’ approach in grades 3-5 
- ESC personnel contacted to provide follow up observation/reflection 

 
8 
 

 
- Could not identify any recent initiatives except noted that there was an 
   emphasis on hands-on math based on data reflecting learning processes 
   of students with varying learning styles 
- Data showing international standings of U.S. in math sparked interest 
   in responding to the state mandated 4 x 4 (math/science) with success 

 
9 
 

 
- Examining language immersion research for new immigrants needing 
  to be prepared to pass TAKS in English in 2 years 
- Has not put an action plan in place, but is involving a team of teachers 
  in the initial investigation/plan development 

 
10 
 

 
- Utilized research on impact of parent involvement on student success to 
   shaped a campus priority plan for engaging parents of limited English 
   students in communication and participation in the educational process. 
- Using models of success from other schools and community members 
   connected and respected, set up a plan with a goal of at least 50% of the 
   LEP student parents attending teacher conferences, school information 
   meetings, school performances (w/their child) 
- Drew upon prior training in organizational leadership to set up team of 
   stakeholders who could get most success and involvement 
 

 
11 
 

 
- Used studies by Marzano and the text Building Background Vocabulary 
   as the foundation for campus wide focus on ‘word work’ and vertical 
   articulation of language development for multi-cultural setting 
- Will take a core team of teachers to the June workshop on this text 
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Research Question # 3: How do principals state they apply research-based study 
findings to their unique campus settings so as to create change? (continued) 

 
12 
 

 
- Extracts national trends (Kappan) to inspire local considerations 
- Met with the Canada Microsoft CEO to for Business and Technology programs 
- Read of success of Prairie View College professor; collaborate on CAD  
 (engineering) students developing a real product for local firm w/mentorship  
- Uses data from AP results and student feedback (5 years after grad.) to 
   shape student guidance program with counselors 
- Travels with a group of students to Europe each year; students conduct research on  
  country, economics, employment and relate back to their options;  

 
13 
 

 
- District led initiative in area of math w/internal consultants provided 
  ‘research based’ strategies and resources; he plans to fully implement  
  with the staff and call in district consultants to guide/monitor 

 
14 
 

 
- Implemented systemic study and engagement of Marzano’s assessment 
   framework toward authentic assessment based on research that runs 
   contrary to the national accountability standard process 
- Developed campus professional development periods for all staff (and 
  administrative team) to engage on-going study and review 

 
15 
 

 
- Read Ron Clark’s Essential 55 (following a year long focus on  
  Positive Behavior Supports) and adopted the ‘55’ as a part of a campus 
  focus on climate, morale, respect, behavior, and community 
- Personal study, Repotting Your Life, guiding evaluation process with 
   teachers, encouraging them to set annual goals (even master teachers) 

 
16 
 

 
- Engaging staff in understanding curriculum alignment and what 
   research says about learning being supported by vertical growth 
- Reading and sharing Understanding by Design, Mapping the 
  Curriculum ( Heidi Hayes Jacob) and ‘mapping’ with teams 
- Involving ESC in reviewing lesson planning process to reflect aligned 
   curriculum and brain based learning skills requiring differentiation 
 

 
17 
 

 
- No current initiatives in place; Exemplary campus not driven to new trends 
- Does not see specific practices in place that could inform research,  
   except his ability to attract and retain well trained, experienced teachers 
 

 
18 
 

 
- Reading national studies in smaller learning communities, University 
  Lab Schools; Adlai Stevenson/Dufour, William Daggett’s 21st 
  Century Schools, site visits to nationally recognized schools 
  to shape the recommendations of the campus “Vision Committee” 
- Reviews all campus data against models of exceptional models (as 
   determined by receiving signature colleges) and is engaging staff in 
   identifying areas of needed improvement 
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Research Question # 3: How do principals state they apply research-based study 
findings to their unique campus settings so as to create change? (continued) 

 
19 
 

 
- Full team attendance at national middle school conference resulted in 
  each member more deeply researching one of the workshops (based  
  on literature review provided) 
- Two initiatives determined from the conference visit to be relevant to  
   identified campus needs, resulting in 
    * site visits to model campuses using inclusion model 
    * consultant to work with campus monthly to implement model  
 

 
20 
 

 
- Using research on growing quality teachers to shape partnership with  
  area college through a student teacher/internship program 
- Cohort works in school for 3 semesters (field experience/internship) and 
  is first in line for hiring (if evaluation is supportive) 
- Increases likelihood of successful induction year/s and retention 
 

 
21 
 

 
- Turned Marzano reading into workbook for teachers; engage in weekly assignments 
- Selects research-based reading on topic of campus identified need; has 
   teachers assume responsibility for one chapter (or section) to present 
  at faculty meetings (briefly) to guide shared reading/discussion 
- Expects see implementation/attempts of works reviewed in the classroom  
- Transferred research on Peer Mediation for students to staff to resolve 
  reactions to ‘blended staff’ from closing of another school 
 

 
22 
 

 
- Lamar U Leadership Academy model to shape campus leadership academy  
- Research articles presented in the academy will be part of campus plan 
- Exploring communication systems on his campus following readings 
 

 
23 
 

 
- No new initiatives at this time; AEP does not lend to innovative initiatives 
- Recognizes the potential for research to inform work with students and 
  develop/retain a committed and compassionate staff 
- Alternative School Consortium can offer suggested  research 
 

 
24 
 

 
- Attended state math conference with teachers; look for ‘proven’  
   practices; will bring in two presenters from conference to work w/ 
   staff (both have data supporting success w/ children of poverty) 
 

 
25 
 

 
-  Using ‘professional learning communities’ to develop a sense of urgency in   
    teachers (rather than complacency); set vision of possibilities 
- The research is prevalent of the value of continuous learning 
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Research Question # 3: How do principals state they apply research-based study 
findings to their unique campus settings so as to create change? (continued) 

 
26 
 

 
- Has not engaged any current research; has no plans 
- Prefers a ‘common sense’ response to staff and student needs 
- Will continue to implement a positive environment approach 
  

 
27 
 

 
- Using the model of Leadership Academy (but does not have research 
   background); found the model to be personally beneficial 
- Will use his business readings (which he feels have research support) as 
   models when they fit the needs of the school 
 

 
28 
 

 
- Will use Coaching for Leadership model (K. Key) to create campus “Coaching for   
   School Results” model of setting goals and priorities w/mentor and supportive  
   action plan (does not know the research behind this) 
 

 
29 
 

 
- No plan to pursue new research/learning; will implement whatever the district  
  prescribes; ‘school is successful –focus: good experiences/pleasing parents 
 

 
30 
 

 
- Will continue goal of implementing “Capturing Kids Hearts” through 
  training across campus; substantial data indicates this will impact  
  academic and life success; sees this as campus initial goal 
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APPENDIX F 
 

Participant Citations of Readings and Resources 
 
 
Specific individuals cited by participants as influencing their practice or who would 
capture their attention for pursing further training 
 
Cook, Marcy  
Coombs, Rita 
Daggett, William  
Downey, Carolyn 
DuFour, Rick 
English, Fenwick  
Fountas, Irene. & Pinnell, Gay Su  
Harman, Debrah (Cheryl Cox consultants) 
Jensen, Eric 
Kee, Kathy (Harwell) 
Kilgo, Margaret 
Marzano, Robert 
Payne, Ruby 
Ramirez, J. (Longitudinal Study of Structured English Immersion) 
Sizer, Theodore  
Whittaker, Todd 
Wooten, Patty 
 
Specific readings cited by participants 
 
Algozzine, R. (2006).  Making inclusion work: Effective practices for all.  Thousand  

Oaks, CA:  Sage Publications, Ltd. 
 
Bridges, W. (1991).  Managing transitions: Making the most of change.  Reading, MA:   

Perseus Books. 
 
Clark, R. (2003).  The essential 55.  New York, NY: Hyperion. 
 
Collins, J. (2001).  Good to great: Why some companies make the leap…and others  

don’t.  New York, NY: Harper Business. 
 
Costa, A. & Garmston, R. (2004).  Cognitive coaching: A foundation for renaissance  

schools.  Norwood, ME:  Christopher Gordon Publishers, Incorporated. 
 
Downey, C., Steffey, B., English, F. (2004).  The three-minute classroom walk-through.   

Thousand Oaks, CA:  Corwin Press. 
 
Ellis, D. (2004).  Falling Awake.  Norwalk, CT:  Crown House Publishing, Ltd. 
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Specific readings cited by participants (continued) 
 
Ellis, D. (1998).  Life Coaching.  Norwalk, CT:  Crown House Publishing, Ltd. 
 
Flippen, F. (2006).  Keystone Curriculum (K-5): Character Education and Leadership  

Development.  College Station, TX: Flippen Group. 
 
Friedman, T. (2005).  The world is flat.  New York, NY:  Farrar, Strauss & Giroux. 
 
Greenleaf, L. (2005).  The servant as leader.  Westfield, IN:  Greenleaf Center for  

Servant-Leadership. 
 
Holman, D. & Paper, G. (2007).  Repotting: 10 steps for redesigning your life.  Carlsbad,  

CA:  Hay House, Inc. 
 
Jacobs, H. (1997).  Mapping the big picture: Integrating curriculum & assessment K-12.   

Alexandria, VA:  Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
 
Jakes, T. D. (2001).  Maximize the moment: God’s action plan for your life.   

Shippensburg, PA:  Treasure House. 
 
Jensen, E. (2000).  Brain-Based Research.  San Diego, CA: Brain Store Incorporated. 
 
Johnson, S. (1998).  Who moved my cheese?  New York, NY:  Putnam. 
 
Johnston, P. (2004).  Choice Words.  Portland, ME: Stenhouse Publications. 
 
Kranz, G. (2000).  Failure is not an option.  New York, NY:  Simon & Schuster. 
 
Kuykendall, C. (2004).  From rage to hope.  Bloomington, IN:  National Education  

Service. 
 
Lencioni, P. (2000).  The 5 dysfunctions of a team.  San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
 
Lencioni, P. (2000).  The 5 temptations of a CEO: A leadership fable.  San Francisco,  

CA: Jossey-Bass. 
 
Lovell, J. (2000).  Apollo 13.  New York: NY: Houghton Mifflin Company. 
 
Lundin, S. (2002).  Fish! Tales: Real life stories to help transform your work place and  

your life.  New York, NY:  Chart House Learning. 
 
Lundin, S. (2006).  Leader FISH!.  New York, NY:  Chart House Learning. 
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Specific readings cited by participants (continued) 
 
Marzano, R., Pickering, D., & Pollock, J. (2001).  Classroom instruction that works:  

Research-based strategies for increasing student achievement.  Alexandria, VA:  
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 

 
Marzano, R., Waters, T., & McNulty, B. (2005).  School leadership that works: From  

research to results.  Alexandria, VA:  Association for Supervision and  
Curriculum Development. 

 
Maxwell, J. (2007).  Talent is never enough.  Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, Inc. 
 
Moore, C. (2007).  Why try? Orem, UT:  WhyTry, Inc. 
 
Page, C. (2004).  Closing the Achievement Gap. Public Broadcasting System. 
 
Payne, R. (2001).  A framework for understanding poverty.  Highlands, TX:  aha!  

Process, Inc. 
 
Peters, T. (2003).  Re-Imagine.  London, ENG: Durling Kindersly Limited. 
 
Pink, D. (2005).  A whole new mind.  New York, NY: Penguin Group. 
 
Scott, S. (2002).  Fierce conversations: Achieving success at work & in life one  

conversation at a time.  New York, NY:  Berkley Publishing Group. 
 
Thompson, R. (2001).  WOW – what a team.  Nashville, TN:  Incentive Publications. 
 
Titus, R. (2006).  Well done, Ollie.  Columbus, OH:  Kegler, Brown, Hill & Ritter  

Company. 
Whitaker, T. (2004).  What great principals do differently: Fifteen things that matter  

most.  Larchmont, NY: Eye on Education. 
 
Wiggins, G. & McTighe, J. (1998).  Understanding by design.  Alexandria, VA:   

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
 
Witherspoon, R. (2000).  Coaching for leadership.  San Francisco, CA:  Jossey-Bass. 
 
Zimmerman, S. (1998).  Mosaic of thought.  Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 
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APPENDIX G 
 

Demographic Data of Participant Schools 
 

 

Campus Region Enroll Rating EconDis White Hisp 
Afri 
Amer 

Asian 
(5.+) 

1 15 680 R (K-2) 31.9 61.5 31.5 4.6  
2 ** 13 654 A 57.3 67.9 29.8 1.5  

3 13 210 A 37.6 84.8 12.9 1.4  
4 13 531 R 49.5 67 22.8 8.3  
5 13         * A AEP                   *         *         *          *  
6 13 573 A 76.6 41.5 56.4 1.6  
7 13 443 R 25 81.5 15.8 2.3  
8 13 472 R 21.8 82.2 14 2.4  

9 ** 13 606 A 16.8 83.3 14.4 1.2  
10 10 406 R 64.3 23.9 50.2 19.2  
11 10 457 R 54.2 27.1 35.9 21.3 14.9  
12 10 2142 A 35.9 40.6 33.1 16.2   9.7  

13 ** 10 459 R 47.1 37.79 40.85 12.44  
14 10 2171 A 25 48.7 21.8 10.6 18.3  
15 13 378 E 5.6 75.4 11.9 2.6  
16 13 850 E 2 84.7 5.8 0.7  
17 13 795 E 0.9 88.8 3.6 0.9  
18 13 2366 R 2.4 85.5 5.6 0.5  
19 20 339 R 49.9 54.6 39.8 4.7  
20 20 539 R 46 51.9 42.5 3.9  
21 20 777 A 47.2 57 36.7 4.6  
22 20 532 R 58.1 57.3 38.5 4.6  
23 20         * A AEP            *        *        *         *  
24 7 464 A 93.1 3.2 54.5 42.2  
25 7 399 E 19.8 69.9 6 20.8  
26 7 559 A 37.2 58.1 4.8 35.8  
27 20 1131 R 7.3 85.3 12.6 1  
28 11 603 E 3.3 87.2 3.2 1.5  
29 11 732 R 14.1 81.6 13.1 3.3  
30 11 539 R 24.5 73.8 18.2 5.4  

31/  2 13 739 R 11 74 14 4.7   6.5  
32/  9 19 1498 A 78.6 4.1 93.5 2.1  

33/ 13  2 728 R (K-2) 53.4 55.4 33.5 7  
 
*   -  Data masked due to low numbers (confidentiality). 
** - Campuses that withdrew from the study due to schedule conflicts and were replaced   
        with other schools. 
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APPENDIX H 
 

Approval from Human Subjects Committee 
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